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ii. Briefing note on sea pool complex and feasibility review.  
 

8   South East Area Office Matters 
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iii. Report on proposed naming and numbering of a mixed development on 
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9   Motions 
 
Motion 1 from Councillor Dermot Lacey 
That dishing for cyclists and mobility vehicles be placed at the top of Nutley 
Avenue at the location submitted with this motion. 
 

 
Nutley Avenue, D4, is a cul-de-sac that abuts with Nutley Road/SeaviewTerrace.  
Our route by bike to Merrion Centre and shopping is via Nutley Avenue (Nutley 
Lane is too cycling-hostile), but the absence of a dished-kerb makes it tricky with 
full panniers to exit onto Nutley Road on the return trip. 
It is a simple job. There are two young residents living around here who use e-
mobility aids to get around. The dishing would obviate them having to make a 
sharp L-turn once through the tubular-steel barrier. They could go straight-ahead 
on the road.  I attach an image to show the location. 
 
Motion 2 from Councillor Daniel Ceitinn 
That this Area Committee: 

 
1. Notes persistent anti-social behaviour, including but not limited to public 

urination on public and private property, along the grand canal, 
2. Calls on Dublin City Council and Waterways Ireland to identify, or appoint 

as the case may be, an enforcement officer responsible for the section of 
the canal which runs through the South East Area, in particular the 
Portobello and St Kevin’s area segment, to address the ongoing and 
persistent anti-social behaviour which is causing grief amongst the local 
community, 

3. Further calls on Dublin City Council to urgently address the problems of 
anti-social behaviour, in particular public urination, by putting public toilets 
in the area, 

4. Further calls on Dublin City Council to cooperate with An Garda Síochána 
to clamp down on anti-social behaviour possible through the installation of 
CCTV cameras in the relevant public places. 

 

 



 

Motion 3 from Councillor Mary Freehill 
That the residential parking scheme on Clareville Rd be completed ASAP.  That 
the road surface between Westfield Rd and Kenilworth Park be repaired as it is 
very dangerous with potholes and causes cars to swerve.  That the trees on 
Clareville Road be pruned, as the branches are now so low that they are hitting 
pedestrians who pass by.  
 
- Disc Parking Scheme: thank you so much, Mary, for all your help over the last 
number of years in getting this over the line for us. The white lines are almost fully 
down but there are no signs or machines yet in place and, unfortunately, the 
parking situation is as bad as ever as people still park on our road, as it is clear 
that the scheme is not yet in force. I have been in touch with Martina Hayden in 
DCC (who has been very helpful along with Helen McGrath) and Martina tells me 
that she does not yet have a date for the implementation of the scheme. If there's 
any way that you could help this along it would be hugely appreciated on our part. 
- Road Surface: the road surface of Clareville, particularly along the stretch 
between Westfield Road and Kenilworth Park, is in a shocking state. 'It looks 
awful and repairs are done only superficially when the potholes get really bad. 
Cars swerve to avoid potholes and the road itself is sunken in parts so that buses 
coming at speed 'bounce' when they hit the sunken part. It scares me to have 
Sam on the pavement outside our house in case a car or bus loses control and 
comes off the road. The road is in dire need of full and proper repair. Given the 
amount of traffic that uses the road this needs to be an ongoing schedule of repair 
and maintenance. 
Trees: The lower branches of the trees on the road have been allowed to grow 
down and now hit people as they walk by. A simple trim of the lower branches is 
all that is needed but I know some residents have been in touch with DCC to 
request this but to little avail. A very scant trim of the lowest branches was 
undertaken some time ago but it was not enough to last very long and they are in 
desperate need of maintenance. 
Just to clarify on the road surface-the fundamental issue is not the potholes so 
much as that only the most superficial repairs are carried out each time. The last 
pothole was fixed pre-lockdown but, because only surface repairs are carried out, 
the road, over time, has become worn down and sunken so buses go into the 
sunken parts and bounce out. We have an issue on the road with speed as you 
know and so vehicles hit this section of the road at speed every day and it is 
dangerous. The entire section of road needs to be built back up and totally 
resurfaced. 
 
Motion 4 from Councillor Paddy McCartan 
That this area committee agrees to support as a priority the following proposals 
from the Chief executive of the Royal Victoria Eye and Ear Hospital. 
This is to deal with issues the hospital faces as a result of Covid19 
environment as a member of the board the Chief executive has sent me the 
following note on behalf of the Hospital. 
 
“As we expand our services over the summer, the management of patient flow is 
central to reducing Covid risk for both patients and staff.  Patient flow has two 
components: 

1. time the patient spends at the hospital and  
2. 2. way the patient moves through the hospital.  

 
In line with best practice we are asking patients to arrive at the hospital 
only in time for their appointment (not beforehand), where they will be 
seen promptly and then discharged quickly.  Secondly, we want to 
implement a Uni-directional flow of patients through the hospital, to 
address the second component of patient flow.  Uni-directional flow is 



 

where patients move only in one direction, in the hospital, and not zigzag 
or go back on themselves within their journey.  This has been shown to 
reduce risk.   
 
For uni-directional flow to work we need to use the rear entrance of the 
hospital at Hatch Pace as the main out-patient entrance.  To support this 
we would like to establish a drop off area beside that entrance.  Currently 
there is a pyramid shaped area that is adjacent to the rear entrance and is 
double yellow lined and empty.  We would like to designate a small part of 
this area as a designated drop off area for patients." 

 
Motion 5 from Councillor Deirdre Conroy 
That this committee will request new Housing Minister and spokespersons on 
Housing, to drop the extension of Strategic Housing Development to 2021, due to 
the fact that the high-rise proposals in Dublin Bay South are completely 
unaffordable, massively over scale on historic environment and still unreliable, 
unaffordable long-term rental. Obviously, affordable housing has to be established 
in an alternative manner. 
 
Motion 6 from Councillor Deirdre Conroy 
That this committee would reject the proposed ‘remuneration’ of the Moorhead 
Report and request more adequate consideration, factual interaction and 
amended recommendations, without another 2 year delay. 
 
Motion 7 from Councillor Claire Byrne 
That this Area Committee calls on the Area Manager to take measures to 
reinforce the one way system on Pleasants Street, Dublin 8.  Cars driving the 
wrong way up this street from Heytesbury Street, rat running and speeding are 
on-going problems here as motorists either can’t see the signs or are ignoring 
them, causing serious safety concerns for the residents. Can the Area Manager 
please install more prominent street or road signage at the Heytesbury Street 
entrance as an immediate measure and consider installing planters or other street 
furniture at the junction as a long-term measure? 
 
Motion 8 from Councillor Claire Byrne 
That this Area Committee calls on the Area Manger to please introduce traffic-
calming measures on Curzon Street, Dublin 8 as a matter of urgency. Speeding 
and rat running is an ingoing issue here with frequent damage to cars. However 
just recently a car drove so quickly through the road that hit a car and spun 
around and crashed into another car. This is a serious safety concern for the 
residents and they are particularly worried about the children on the street. Can 
the Manager please look into this urgently?  
 
Motion 9 from Councillor Claire Byrne 
That this Area Committee calls on the Area Manager to increase the street 
cleaning  and carry out maintenance work in the Ringsend area, in particular 
along Ringsend Park,  Patricks Villas and Ropewalk. The area is suffering from 
serious illegal dumping, street litter, dog fouling, visible vermin and overgrown 
grass verges making it very unsightly.  A public street bin recently had to be 
removed from Patricks Villas due to persistent illegal dumping and there is little 
enforcement of dog fouling and littering.  Can the Manager please outline what he 
intends to do to address these problems as a matter of urgency? 
 
Motion 10 from Councillor Claire Byrne 
That this Area Committee calls on the Area Manager to liaise with parking 
enforcement and the Gardaí to address the ongoing problem of vehicles parking 
on the new segregated cycle path on Westland Row and Camden Street.  There 



 

is a persistent and dangerous problem with delivery vans and other vehicles 
ignoring the orcas and wands and driving over them, causing safety issues for 
cyclists in what is supposed to be a protected cycle lane.  
 
Motion 11 from Councillor Carolyn Moore 
This committee accepts that the use of kissing gates limits the accessibility of our 
parks and public spaces; that they limit access in a manner which discriminates 
against disabled people, the elderly, or users of mobility aids; and that their use 
should be phased out in favour of an alternative that provides fair and equal 
access to our parks and public spaces for all citizens. 
 
Motion 12 from Councillor Carolyn Moore 
That this committee in light of Dublin City Council’s Covid mobility response, asks 
the manager to acknowledge the importance of having safe and sustainable 
routes to schools in place by September, and to undertake to contact schools in 
relation to the ‘School Streets’ Beta Project to secure maximum participation in 
this scheme for the upcoming school year so that as many children as possible 
can walk, scoot and cycle to school safely, and so that the impact of school traffic 
on the city’s Covid interventions will be minimised."  
 
 
 
 

10   Questions to the Chief Executive 13th July 2020   
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Notification of initiation under Part 8 

Planning and Development Regulations 2001
(as amended)

Proposed demolition of
Block 1 St. Andrew’s Court 

intersection of Fenian Street and Sandwith Street Upper, D2 

Presentation to South East Area Committee 

13th July 2020

By Elaine Johnson, Executive Engineer, Dublin City Council 
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Site Location 

Block 1 St Andrews 
Court to be demolished 

2 no. Pram Sheds to 
be demolished

P
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Proposal
• Demolition of the existing senior citizen flat block (14 units) known as St. 

Andrews Court Block 1 and two associated pram sheds.

• Works include demolition of the buildings, grubbing up existing surfaces 
(carpark, footpaths, hardstanding, raised amenity area, various walls and 
stairs) and removal of existing trees, plants and lighting poles.

• Site to be regraded to match existing ground levels of public footpaths and 
adjoining site.

• Site to be resurfaced with a permeable asphalt finish surrounded by a 
palisade fence to secure the perimeter. An access gate to be provided for 
general maintenance. 

• No new construction works proposed. Re-development proposals will be 
subject to a separate planning application.
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Proposed Demolition Works
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Proposed Demolition Works
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Proposed Site Plan
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Proposed Works
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Proposed Development

• Existing building is not fit for use, does not meet current 
Building Regulation or Housing Standards and is almost 
entirely vacant.

• Redevelopment of the site to comply with current Building 
Regulation and Housing Standards will provide greater 
densities.

• The future development plans have not yet been finalised. 
Design Team in process of being appointed.

• Public lighting of public areas will be retained 

P
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Pre-Part 8
• Proposal was circulated internally to various Dublin City 

Council Technical Departments

• Observations and comments were submitted by a number of 
the internal DCC departments - will be addressed as part of 
the Part 8 process and during the demolition stage of the 
project. 

• The agreement of the Committee is requested to this proposal.

Part 8 - Notification of Initiation 

P
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Thank you.
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Structural Engineering Section 

City Architects Division 

Housing and Residential Services 

Dublin City Council 

Floor 1 Block 4, Civic Offices 

Wood Quay 

Dublin 8 

 

Date: 7th July 2020 

 

To the Chairman and Members of 

South East Area Office 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

Notification of initiation under Part 8 Planning and Development 

Regulations 2001 (as amended) 

 

St Andrews Court Block 1 Demolition, at the intersection of Sandwith Street Upper 

and Fenian Street, Dublin 2 

 

Please see details of the proposal in the attached report. 
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Dolphin House Demolition – Phase 2   1 of 3 

 

1.0 Site Location 

The site is located at Block 1 St. Andrews Court senior citizen flat complex at the 

intersection of Sandwith Street Upper and Fenian Street, Dublin 2 which is in the 

Dublin City Council South East Area. The St Andrew’s Court complex was 

constructed in the 1970’s comprising 3 blocks. The proposed site regeneration 

requires the demolition of Block 1 as shown on Figure 1 below. The block contains 

14 units comprising a mixture of bedsits (4 no.), 1 bed units (2 no.) and duplex units 

(8 no.).  Two external pram sheds are also proposed for demolition. The demolition 

works are required to facilitate the progression of site redevelopment works. 

 

Figure 1: Aerial View of St. Andrew’s Court Block 1and pram sheds to be 

demolished 

2.0 Dublin City Council Development Plan  

The site is listed under Land-Use Zoning Objective Z1 in the Dublin City 

Development Plan 2016-2022 which states; “To protect, provide and improve 

residential amenities”. The site is fully serviced, with water supply, foul and surface 

water drainage and all utility services. 

 

 

 

 

 

2 NO. PRAM SHEDS - 

TO BE DEMOLISHED 

BLOCK 1                       

ST. ANDREW’S COURT 

TO BE DEMOLISHED 

BLOCK 2 & 3 

ST. ANDREW’S 

COURT 
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3.0 Proposed Development 

This Part 8 planning application is for the demolition of Block 1 St. Andrew’s Court 

which is a 3 storey partially occupied block of Senior Citizen flats/apartments.  

The block comprises 14 no. units (2 no. 1 bed apartments, 4 no. bedsits, 8 no. 

duplex units). The existing flat block does not meet current Building Regulation 

and Housing Standards and is predominantly vacant as residents have been 

moved to new homes. Refurbishment to bring the existing units into compliance 

with current standards would significantly reduce the number of units. Additional 

works would also be required to alleviate safety and health issues at the site. An 

increased level of enhancement is achieved by demolition and redevelopment to 

current Building Regulation and housing standards achieving an increased 

density per Ha. 

No new construction works are proposed as part of this planning application other 

than those necessary to secure the site or divert services. The redevelopment of 

the site will be the subject of separate planning application. 

It is proposed to demolish the block and two associated pram sheds entirely, 

together with grubbing up the existing surfaces (carpark, footpaths, hardstanding, 

raised amenity area, various walls and stairs) and remove existing trees, plants 

and lighting poles. The foundations of the buildings and structures will be 

removed, and all services will be removed insofar as this is practicable.  The site 

will be regraded to match existing ground levels of public footpaths and adjoining 

site. The site will then be resurfaced with a permeable asphalt finish and 

surrounded by a palisade fence to secure the perimeter. An access gate will be 

provided for general maintenance 

The future development plans for the site have not been finalised to date but the 

demolition of the flat block will facilitate future development plans for the site.  

4.0 Consultation to date 

The proposal was circulated to Dublin City Council Technical Departments, and 

no objections to the proposed works were received. A number of observations 

and comments were submitted by a number of the internal DCC departments and 

they will be addressed as part of the Part 8 submission and also during the 

demolition stage of the project. These observations have been included in the 

Appendix of this report.  
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5.0 Appropriate Assessment  

A screening for Appropriate Assessment has been carried out by an external 

consultant Enviroguide Consulting and they concluded the following: 

[…] upon the examination, analysis and evaluation of the relevant 

information including, in particular, the nature of the Proposed 

Development and the likelihood of significant effects on any Natura 

2000 site, in addition to considering possible in-combination effects, 

and applying the precautionary principles, it is concluded by the 

authors of this report that, on the basis of objective information, the 

possibility may be excluded that the Proposed Development will have a 

significant effect on any of the Natura 2000 sites below […]. These 

complete, precise and definite findings, based on the best available 

scientific evidence, remove all reasonable scientific doubt that the 

Proposed Development will have any significant impacts on the Natura 

2000 sites detailed above; and it is therefore concluded that there will 

be no likely significant negative impacts caused to any Natura  2000 

sites as a result of the Proposed Development.  

The full screening for Appropriate Assessment is included in Appendix C of this 

report.    

6.0 Environmental Impact Assessment 
Screening 

A screening for Environmental Impact Assessment was deemed by the Senior 

Planner not to be necessary for the site.  

7.0 Conclusion 

The demolition of Block 1 St. Andrew’s Court will allow for the future redevelopment 

of the cleared site. The redevelopment of the site, zoned Z1, is in accordance with 

the Development Plan 2016-2022. The units are no longer fit for purpose and 

redevelopment of the site will provide higher densities which is consistent with policy 

QH23. The proposed development is considered to be in accordance with the proper 

planning and sustainable development of the area. 

8.0 Local Area Committee 

City Architects Division wish to notify the South East Area Committee of their 

intentions to submit a Part 8 in the near future.  This report is submitted for information 

purposes only. The agreement of the Committee is requested to this proposal. 
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Appendix A - Photos 
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Photo 1: Southern side of the flat block along Fenian Street 

 

Photo 2: Southern side of the flat block and adjacent site 
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Photo 3: Northern side of flat block 

 

Photo 4: Eastern side of flat block along Sandwith Street Upper 
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Photo 5: Pram Sheds in poor state of repair  

 

 

Photo 6: Raised Amenity Area 
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Photo 7: Carpark and brick walls  

 

 

Photo 8: Vehicular access to the site off Kandae Lane 
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Photo 9: Walls, railings and trees along site boundary to Sandwith Street Upper  

 

Photo 10: Pedestrian Access to Block 1 off Fenian Street 
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Appendix B - Accompanying Drawings  

 

List of Drawings included in the Part VIII Application: 

SAC-DCCA-XX-XX-DR-CS-1001 Location map 

SAC-DCCA-XX-XX-DR-CS-1002 Demolition Site Plan 

SAC-DCCA-XX-XX-DR-CS-1003 Proposed Site Layout 

SAC-DCCA-XX-XX-DR-CS-1004 Existing Plans 

SAC-DCCA-XX-XX-DR-CS-1005 Existing Elevations, Sections 
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Appendix C - Accompanying Reports  

 

List of Reports included in the Pre-Part VIII Application  

AA Screening Report 
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from DCC Technical Departments 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 
Member States are required to designate Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) and Special 
Protected Areas (SPAs) under the EU Habitats and Birds Directives, respectively. SACs and 
SPAs are collectively known as Natura 2000 sites. An ‘Appropriate Assessment’ (AA) is a 
required assessment to determine the likelihood of significant impacts, based on best scientific 
knowledge, of any plans or projects on Natura 2000 sites. A screening for AA determines 
whether a plan or project, either alone or in combination with other plans and projects, is likely 
to have significant effects on a Natura 2000 site, in view of its conservation objectives. 

This AA Screening has been undertaken to determine the potential for significant impacts on 
nearby Sites with European conservation designations (i.e. Natura 2000 Sites). The purpose 
of this assessment is to determine, the appropriateness, or otherwise, of the Proposed Devel-
opment in the context of the conservation objectives of such sites. 

1.2 Legislative Context 
The Habitats Directive (92/43/EEC) seeks to conserve natural habitats and wild fauna and 
flora by the designation of SACs and the Birds Directive (79/409/EEC) seeks to protect birds 
of special importance by the designation of SPAs. It is the responsibility of each member state 
to designate SPAs and SACs, both of which will form part of Natura 2000, a network of pro-
tected sites throughout the European Community.  

An Appropriate Assessment is required under Article 6 of the Habitats Directive where a pro-
ject or plan may give rise to significant effects upon a Natura 2000 Site, and paragraphs 3 and 
4 state that: 

6(3) Any plan or project not directly connected with or necessary to the management of the 
site but likely to have a significant effect thereon, either individually or in combination with 
other plans or projects, shall be subject to appropriate assessment of its implications for the 
site, in view of the site's conservation objectives. In the light of the conclusions of the assess-
ment of the implications for the site and subject to the provisions of paragraph 4, the competent 
national authorities shall agree to the plan or project only after having ascertained that it will 
not adversely affect the integrity of the site concerned and, if appropriate, after having obtained 
the opinion of the general public. 

6(4) If, in spite of a negative assessment of the implications for the site and in the absence of 
alternative solutions, a plan or project must nevertheless be carried out for imperative reasons 
of overriding public interest, including those of a social or economic nature, the Member State 
shall take all compensatory measures necessary to ensure that the overall coherence of 
Natura 2000 is protected. It shall inform the Commission of the compensatory measures 
adopted. Where the site concerned hosts a priority natural habitat type and/or a priority spe-
cies, the only considerations which may be raised are those relating to human health or public 
safety, to beneficial consequences of primary importance for the environment or, further to an 
opinion from the Commission, to other imperative reasons of overriding public interest. 
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The current assessment was conducted within this legislative framework and also the pub-
lished DEHLG (2009) guidelines. As outlined in these, it is the responsibility of the proponent 
of the project to provide a comprehensive and objective Screening for Appropriate Assess-
ment, which can then be used by the competent authority in order to conduct the Appropriate 
Assessment (DEHLG, 2009). 

1.3 Stages of AA 
An Appropriate Assessment Screening Report (the “Screening Report”) has been prepared 
by Enviroguide Consulting which considers whether or not the Proposed Development is likely 
to have a significant effect on a European Site and whether a Stage 2 Appropriate Assessment 
is required. 

The AA process is a four-stage process, with issues and tests at each stage. An important 
aspect of the process is that the outcome at each successive stage determines whether a 
further stage in the process is required.  

 

 

Figure 1. The four stages of the Appropriate Assessment Process (DEHLG, 2010). 

The four stages of an AA, can be summarised as follows:  

• Stage 1: Screening. The first stage of the AA process is to determine the likelihood of 
significant impacts of this proposal. 

• Stage 2: Natura Impact Statement (NIS). The second stage of the AA process, as-
sesses the impact of the proposal (either alone or in combination with other projects or 
plans) on the integrity of the Natura 2000 site, with respect to the conservation objec-
tives of the site and its ecological structure and function. A Natura Impact Statement 
containing a professional scientific examination of the proposal is required and in-
cludes any mitigation measures to avoid, reduce or offset negative impacts. 

• Stage 3: Assessment of alternative solutions. If the outcome of Stage 2 is negative i.e. 
adverse impacts to the sites cannot be scientifically ruled out, despite mitigation, the 
plan or project should proceed to Stage 3 or be abandoned. This stage examines al-
ternative solutions to the proposal. 

• Stage 4: Assessment where no alternative solutions exist and where adverse impacts 
remain.  The final stage is the main derogation process examining whether there are 
imperative reasons of overriding public interest (IROPI) for allowing a plan or project 
to adversely affect a Natura 2000 site, where no less damaging solution exists. 

The purpose of Stage 1, Screening Stage is to determine the necessity or otherwise for a NIS. 
Screening for AA examines the likely effects of a project or plan alone, and in combination 
with other projects or plans, upon a Natura 2000 site, and considers whether it can be objec-
tively concluded that these effects will not be significant.  
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If it is determined during screening stage that the proposal may have a significant effect on a 
Natura 2000 site, then a NIS will need to be prepared. The Screening is outlined in Section 2. 

1.4 Screening Steps 
This Screening for AA, or Stage 1 of AA, has been undertaken in accordance with the Euro-
pean Commission Methodological Guidance on the provision of Article 6(3) and 6(4) of the 
‘Habitats’ Directive 92/43/EEC (EC, 2001) and the European Commission Guidance ‘Manag-
ing Natura 2000 sites’ (EC, 2000). Screening for AA involves the following: 

• Establish whether the plan is necessary for the management of a Natura 2000 site; 
• Description of the Plan; 
• Identification of Natura 2000 sites potentially affected; 
• Identification and description of individual and cumulative impacts likely to result from 

the plan;  
• Assessment of the significance of the impacts identified above on site integrity; and 
• Exclusion of sites where it can be objectively concluded that there will be no significant 

effects. 

This Stage 1 Screening examines whether or not likely effects upon a Natura 2000 site will be 
significant and determines whether the AA process for the Proposed Development at St. An-
drew’s Court, Fenian Street, Dublin 2 alone and in combination with other developments in 
the area requires a Stage 2. 

1.5 Stage 1 Screening Assessment Methodologies 

1.5.1 Desk Study 

A desktop study was carried out to collate and review available information, datasets and 
documentation sources relevant for the completion of the Screening Report. The desktop 
study, completed in June 2020, relied on the following sources:  

• Information on the network Natura 2000 sites, boundaries, qualifying interests and 
conservation objectives, obtained from the National Parks and Wildlife Service 
(NPWS) at www.npws.ie  

• Text summaries of the relevant Natura 2000 sites taken from the respective Standard 
Data Forms and Site Synopsises available at www.npws.ie  

• Information on species records and distributions, obtained from the National Biodiver-
sity Data Centre (NBDC) at maps.biodiversityireland.ie   

• Information on waterbodies, catchment areas and hydrological connections obtained 
from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) at gis.epa.ie;  

• Information on bedrock, groundwater, aquifers and their statuses, obtained from Ge-
ological Survey Ireland (GSI) at www.gsi.ie  

• Satellite imagery and mapping obtained from various sources and dates including 
Google, Digital Globe, Bing and Ordinance Survey Ireland; 
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• Information on the existence of permitted developments, or developments awaiting 
decision, in the vicinity of the Proposed Development from Dublin City County Council, 
available at  http://www.dublincity.ie/swiftlg/apas/run/wphappcriteria.display and 

• Information on the extent, nature and location of the Proposed Development, provided 
by the applicant and their design team.  

The following guidance documents were consulted and followed in the completion of this Ap-
propriate Assessment Screening Report: 

- Appropriate Assessment of Plans and Projects in Ireland - Guidance for Planning Au-
thorities (Department of Environment, Heritage and Local Government, 2010); 

- Appropriate Assessment under Article 6 of the Habitats Directive: Guidance for Plan-
ning Authorities. Circular NPW 1/10 & PSSP 2/10; 

- Assessment of Plans and Projects Significantly Affecting Natura 2000 sites: Methodo-
logical Guidance on the Provisions of Article 6(3) and (4) of the Habitats Directive 
92/43/EEC (European Commission, 2001); and 

- Managing Natura 2000 Sites: The Provisions of Article 6 of the Habitat’s Directive 
92/43/EEC (European Commission, 2018). 

A comprehensive list of all the specific documents and information sources consulted in the 
completion of this report is provided in Section 4 References. 

1.5.2 Assessment of Impacts 

An assessment of the potential impacts that may arise from the Proposed Development was 
carried out with regard to the relevant Natura 2000 sites. The significance of these impacts 
was then determined through the use of the following key indicators: 

• Habitat loss or alteration; 
• Habitat/species fragmentation; 
• Disturbance and/or displacement of species; 
• Changes in population density; and 
• Changes in water quality and resource. 

In line with the EPA Guidelines on information to be contained in Environmental Impact As-
sessment Reports [Draft] 2017), the following terms are defined when quantifying duration: 
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Table 1. Definition of Durations (EPA, 2017). 

Description of Duration Corresponding Time Frame 

Momentary Effects Effects lasting from seconds to minutes 

Brief Effects Effects lasting less than a day 

Temporary Effects Effects lasting less than a year 

Short-term Effects Effects lasting one to seven years. 

Medium-term Effects Effects lasting seven to fifteen years. 

Long-term Effects Effects lasting fifteen to sixty years 

Permanent Effects Effects lasting over sixty years 

Reversible Effects Effects that can be undone, for example through remediation or res-
toration 

Frequency of Effects Describe how often the effect will occur. (once, rarely, occasionally, 
frequently, constantly – or hourly, daily, weekly, monthly, annually) 

 

The criterion for confidence levels of the predicted likely impacts are given below in Table 2. 
The impact significance criteria follow EPA guidance (EPA, 2017). 

 

Table 2. Impact Significance Criteria (EPA, 2017). 

Significance of Effects Definition 

Imperceptible An effect capable of measurement but without significant conse-
quences. 

Not significant An effect which causes noticeable changes in the character of the 
environment but without significant consequences. 

Slight Effects An effect which causes noticeable changes in the character of the 
environment without affecting its sensitivities. 

Moderate Effects An effect that alters the character of the environment in a manner 
that is consistent with existing and emerging baseline trends. 

Significant Effects An effect which, by its character, magnitude, duration or intensity 
alters a sensitive aspect of the environment 
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2 STAGE 1 SCREENING 

2.1 Management of Natura 2000 Site 
The Proposed Development at St. Andrew’s Court, Fenian Street, Dublin 2 (the project) is not 
directly connected with, or necessary to, the management of Natura 2000 sites in Co. Dublin 
or elsewhere. There are no Natura 2000 sites located either within or directly adjacent to the 
Site of the Proposed Development. 

2.2 Description of Project 

2.2.1 Brief Project Description 

The proposals include the demolition and removal of all buildings and structures, including 
foundations and services. This includes the 2 no. existing pram sheds and raised amenity area 
within the site boundary.  It may be necessary to carry out service diversions as part of the 
works, should services be encountered that serve other nearby buildings.  It is proposed to 
regrade the site to tie in with existing footpath levels. A permeable asphalt surface for ease of 
maintenance is proposed in place of the existing buildings and concrete, tarmac and paved 
surfacing. Supplementary public lighting will be provided if deemed necessary. 

The block comprises 14 no. units (2 no. 1 bed apartments, 4 no. bedsits, 8 no. duplex units) 
with a density of 107 units per Ha. The demolition is proposed as the existing units are below 
current Building Regulation and housing standards. 
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Figure 2. Figure adapted from Drawing SAC-DCCA-XX-XX-DR-CS-1002 (Rev P01) detailing the proposed works at St. Andrew’s Court. 
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2.3 Existing Environment 
The subject site is located in south Dublin City Centre. It is a site of 0.1229ha comprising of a 
three-storey apartment block, with an area of associated hardstanding to the rear, located at 
the intersection of Fenian Street and Sandwith Street Upper. The Site is bounded by Fenian 
Street to the south, Sandwith Street Upper to the east, Bass Place to the west, and Boyne 
Street to the north. Pearse St. Train station is located ca.100m to the north, with the rail-line 
running within ca.106m to the north-east of the Site. 

The Site and the wider area are located within the Dublin groundwater body. The overall status 
of this waterbody is recorded as Good. The groundwater rock units underlying the area are 
classified as Dinantian Upper Impure Limestones and the sub-soil at the site is classified as 
man-made. The site area is located on a Locally Important Aquifer - Bedrock which is Moder-
ately Productive only in Local Zones with groundwater vulnerability in the area listed as Low. 

The Site of the Proposed Development is located within the Dodder sub-catchment (Dod-
der_SC_010) and the Dodder_050 sub-basin and in the catchment of Liffey and Dublin Bay 
(Catchment ID_09). The closest water course to the Site of the Proposed Development is the 
lower River Liffey approximately 545m to the north of the Site. The section of the River Liffey 
at this point (north of the Site) is nearing the mouth of the river, as it flows into Dublin Bay. 
This waterbody (Liffey Estuary Lower) is classed as a transitional waterbody by the EPA with 
a status of Good (2013-2018). The Grand Canal is also located ca.505m to the east of the 
Site as it enters Grand Canal Dock. 
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Figure 3. Site Location.   
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Figure 4. Site Layout. 
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2.3.1 Identification of Relevant Natura 2000 Sites 

In identifying potentially affected Natura 2000 sites, it has been decided to adopt the precau-
tionary principle and include all SPAs and SACs with a 15km distance radius of the project 
site. All Natura 2000 sites outside of this 15km distance are not considered to be linked by a 
hydrological pathway, or any other possible pathway to the Proposed Development. Natura 
2000 sites outside of this 15km radius are deemed to be either; located a considerable phys-
ical distance inland; separated by a substantial marine buffer; and/or located within different 
catchment zones to the Proposed Development. 

10 SACs and 8 SPAs are found within a 15km radius of the Site. Each site name, correspond-
ing code and qualifying interests are detailed in Table 3 below. The distances to each site 
listed below are taken from the nearest possible point of the Site of the Proposed Development 
boundary to nearest possible point of each Natura 2000 site. 

 

Table 3. Natura 2000 sites within a 15km radius of the proposed project site. 

Site 
Code Site Name Qualifying Interests Distance 

to Site 

Special Areas of Conservation (SAC) 

000210 South Dublin Bay SAC 

- [1140] Tidal Mudflats and Sandflats  
- [1210] Annual vegetation of drift lines  
- [1310] Salicornia and other annuals colonising mud and 

sand  
- [2110] Embryonic shifting dunes 

2.28km 

000206 North Dublin Bay SAC 

- [1140] Tidal Mudflats and Sandflats  
- [1210] Annual Vegetation of Drift Lines  
- [1310] Salicornia Mud  
- [1330] Atlantic Salt Meadows  
- [1410] Mediterranean Salt Meadows  
- [2110] Embryonic Shifting Dunes  
- [2120] Marram Dunes (White Dunes)  
- [2130] Fixed Dunes (Grey Dunes)*  
- [2190] Humid Dune Slacks  
- [1395] Petalwort (Petalophyllum ralfsii) 

4.77km 

000199 Baldoyle Bay SAC 
- [1140] Tidal Mudflats and Sandflats 
- [1310] Salicornia Mud 
- [1330] Atlantic Salt Meadows 
- [1410] Mediterranean Salt Meadows 

10.11km 

000202 Howth Head SAC - [1230] Vegetated Sea Cliffs  
- [4030] Dry Heath 

10.45km 

003000 Rockabill to Dalkey Is-
land SAC 

- [1170] Reefs  
- [1351] Harbour Porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) 

10.44km 
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002122 Wicklow Mountains 
SAC 

- [3110] Oligotrophic Waters containing very few minerals 
- [3160] Dystrophic Lakes 
- [4010] Wet Heath 
- [4030] Dry Heath 
- [4060] Alpine and Subalpine Heaths 
- [6130] Calaminarian Grassland 
- [6230] Species-rich Nardus Grassland* 
- [7130] Blanket Bogs (Active)* 
- [8110] Siliceous Scree 
- [8210] Calcareous Rocky Slopes 
- [8220] Siliceous Rocky Slopes 
- [91A0] Old Oak Woodlands 
- [1355] Otter (Lutra lutra) 

11.72km 

001209 Glenasmole Valley SAC 
- [6210] Orchid-rich Calcareous Grassland* 
- [6410] Molinia Meadows 
- [7220] Petrifying Springs* 

12.35km 

000205 Malahide Estuary SAC 

- [1140] Tidal Mudflats and Sandflats  
- [1310] Salicornia Mud  
- [1330] Atlantic Salt Meadows  
- [1410] Mediterranean Salt Meadows  
- [2120] Marram Dunes (White Dunes)  
- [2130] Fixed Dunes (Grey Dunes)* 

13.29km 

002193 Ireland's Eye SAC - [1220] Perennial Vegetation of Stony Banks  
- [1230] Vegetated Sea Cliffs 

13.75km 

000725 Knocksink Wood SAC 

- [7220] Petrifying springs with tufa formation (Cratoneu-
rion)  

- [91A0] Old sessile oak woods with Ilex and Blechnum 
in the British Isles  

- [91E0] Alluvial forests with Alnus glutinosa and Fraxinus 
excelsior (Alno-Padion, Alnion incanae, Salicion albae)  

14.57km 

Special Protection Areas (SPA) 

004024 
South Dublin Bay and 
River Tolka Estuary 
SPA 

- [A046] Light-bellied Brent Goose (Branta bernicla hrota) 
[wintering] 

- [A130] Oystercatcher (Haematopus ostralegus) [winter-
ing] 

- [A137] Ringed Plover (Charadrius hiaticula) [wintering] 
- [A141] Grey Plover (Pluvialis squatarola) [wintering] 
- [A143] Knot (Calidris canutus) [wintering] 
- [A144] Sanderling (Calidris alba) [wintering] 
- [A149] Dunlin (Calidris alpina) [wintering] 
- [A157] Bar-tailed Godwit (Limosa lapponica) [wintering] 
- [A162] Redshank (Tringa totanus) [wintering] 
- [A179] Black-headed Gull (Chroicocephalus ridibun-

dus) [wintering] 
- [A192] Roseate Tern (Sterna dougallii) [passage] 
- [A193] Common Tern (Sterna hirundo) [breeding] [pas-

sage] 

2.23km 
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- [A194] Arctic Tern (Sterna paradisaea) [breeding [pas-
sage] 

- [A999] Wetland and Waterbirds 

004006 North Bull Island SPA 

- [A046] Light-bellied Brent Goose (Branta bernicla hrota) 
[wintering] 

- [A048] Shelduck (Tadorna tadorna) [wintering] 
- [A052] Teal (Anas crecca) [wintering] 
- [A054] Pintail (Anas acuta) [wintering] 
- [A056] Shoveler (Anas clypeata) [wintering] 
- [A130] Oystercatcher (Haematopus ostralegus) [winter-

ing] 
- [A140] Golden Plover (Pluvialis apricaria) [wintering] 
- [A141] Grey Plover (Pluvialis squatarola) [wintering] 
- [A143] Knot (Calidris canutus) [wintering] 
- [A144] Sanderling (Calidris alba) [wintering] 
- [A149] Dunlin (Calidris alpina) [wintering] 
- [A156] Black-tailed Godwit (Limosa limosa) [wintering] 
- [A157] Bar-tailed Godwit (Limosa lapponica) [wintering] 
- [A160] Curlew (Numenius arquata) [wintering] 
- [A162] Redshank (Tringa totanus) [wintering] 
- [A169] Turnstone (Arenaria interpres) [wintering] 
- [A179] Black-headed Gull (Chroicocephalus ridibun-

dus) [wintering] 
- [A999] Wetland and Waterbirds 

4.77km 

004016 Baldoyle Bay SPA 

- [A046] Light-bellied Brent Goose (Branta bernicla hrota) 
[wintering] 

- [A048] Shelduck (Tadorna tadorna) [wintering] 
- [A137] Ringed Plover (Charadrius hiaticula) [wintering] 
- [A140] Golden Plover (Pluvialis apricaria) [wintering] 
- [A141] Grey Plover (Pluvialis squatarola) [wintering] 
- [A157] Bar-tailed Godwit (Limosa lapponica) [wintering] 
- [A999] Wetland and Waterbirds 

10.12km 

004040 Wicklow Mountains 
SPA 

- [A098] Merlin (Falco columbarius) [breeding] 
- [A103] Peregrine (Falco peregrinus) [breeding] 12.01km 

004025 

Malahide Estuary SPA 
(also known as Broad-
meadow/Swords Estu-
ary SPA) 

- [A005] Great Crested Grebe (Podiceps cristatus) [win-
tering] 

- [A046] Light-bellied Brent Goose (Branta bernicla hrota) 
[wintering] 

- [A048] Shelduck (Tadorna tadorna) [wintering] 
- [A054] Pintail (Anas acuta) [wintering] 
- [A067] Goldeneye (Bucephala clangula) [wintering] 
- [A069] Red-breasted Merganser (Mergus serrator) 

[wintering] 
- [A130] Oystercatcher (Haematopus ostralegus) [winter-

ing] 
- [A140] Golden Plover (Pluvialis apricaria) [wintering] 
- [A141] Grey Plover (Pluvialis squatarola) [wintering] 
- [A143] Knot (Calidris canutus) [wintering] 
- [A149] Dunlin (Calidris alpina) [wintering] 

13.29km 
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- [A156] Black-tailed Godwit (Limosa limosa) [wintering] 
- [A157] Bar-tailed Godwit (Limosa lapponica) [wintering] 
- [A162] Redshank (Tringa totanus) [wintering] 
- [A999] Wetland and Waterbirds 

004172 Dalkey Islands SPA 

- [A192] Roseate Tern (Sterna dougallii) [passage] 
[breeding] 

- [A193] Common Tern (Sterna hirundo) [passage] 
[breeding] 

- [A194] Arctic Tern (Sterna paradisaea) [passage] 
[breeding] 

12.25km 

004113 Howth Head Coast SPA - [A188] Kittiwake (Rissa tridactyla) [breeding] 13.01km 

004117 Ireland's Eye SPA 

- [A017] Cormorant (Phalacrocorax carbo) [breeding] 
- [A184] Herring Gull (Larus argentatus) [breeding] 
- [A188] Kittiwake (Rissa tridactyla) [breeding] 
- [A199] Guillemot (Uria aalge) [breeding] 
- [A200] Razorbill (Alca torda) [breeding] 

13.54km 
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Figure 5. Natura 2000 sites within 15km of the Proposed Development.   
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2.4 Identification and Assessment of Potential Impacts 
Information available on the Natura 2000 network of sites was reviewed and assessed in order 
to establish whether or not the Proposed Development has the potential to have an impact on 
any of the qualifying interest and/or conservation objectives of associated sites. The identifi-
cation of potential significant effects on Natura 2000 sites considered all potential linkages 
from both the Construction and Operational Phases of the Proposed Development.  

The following elements of the Proposed Development were assessed for their potential for 
likely significant effects on Natura 2000 sites. 

Construction Phase (estimated duration: approximately 2-3 months) 

• Surface water run-off containing silt, sediments and/or other pollutants into nearby 
waterbodies; 

• Surface water run-off containing silt, sediments and/or other pollutants into the lo-
cal groundwater; 

• Waste Generation during the Construction Phase comprising soils, construction 
and demolition wastes; 

• Increased noise, dust and/or vibrations as a result of construction activity; 

• Increased dust and air emissions from construction traffic; 

• Increased lighting in the vicinity as a result of construction activity; 

Operational Phase (estimated duration: indefinite) 

• Surface water drainage from the Site of the Proposed Development. 

The aspects of the Proposed Development that have the potential to directly or indirectly im-
pact on the qualifying interests and/or conservation objectives of the 10 SACs and 8 SPAs 
that are located within the 15km radius of the Site of the Proposed Development are detailed 
in Table 4 below. This assessment framework is taken from the best practice guidelines issued 
by the European Commission, i.e. “Assessment of plans and projects significantly affecting 
Natura 2000 sites – Methodological guidance”. 

The potential for significant impacts resulting from the Proposed Development was determined 
based on a range of indicators, including: 

- Habitat loss or alteration; 
- Habitat/species fragmentation; 
- Disturbance and/or displacement of species; 
- Changes in population density; and 
- Changes in water quality and resource. 
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Table 4. Identification and assessment of likely significant effects on Natura 2000 sites within the precautionary zone of influence of the Pro-
posed Development. 

Natura 2000 Site Potential for Likely Significant Effects on Natura 2000 Site 
Further  

Assessment  
Required 

Special Areas of Conservation (SAC) 

South Dublin Bay SAC 

No possibility of likely significant effects on SAC due to: 

The intervening minimum distance of ca. 2.28km between the Proposed Development and the SAC. 

- This intervening distance is considered sufficient to exclude the possibility of significant effects on the SAC arising from: 
emissions of noise, dust, pollutants and/or vibrations emitted from Site of the Proposed Development during the Con-
struction Phase; increased traffic volumes during the Construction and Operational Phases and associated emissions; 
and potential increased lighting and human presence at Site of the Proposed Development during the Construction 
Phase of the Proposed Development. 

- The proposed works consist of the demolition of a three storey apartment block. Due to the size and nature of these 
works, along with the intervening distance between the Site and the SAC, it is deemed that emissions of dust generated 
by the works do not have the capacity to cause any adverse effects at the SAC. 

The lack of any habitat types listed as qualifying interests (QIs) for the SAC present at the Site of the Proposed 
Development; in addition to the lack of any faunal species listed as qualifying interests (QIs) for this SAC. 

- The Proposed Development will therefore not result in the reduction/fragmentation of any habitats listed as QIs for the 
SAC. 

The lack of any significant hydrological connection between the Site of the Proposed Development and the SAC. 

- It is not expected that any surface water will be generated during the proposed demolition works other than negligible 
amounts used for dust dampening purposes. 

No 
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- There will be no direct discharges from the Site into nearby drainage systems or waterbodies. Therefore, there is no 
possibility of surface water discharges containing sediment, silt and/or pollutants associated with the Proposed Devel-
opment entering the SAC and causing any changes in water quality and resource. 

- It is expected that welfare facilities on-site for the duration of the works will consist of a porta-cabin containing WC with 
foul sewer connection. All foul water produced on-site via welfare facilities will therefore be discharged to public foul 
sewer. The amount of foul-water to be produced over the duration of the works is deemed to be negligible.  

North Dublin Bay SAC 

No possibility of likely significant effects on SAC due to: 

The intervening minimum distance of ca. 4.47km between the Proposed Development and the SAC. 

- This intervening distance is considered sufficient to exclude the possibility of significant effects on the SAC arising from: 
emissions of noise, dust, pollutants and/or vibrations emitted from Site of the Proposed Development during the Con-
struction Phase; increased traffic volumes during the Construction and Operational Phases and associated emissions; 
and potential increased lighting and human presence at Site of the Proposed Development during the Construction 
Phase of the Proposed Development. 

- The proposed works consist of the demolition of a three storey apartment block. Due to the size and nature of these 
works, along with the intervening distance between the Site and the SAC, it is deemed that emissions of dust generated 
by the works do not have the capacity to cause any adverse effects at the SAC. 

The lack of any habitat types listed as qualifying interests (QIs) for the SAC present at the Site of the Proposed 
Development; in addition to the lack of any faunal species listed as qualifying interests (QIs) for this SAC. 

- The Proposed Development will therefore not result in the reduction/fragmentation of any habitats listed as QIs for the 
SAC. 

The lack of any significant hydrological connection between the Site of the Proposed Development and the SAC. 

- It is not expected that any surface water will be generated during the proposed demolition works other than negligible 
amounts used for dust dampening purposes. 

- There will be no direct discharges from the Site into nearby drainage systems or waterbodies. Therefore, there is no 
possibility of surface water discharges containing sediment, silt and/or pollutants associated with the Proposed Devel-
opment entering the SAC and causing any changes in water quality and resource. 
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- It is expected that welfare facilities on-site for the duration of the works will consist of a porta-cabin containing WC with 
foul sewer connection. All foul water produced on-site via welfare facilities will therefore be discharged to public foul 
sewer. The amount of foul-water to be produced over the duration of the works is deemed to be negligible. 

Baldoyle Bay SAC 

No possibility of likely significant effects on SAC due to: 

The intervening minimum distance of ca. 10.11km between the Proposed Development and the SAC. 

- This intervening distance is considered sufficient to exclude the possibility of significant effects on the SAC arising from: 
emissions of noise, dust, pollutants and/or vibrations emitted from Site of the Proposed Development during the Con-
struction Phase; increased traffic volumes during the Construction and Operational Phases and associated emissions; 
and potential increased lighting and human presence at Site of the Proposed Development during the Construction 
Phase of the Proposed Development. 

- The proposed works consist of the demolition of a three-storey apartment block. Due to the size and nature of these 
works, along with the intervening distance between the Site and the SAC, it is deemed that emissions of dust generated 
by the works do not have the capacity to cause any adverse effects at the SAC. 

The lack of any habitat types listed as qualifying interests (QIs) for the SAC present at the Site of the Proposed 
Development; in addition to the lack of any faunal species listed as qualifying interests (QIs) for this SAC. 

- The Proposed Development will therefore not result in the reduction/fragmentation of any habitats listed as QIs for the 
SAC. 

The lack of any significant hydrological connection between the Site of the Proposed Development and the SAC. 

- It is not expected that any surface water will be generated during the proposed demolition works other than negligible 
amounts used for dust dampening purposes. 

- There will be no direct discharges from the Site into nearby drainage systems or waterbodies. Therefore, there is no 
possibility of surface water discharges containing sediment, silt and/or pollutants associated with the Proposed Devel-
opment entering the SAC and causing any changes in water quality and resource. 

- It is expected that welfare facilities on-site for the duration of the works will consist of a porta-cabin containing WC with 
foul sewer connection. All foul water produced on-site via welfare facilities will therefore be discharged to public foul 
sewer. The amount of foul-water to be produced over the duration of the works is deemed to be negligible. 
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 Howth Head SAC 

No possibility of likely significant effects on SAC due to: 

The intervening minimum distance of ca. 10.45km between the Proposed Development and the SAC. 

- This intervening distance is considered sufficient to exclude the possibility of significant effects on the SAC arising from: 
emissions of noise, dust, pollutants and/or vibrations emitted from Site of the Proposed Development during the Con-
struction Phase; increased traffic volumes during the Construction and Operational Phases and associated emissions; 
and potential increased lighting and human presence at Site of the Proposed Development during the Construction 
Phase of the Proposed Development. 

- The proposed works consist of the demolition of a three-storey apartment block. Due to the size and nature of these 
works, along with the intervening distance between the Site and the SAC, it is deemed that emissions of dust generated 
by the works do not have the capacity to cause any adverse effects at the SAC. 

The lack of any habitat types listed as qualifying interests (QIs) for the SAC present at the Site of the Proposed 
Development; in addition to the lack of any faunal species listed as qualifying interests (QIs) for this SAC. 

- The Proposed Development will therefore not result in the reduction/fragmentation of any habitats listed as QIs for the 
SAC. 

The lack of any significant hydrological connection between the Site of the Proposed Development and the SAC. 

- It is not expected that any surface water will be generated during the proposed demolition works other than negligible 
amounts used for dust dampening purposes. 

- There will be no direct discharges from the Site into nearby drainage systems or waterbodies. Therefore, there is no 
possibility of surface water discharges containing sediment, silt and/or pollutants associated with the Proposed Devel-
opment entering the SAC and causing any changes in water quality and resource. 

- It is expected that welfare facilities on-site for the duration of the works will consist of a porta-cabin containing WC with 
foul sewer connection. All foul water produced on-site via welfare facilities will therefore be discharged to public foul 
sewer. The amount of foul-water to be produced over the duration of the works is deemed to be negligible. 

No 

Rockabill to Dalkey Island 
SAC 

No possibility of likely significant effects on SAC due to: 

The intervening minimum distance of ca. 10.44km between the Proposed Development and the SAC. 
No 
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- This intervening distance is considered sufficient to exclude the possibility of significant effects on the SAC arising from: 
emissions of noise, dust, pollutants and/or vibrations emitted from Site of the Proposed Development during the Con-
struction Phase; increased traffic volumes during the Construction and Operational Phases and associated emissions; 
and potential increased lighting and human presence at Site of the Proposed Development during the Construction 
Phase of the Proposed Development. 

- The proposed works consist of the demolition of a three storey apartment block. Due to the size and nature of these 
works, along with the intervening distance between the Site and the SAC, it is deemed that emissions of dust generated 
by the works do not have the capacity to cause any adverse effects at the SAC. 

The lack of any habitat types listed as qualifying interests (QIs) for the SAC present at the Site of the Proposed 
Development; in addition to the lack of any suitable habitat for Harbour Porpoise. 

- The Proposed Development will therefore not result in any loss/fragmentation of any habitat listed as a QI for this SAC. 

- The Site of the Proposed Development is a terrestrial site located inland and therefore provides no suitable ex-situ 
habitat for Harbour Porpoise. 

The lack of any significant hydrological connection between the Site of the Proposed Development and the SAC. 

- It is not expected that any surface water will be generated during the proposed demolition works other than negligible 
amounts used for dust dampening purposes. 

- There will be no direct discharges from the Site into nearby drainage systems or waterbodies. Therefore, there is no 
possibility of surface water discharges containing sediment, silt and/or pollutants associated with the Proposed Devel-
opment entering the SAC and causing any changes in water quality and resource. 

- It is expected that welfare facilities on-site for the duration of the works will consist of a porta-cabin containing WC with 
foul sewer connection. All foul water produced on-site via welfare facilities will therefore be discharged to public foul 
sewer. The amount of foul-water to be produced over the duration of the works is deemed to be negligible. 

Wicklow Mountains SAC 

No possibility of likely significant effects on SAC due to: 

The intervening minimum distance of ca. 11.72km between the Proposed Development and the SAC. 

- This intervening distance is considered sufficient to exclude the possibility of significant effects on the SAC arising from: 
emissions of noise, dust, pollutants and/or vibrations emitted from Site of the Proposed Development during the Con-
struction Phase; increased traffic volumes during the Construction and Operational Phases and associated emissions; 
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and potential increased lighting and human presence at Site of the Proposed Development during the Construction 
Phase of the Proposed Development. 

- The proposed works consist of the demolition of a three storey apartment block. Due to the size and nature of these 
works, along with the intervening distance between the Site and the SAC, it is deemed that emissions of dust generated 
by the works do not have the capacity to cause any adverse effects at the SAC. 

The lack of any habitat types listed as qualifying interests (QIs) for the SAC present at the Site of the Proposed 
Development; in addition to the lack of any suitable habitat for Otter. 

- The Proposed Development will therefore not result in any loss/fragmentation of any habitat listed as a QI for this SAC. 

- The Site of the Proposed Development is comprised of buildings and hardstanding and located in highly built-up urban 
surroundings. As such neither the Site, nor its immediate environment, provide any suitable ex-situ habitat for Otter, 
and will not result in any disturbance or displacement of this species. 

The lack of any hydrological connection between the Site of the Proposed Development and the SAC. 

- The SAC is located in the mountains to the south of the Proposed Development, and upstream of the Site. Therefore, 
there is no possibility of surface water discharges containing sediment, silt and/or pollutants associated with the Pro-
posed Development entering the SAC and causing any changes in water quality and resource.  

Glenasmole Valley SAC 

No possibility of likely significant effects on SAC due to: 

The intervening minimum distance of ca. 12.35km between the Proposed Development and the SAC. 

- This intervening distance is considered sufficient to exclude the possibility of significant effects on the SAC arising from: 
emissions of noise, dust, pollutants and/or vibrations emitted from Site of the Proposed Development during the Con-
struction Phase; increased traffic volumes during the Construction and Operational Phases and associated emissions; 
and potential increased lighting and human presence at Site of the Proposed Development during the Construction 
Phase of the Proposed Development. 

- The proposed works consist of the demolition of a three storey apartment block. Due to the size and nature of these 
works, along with the intervening distance between the Site and the SAC, it is deemed that emissions of dust generated 
by the works do not have the capacity to cause any adverse effects at the SAC. 

The lack of any habitat types listed as qualifying interests (QIs) for the SAC present at the Site of the Proposed 
Development; in addition to the lack of any faunal species listed as QIs for this SAC. 
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- The Proposed Development will therefore not result in any loss/fragmentation of any habitat listed as a QI for this SAC. 

The lack of any hydrological connection between the Site of the Proposed Development and the SAC. 

- The SAC is located in higher lands to the south of the Proposed Development, and upstream of the Site. Therefore, 
there is no possibility of surface water discharges containing sediment, silt and/or pollutants associated with the Pro-
posed Development entering the SAC and causing any changes in water quality and resource.  

Malahide Estuary SAC 

No possibility of likely significant effects on SAC due to: 

The intervening minimum distance of ca. 13.29km between the Proposed Development and the SAC. 

- This intervening distance is considered sufficient to exclude the possibility of significant effects on the SAC arising from: 
emissions of noise, dust, pollutants and/or vibrations emitted from Site of the Proposed Development during the Con-
struction Phase; increased traffic volumes during the Construction and Operational Phases and associated emissions; 
and potential increased lighting and human presence at Site of the Proposed Development during the Construction 
Phase of the Proposed Development. 

- The proposed works consist of the demolition of a three storey apartment block. Due to the size and nature of these 
works, along with the intervening distance between the Site and the SAC, it is deemed that emissions of dust generated 
by the works do not have the capacity to cause any adverse effects at the SAC. 

The lack of any habitat types listed as qualifying interests (QIs) for the SAC present at the Site of the Proposed 
Development; in addition to the lack of any faunal species listed as qualifying interests (QIs) for this SAC. 

- The Proposed Development will therefore not result in the reduction/fragmentation of any habitats listed as QIs for the 
SAC. 

The lack of any significant hydrological connection between the Site of the Proposed Development and the SAC. 

- It is not expected that any surface water will be generated during the proposed demolition works other than negligible 
amounts used for dust dampening purposes. 

- There will be no direct discharges from the Site into nearby drainage systems or waterbodies. Therefore, there is no 
possibility of surface water discharges containing sediment, silt and/or pollutants associated with the Proposed Devel-
opment entering the SAC and causing any changes in water quality and resource. 
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- It is expected that welfare facilities on-site for the duration of the works will consist of a porta-cabin containing WC with 
foul sewer connection. All foul water produced on-site via welfare facilities will therefore be discharged to public foul 
sewer. The amount of foul-water to be produced over the duration of the works is deemed to be negligible. 

Ireland’s Eye SAC 

No possibility of likely significant effects on SAC due to: 

The intervening minimum distance of ca. 13.75km between the Proposed Development and the SAC. 

- This intervening distance is considered sufficient to exclude the possibility of significant effects on the SAC arising from: 
emissions of noise, dust, pollutants and/or vibrations emitted from Site of the Proposed Development during the Con-
struction Phase; increased traffic volumes during the Construction and Operational Phases and associated emissions; 
and potential increased lighting and human presence at Site of the Proposed Development during the Construction 
Phase of the Proposed Development. 

- The proposed works consist of the demolition of a three storey apartment block. Due to the size and nature of these 
works, along with the intervening distance between the Site and the SAC, it is deemed that emissions of dust generated 
by the works do not have the capacity to cause any adverse effects at the SAC. 

The lack of any habitat types listed as qualifying interests (QIs) for the SAC present at the Site of the Proposed 
Development; in addition to the lack of any faunal species listed as qualifying interests (QIs) for this SAC. 

- The Proposed Development will therefore not result in the reduction/fragmentation of any habitats listed as QIs for the 
SAC. 

The lack of any significant hydrological connection between the Site of the Proposed Development and the SAC. 

- It is not expected that any surface water will be generated during the proposed demolition works other than negligible 
amounts used for dust dampening purposes. 

- There will be no direct discharges from the Site into nearby drainage systems or waterbodies. Therefore, there is no 
possibility of surface water discharges containing sediment, silt and/or pollutants associated with the Proposed Devel-
opment entering the SAC and causing any changes in water quality and resource. 

- It is expected that welfare facilities on-site for the duration of the works will consist of a porta-cabin containing WC with 
foul sewer connection. All foul water produced on-site via welfare facilities will therefore be discharged to public foul 
sewer. The amount of foul-water to be produced over the duration of the works is deemed to be negligible. 
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Knocksink Wood SAC 

No possibility of likely significant effects on SAC due to: 

The intervening minimum distance of ca. 14.57km between the Proposed Development and the SAC. 

- This intervening distance is considered sufficient to exclude the possibility of significant effects on the SAC arising from: 
emissions of noise, dust, pollutants and/or vibrations emitted from Site of the Proposed Development during the Con-
struction Phase; increased traffic volumes during the Construction and Operational Phases and associated emissions; 
and potential increased lighting and human presence at Site of the Proposed Development during the Construction 
Phase of the Proposed Development. 

- The proposed works consist of the demolition of a three storey apartment block. Due to the size and nature of these 
works, along with the intervening distance between the Site and the SAC, it is deemed that emissions of dust generated 
by the works do not have the capacity to cause any adverse effects at the SAC. 

The lack of any habitat types listed as qualifying interests (QIs) for the SAC present at the Site of the Proposed 
Development; in addition to the lack of any faunal species listed as QIs for this SAC. 

- The Proposed Development will therefore not result in any loss/fragmentation of any habitat listed as a QI for this SAC. 

The lack of any hydrological connection between the Site of the Proposed Development and the SAC. 

- The SAC is located over 14km to the south, and within a different river catchment to the Proposed Development. 
Therefore, there is no possibility of surface water discharges containing sediment, silt and/or pollutants associated with 
the Proposed Development entering the SAC and causing any changes in water quality and resource.  

 

Special Protection Areas (SPA) 

South Dublin Bay and 
River Tolka Estuary SPA 

No possibility of likely significant effects on SPA due to: 

The intervening minimum distance of ca. 2.23km between the Proposed Development and the SPA. 

- This intervening distance is considered sufficient to exclude the possibility of significant effects on the SPA arising from: 
emissions of noise, dust, pollutants and/or vibrations emitted from Site of the Proposed Development during the Con-
struction Phase; increased traffic volumes during the Construction and Operational Phases and associated emissions; 
and potential increased lighting and human presence at Site of the Proposed Development during the Construction 
Phase of the Proposed Development. 
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- The proposed works consist of the demolition of a three storey apartment block. Due to the size and nature of these 
works, along with the intervening distance between the Site and the SPA, it is deemed that emissions of dust generated 
by the works do not have the capacity to cause any adverse effects at the SPA. 

The lack of any suitable ex-situ roosting/foraging/breeding habitat for species listed as SCIs for this SPA; present at, 
or within the immediate vicinity of, the Site of the Proposed Development. 

- The Proposed Development will therefore not result in any disturbance or displacement of any SCI species associated 
with this SPA. 

The lack of any significant hydrological connection between the Site of the Proposed Development and the SPA. 

- It is not expected that any surface water will be generated during the proposed demolition works other than negligible 
amounts used for dust dampening purposes. 

- There will be no direct discharges from the Site into nearby drainage systems or waterbodies. Therefore, there is no 
possibility of surface water discharges containing sediment, silt and/or pollutants associated with the Proposed Devel-
opment entering the SPA and causing any changes in water quality and resource. 

- It is expected that welfare facilities on-site for the duration of the works will consist of a porta-cabin containing WC with 
foul sewer connection. All foul water produced on-site via welfare facilities will therefore be discharged to public foul 
sewer. The amount of foul-water to be produced over the duration of the works is deemed to be negligible. 

North Bull Island SPA 

No possibility of likely significant effects on SPA due to: 

The intervening minimum distance of ca.4.77 km between the Proposed Development and the SPA. 

- This intervening distance is considered sufficient to exclude the possibility of significant effects on the SPA arising from: 
emissions of noise, dust, pollutants and/or vibrations emitted from Site of the Proposed Development during the Con-
struction Phase; increased traffic volumes during the Construction and Operational Phases and associated emissions; 
and potential increased lighting and human presence at Site of the Proposed Development during the Construction 
Phase of the Proposed Development. 

- The proposed works consist of the demolition of a three storey apartment block. Due to the size and nature of these 
works, along with the intervening distance between the Site and the SPA, it is deemed that emissions of dust generated 
by the works do not have the capacity to cause any adverse effects at the SPA. 
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The lack of any suitable ex-situ roosting/foraging/breeding habitat for species listed as SCIs for this SPA; present at, 
or within the immediate vicinity of, the Site of the Proposed Development. 

- The Proposed Development will therefore not result in any disturbance or displacement of any SCI species associated 
with this SPA. 

The lack of any significant hydrological connection between the Site of the Proposed Development and the SPA. 

- It is not expected that any surface water will be generated during the proposed demolition works other than negligible 
amounts used for dust dampening purposes. 

- There will be no direct discharges from the Site into nearby drainage systems or waterbodies. Therefore, there is no 
possibility of surface water discharges containing sediment, silt and/or pollutants associated with the Proposed Devel-
opment entering the SPA and causing any changes in water quality and resource. 

- It is expected that welfare facilities on-site for the duration of the works will consist of a porta-cabin containing WC with 
foul sewer connection. All foul water produced on-site via welfare facilities will therefore be discharged to public foul 
sewer. The amount of foul-water to be produced over the duration of the works is deemed to be negligible. 

Baldoyle Bay SPA 

No possibility of likely significant effects on SPA due to: 

The intervening minimum distance of ca.10.12km between the Proposed Development and the SPA. 

- This intervening distance is considered sufficient to exclude the possibility of significant effects on the SPA arising from: 
emissions of noise, dust, pollutants and/or vibrations emitted from Site of the Proposed Development during the Con-
struction Phase; increased traffic volumes during the Construction and Operational Phases and associated emissions; 
and potential increased lighting and human presence at Site of the Proposed Development during the Construction 
Phase of the Proposed Development. 

- The proposed works consist of the demolition of a three storey apartment block. Due to the size and nature of these 
works, along with the intervening distance between the Site and the SPA, it is deemed that emissions of dust generated 
by the works do not have the capacity to cause any adverse effects at the SPA. 

The lack of any suitable ex-situ roosting/foraging/breeding habitat for species listed as SCIs for this SPA; present at, 
or within the immediate vicinity of, the Site of the Proposed Development. 

- The Proposed Development will therefore not result in any disturbance or displacement of any SCI species associated 
with this SPA. 
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The lack of any significant hydrological connection between the Site of the Proposed Development and the SPA. 

- It is not expected that any surface water will be generated during the proposed demolition works other than negligible 
amounts used for dust dampening purposes. 

- There will be no direct discharges from the Site into nearby drainage systems or waterbodies. Therefore, there is no 
possibility of surface water discharges containing sediment, silt and/or pollutants associated with the Proposed Devel-
opment entering the SPA and causing any changes in water quality and resource. 

- It is expected that welfare facilities on-site for the duration of the works will consist of a porta-cabin containing WC with 
foul sewer connection. All foul water produced on-site via welfare facilities will therefore be discharged to public foul 
sewer. The amount of foul-water to be produced over the duration of the works is deemed to be negligible. 

Wicklow Mountains SPA 

No possibility of likely significant effects on SPA due to: 

The intervening minimum distance of ca. 12.01km between the Proposed Development and the SPA. 

- This intervening distance is considered sufficient to exclude the possibility of significant effects on the SPA arising from: 
emissions of noise, dust, pollutants and/or vibrations emitted from the Site of the Proposed Development during the 
Construction Phase; increased traffic volumes during the Construction and Operational Phases and associated emis-
sions; potential increased lighting emitted from the Site of the Proposed Development during Construction and Opera-
tional Phases; and increased human presence at the Site of the Proposed Development during Construction and Op-
erational Phases. 

The lack of any hydrological connection between the Site of the Proposed Development and the SPA. 

- The SPA is located in the mountains to the south of the Proposed Development, and upstream of the Site. Therefore, 
there is no possibility of surface water discharges containing sediment, silt and/or pollutants associated with the Pro-
posed Development entering the SPA and causing any changes in water quality and resource.  

The lack of any suitable ex-situ roosting/foraging/breeding habitat for species listed as SCIs for this SPA; present at, 
or within the immediate vicinity of, the Site of the Proposed Development. 

- Peregrine (Falco peregrinus) have been shown to have a hunting range of between ca. 2-6km from the nest (Pendle-
bury et al, 2011 & Hardey, 2007) and Merlin (Falco columbarius) will forage up to ca. 4km from the nest (Pendlebury 
et al, 2011), therefore the Proposed Development lands are not considered likely to form part of any important ex-situ 
foraging area for either of these species. 
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- The Proposed Development will therefore not result in any disturbance or displacement of any SCI species associated 
with this SPA. 

Malahide Estuary SPA 

No possibility of likely significant effects on SPA due to: 

The intervening minimum distance of ca.13.29km between the Proposed Development and the SPA. 

- This intervening distance is considered sufficient to exclude the possibility of significant effects on the SPA arising from: 
emissions of noise, dust, pollutants and/or vibrations emitted from Site of the Proposed Development during the Con-
struction Phase; increased traffic volumes during the Construction and Operational Phases and associated emissions; 
and potential increased lighting and human presence at Site of the Proposed Development during the Construction 
Phase of the Proposed Development. 

- The proposed works consist of the demolition of a three storey apartment block. Due to the size and nature of these 
works, along with the intervening distance between the Site and the SPA, it is deemed that emissions of dust generated 
by the works do not have the capacity to cause any adverse effects at the SPA. 

The lack of any suitable ex-situ roosting/foraging/breeding habitat for species listed as SCIs for this SPA; present at, 
or within the immediate vicinity of, the Site of the Proposed Development. 

- The Proposed Development will therefore not result in any disturbance or displacement of any SCI species associated 
with this SPA. 

The lack of any significant hydrological connection between the Site of the Proposed Development and the SPA. 

- It is not expected that any surface water will be generated during the proposed demolition works other than negligible 
amounts used for dust dampening purposes. 

- There will be no direct discharges from the Site into nearby drainage systems or waterbodies. Therefore, there is no 
possibility of surface water discharges containing sediment, silt and/or pollutants associated with the Proposed Devel-
opment entering the SPA and causing any changes in water quality and resource. 

- It is expected that welfare facilities on-site for the duration of the works will consist of a porta-cabin containing WC with 
foul sewer connection. All foul water produced on-site via welfare facilities will therefore be discharged to public foul 
sewer. The amount of foul-water to be produced over the duration of the works is deemed to be negligible. 
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Dalkey Islands SPA 

No possibility of likely significant effects on SPA due to: 

The intervening minimum distance of ca.12.25km between the Proposed Development and the SPA. 

- This intervening distance is considered sufficient to exclude the possibility of significant effects on the SPA arising from: 
emissions of noise, dust, pollutants and/or vibrations emitted from Site of the Proposed Development during the Con-
struction Phase; increased traffic volumes during the Construction and Operational Phases and associated emissions; 
and potential increased lighting and human presence at Site of the Proposed Development during the Construction 
Phase of the Proposed Development. 

- The proposed works consist of the demolition of a three storey apartment block. Due to the size and nature of these 
works, along with the intervening distance between the Site and the SPA, it is deemed that emissions of dust generated 
by the works do not have the capacity to cause any adverse effects at the SPA. 

The lack of any suitable ex-situ roosting/foraging/breeding habitat for species listed as SCIs for this SPA; present at, 
or within the immediate vicinity of, the Site of the Proposed Development. 

- The Proposed Development will therefore not result in any disturbance or displacement of any SCI species associated 
with this SPA. 

The lack of any significant hydrological connection between the Site of the Proposed Development and the SPA. 

- It is not expected that any surface water will be generated during the proposed demolition works other than negligible 
amounts used for dust dampening purposes. 

- There will be no direct discharges from the Site into nearby drainage systems or waterbodies. Therefore, there is no 
possibility of surface water discharges containing sediment, silt and/or pollutants associated with the Proposed Devel-
opment entering the SPA and causing any changes in water quality and resource. 

- It is expected that welfare facilities on-site for the duration of the works will consist of a porta-cabin containing WC with 
foul sewer connection. All foul water produced on-site via welfare facilities will therefore be discharged to public foul 
sewer. The amount of foul-water to be produced over the duration of the works is deemed to be negligible. 

No 

Howth Head Coast SPA 
No possibility of likely significant effects on SPA due to: 

The intervening minimum distance of ca.13.01km between the Proposed Development and the SPA. 
No 
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- This intervening distance is considered sufficient to exclude the possibility of significant effects on the SPA arising from: 
emissions of noise, dust, pollutants and/or vibrations emitted from Site of the Proposed Development during the Con-
struction Phase; increased traffic volumes during the Construction and Operational Phases and associated emissions; 
and potential increased lighting and human presence at Site of the Proposed Development during the Construction 
Phase of the Proposed Development. 

- The proposed works consist of the demolition of a three storey apartment block. Due to the size and nature of these 
works, along with the intervening distance between the Site and the SPA, it is deemed that emissions of dust generated 
by the works do not have the capacity to cause any adverse effects at the SPA. 

The lack of any significant hydrological connection between the Site of the Proposed Development and the SPA. 

- It is not expected that any surface water will be generated during the proposed demolition works other than negligible 
amounts used for dust dampening purposes. 

- There will be no direct discharges from the Site into nearby drainage systems or waterbodies. Therefore, there is no 
possibility of surface water discharges containing sediment, silt and/or pollutants associated with the Proposed Devel-
opment entering the SPA and causing any changes in water quality and resource. 

- It is expected that welfare facilities on-site for the duration of the works will consist of a porta-cabin containing WC with 
foul sewer connection. All foul water produced on-site via welfare facilities will therefore be discharged to public foul 
sewer. The amount of foul-water to be produced over the duration of the works is deemed to be negligible. 

The lack of any suitable ex-situ roosting/foraging/breeding habitat for species listed as SCIs for this SPA; present at, 
or within the immediate vicinity of, the Site of the Proposed Development. 

- The Site of the Proposed Development is comprised of predominantly man-made structures. These habitats, set in an 
urban context, are thus not considered suitable ex-situ breeding, roosting, staging or foraging habitats for Kittiwake 
(Rissa tridactyla), listed as a SCI for this SPA.  

- The Proposed Development will therefore not result in any disturbance or displacement of this SCI species. 

Ireland’s Eye SPA 

No possibility of likely significant effects on SPA due to: 

The intervening minimum distance of ca.13.54km between the Proposed Development and the SPA. 

- This intervening distance is considered sufficient to exclude the possibility of significant effects on the SPA arising from: 
emissions of noise, dust, pollutants and/or vibrations emitted from Site of the Proposed Development during the Con-
struction Phase; increased traffic volumes during the Construction and Operational Phases and associated emissions; 

No 
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and potential increased lighting and human presence at Site of the Proposed Development during the Construction 
Phase of the Proposed Development. 

- The proposed works consist of the demolition of a three storey apartment block. Due to the size and nature of these 
works, along with the intervening distance between the Site and the SPA, it is deemed that emissions of dust generated 
by the works do not have the capacity to cause any adverse effects at the SPA. 

The lack of any suitable ex-situ roosting/foraging/breeding habitat for species listed as SCIs for this SPA; present at, 
or within the immediate vicinity of, the Site of the Proposed Development. 

- The Proposed Development will therefore not result in any disturbance or displacement of any SCI species associated 
with this SPA. 

The lack of any significant hydrological connection between the Site of the Proposed Development and the SPA. 

- It is not expected that any surface water will be generated during the proposed demolition works other than negligible 
amounts used for dust dampening purposes. 

- There will be no direct discharges from the Site into nearby drainage systems or waterbodies. Therefore, there is no 
possibility of surface water discharges containing sediment, silt and/or pollutants associated with the Proposed Devel-
opment entering the SPA and causing any changes in water quality and resource. 

- It is expected that welfare facilities on-site for the duration of the works will consist of a porta-cabin containing WC with 
foul sewer connection. All foul water produced on-site via welfare facilities will therefore be discharged to public foul 
sewer. The amount of foul-water to be produced over the duration of the works is deemed to be negligible. 
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2.5 Summary of Potential Impacts 
An assessment of potential impacts using each of the listed indicators is given below with 
regard to each of the Natura 2000 sites within 15km of the Proposed Development. A summary 
of this assessment is given in Table 5. 

2.5.1 Habitat Loss and Alteration 

The Proposed Development is not located within or adjacent to any Natura 2000 site. It is 
therefore considered that there will be no direct loss or alteration of habitat as a result of the 
Proposed Development. 

2.5.2 Habitat / Species Fragmentation 

Habitat fragmentation has been defined as the ‘reduction and isolation of patches of natural 
environment’ (Hall et al., 1997 cited in Franklin et al., 2002) usually due to an external disturb-
ance such that an alteration of the spatial composition of a habitat occurs that alters the habitat 
and ‘create[s] isolated or tenuously connected patches of the original habitat’ (Wiens, 1989 
cited in Franklin et al., 2002). This results in spatial separation of habitat units which had pre-
viously been in a state of greater continuity. 

As there will be no direct habitat loss within any Natura 2000 sites, it is not considered that 
any habitat fragmentation will arise from the proposal. 

2.5.3 Disturbance and/or Displacement Species 

The closest Natura 2000 site to the Proposed Development that has a faunal species listed 
as a qualifying interest is South Dublin Bay and River Tolka Estuary SPA, located ca. 2.23km 
to the northeast. It is deemed that the Proposed Development does not have the capacity to 
cause any significant disturbance and/or displacement to any species within any Natura 2000 
site, due to the distance involved from the Site of the Proposed Development and the nearest 
Natura 2000 sites; the small size and nature of the proposed works i.e. small scale demolition 
and land remediation; and the lack of any suitable ex-situ habitats for Otter, Harbour Porpoise 
or any SCI bird species within the Site itself or adjacent lands. 

2.5.4 Changes in Population Density 

It is not expected that the Proposed Development will cause any reduction in the baseline 
population of any species designated as a QI or SCI for any Natura 2000 site.  

2.5.5 Changes in Water Quality and Resource 

The River Liffey is the closest watercourse to the Proposed Development and flows ca.545m 
to the north of the Site. The River Liffey is a modified urban watercourse, which runs through 
the centre of Dublin City. The Site of the Proposed Development and surrounding area are 
urban in nature and the land cover is almost entirely hardstanding. Surface water at the site 
and surrounding area is directed to the public sewer network. 

It is envisaged that no surface water containing sediment / pollutants will enter the River Liffey 
or any other waterbody during the Construction or Operational phases of the Proposed De-
velopment as there will be no direct discharge to waterbodies from the Site for the duration of 
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the works. It is also not expected that any surface waters will be generated during the pro-
posed works other than negligible amounts used for dust dampening purposes during the 
demolition itself. All foul water produced by temporary welfare facilities, to be located on-site 
for the ca. 2-3 month duration of the Proposed Development, will be discharged via connection 
to public foul sewer. It is deemed that the amount of foul water to be produced during this 
period will be negligible. 

Based on the above it is concluded that there is no possibility of any water leaving the Site 
that could have the capacity to cause any significant adverse impacts to water quality and/or 
resource in any Natura 2000 Site, particularly those located in and around Dublin Bay. It is 
therefore deemed that the Proposed Development does not have the capacity to cause any 
significant changes to water quality and/or resource at any Natura 2000 site. 

2.5.6 In-combination Effects 

The following planning and policy documents were reviewed and considered for possible in-
combination effects with the Proposed Development: 

- Dublin City Development Plan 2016 ‐ 2022 
- Dublin City Biodiversity Action Plan 2015 ‐ 2020 
- South Dublin County Council Development Plan 2016 ‐ 2022 

The following developments were also reviewed and assessed for potential in-combination 
effects with the Proposed Development: 

Ref: 4578/19. Applicant: Hiberbia REIT plc. Address: 1, Cumberland Place, Fenian Street, 
Dublin 2 (formerly known as Cumberland House). Granted: 20-Mar-2020. Description: The 
proposed development consists of amendments to the development permitted under Reg. 
Ref.: 3595/16. As amended by Reg. Ref.: 2833/18, Reg. Ref.: 4467/18, and Reg. Ref.: 
3336/19. The proposed amendments comprise of the following: • Provision of an additional 
stepped entrance with revolving door and wheelchair hoist from Fenian Street, on the southern 
side of the permitted development; • Modification of glazing set-out to the building facades; • 
Modification of glazing to the building facilities; • Extension of building managers facilities to 
the rear of the building at ground floor level; • Rearrangement of changing rooms, showers, 
lockers, and bicycle parking at lower ground floor level; • Modifications to permitted landscap-
ing and external access arrangements; • Modifications of emergency access at ground floor 
level; and, • All ancillary and associated site development and landscaping works. The pro-
posed amendments will result in a decrease of c. 59.4 in the overall gross floor area (GFA) of 
the permitted office building, resulting in a total GFA of c. 7,795 sq.m. There is a concurrent 
application for amendments to the permitted development on the subject site under Reg. Ref.: 
4375/19. 

Ref: 3606/19. Applicant: Persian Properties Unlimited. Address: 1 Hospitality House, 16-20 
South Cumberland Street, Dublin 2. Granted: 05-Mar-2019. Description: The development 
will consist of the demolition of an existing building (c.3,059 sq.m) and the construction of a 
building (max height c.26.8m) incorporating an 8-storey 158 No. bedroom hotel with a gross 
floor area of c.7,458sq.m, including a c.565 sq.m office space incorporating a Board Room 
and Meeting Room, a food and beverage facility with an associated restaurant to cater for 120 
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No. customers (c.231 sq.m), kitchen and food preparation area (c.117 sq.m), reception area 
(c.139 sq.m), luggage storage facilities (c.20 sq.m), 1 No. ESB sub-station and switch-room 
at ground floor level fronting onto Cumberland Street South, 23 No. photovoltaic panels (c.46 
sq.m). 28 No. bicycle storage spaces and changing facilities, drainage and all ancillary works 
on a 0.18 hectare site. 

Upon examination of the listed plans and projects, it is concluded that there is no possibility 
for any in-combination effects between these plans and the Proposed Development; due to 
the nature of the Proposed Development, the short term and local scale of the proposed works; 
and the lack of any potential impacts to Natura 2000 sites identified during this Appropriate 
Assessment screening. 

Table 5 below summaries the impact assessment to each of the relevant Natura 2000 sites 
as a result of the Proposed Development  
 

Table 5. Summary of impact assessment on Natura 2000 sites from the Proposed Develop-
ment. 

Site Habitat Loss / 
Alteration 

Habitat or 
Species 

Fragmenta-
tion 

Disturb-
ance 

and/or Dis-
placement 
of Species 

Changes in 
Population 

Density 

Changes in 
Water Qual-

ity and/or Re-
source 

Stage 2 
AA Re-
quired 

South Dublin 
Bay SAC No No No None None NO 

North Dublin 
Bay SAC No No No None None NO 

Baldoyle Bay 
SAC No No No None None NO 

Howth Head 
SAC No No No None None NO 

Rockabill to 
Dalkey Island 
SAC 

No No No None None NO 

Wicklow Moun-
tains SAC No No No None None NO 

Glenasmole Val-
ley SAC No No No None None NO 

Malahide Estu-
ary SAC No No No None None NO 
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Ireland's Eye 
SAC No No No None None NO 

Knocksink 
Wood SAC No No No None None NO 

South Dublin 
Bay and River 
Tolka Estuary 
SPA 

No No No None None NO 

North Bull Island 
SPA No No No None None NO 

Baldoyle Bay 
SPA No No No None None NO 

Wicklow Moun-
tains SPA No No No None None NO 

Malahide Estu-
ary SPA (also 
known as 
Broad-
meadow/Swords 
Estuary SPA) 

No No No None None NO 

Dalkey Islands 
SPA No No No None None NO 

Howth Head 
Coast SPA No No No None None NO 

Ireland's Eye 
SPA No No No None None NO 
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3 CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, upon the examination, analysis and evaluation of the relevant information in-
cluding, in particular, the nature of the Proposed Development and the likelihood of significant 
effects on any Natura 2000 site, in addition to considering possible in-combination effects, and 
applying the precautionary principles, it is concluded by the authors of this report that, on the 
basis of objective information, the possibility may be excluded that the Proposed Development 
will have a significant effect on any of the Natura 2000 sites below. 

• South Dublin Bay SAC [000210] 

• North Dublin Bay SAC [000206] 

• Baldoyle Bay SAC [000199] 

• Howth Head SAC [000202] 

• Rockabill to Dalkey Island SAC [003000] 

• Wicklow Mountains SAC [002122] 

• Glenasmole Valley SAC [001209] 

• Malahide Estuary SAC [000205] 

• Ireland's Eye SAC [002193] 

• Knocksink Wood SAC  [000725] 

• South Dublin Bay and River Tolka Estuary SPA [004024] 

• North Bull Island SPA [004006] 

• Baldoyle Bay SPA [004016] 

• Wicklow Mountains SPA [004040] 

• Malahide Estuary SPA [004025] 

• Dalkey Islands SPA [004172] 

• Howth Head Coast SPA [004113] 

• Ireland's Eye SPA [004117] 

These complete, precise and definitive findings, based on the best available scientific evi-
dence, remove all reasonable scientific doubt that the Proposed Development will have any 
significant impacts on the Natura 2000 sites detailed above; and it is therefore concluded that 
there will be no likely significant negative impacts caused to any Natura 2000 sites as a result 
of the Proposed Development. 
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Site Name: Baldoyle Bay SAC 
 
Site Code: 000199 
 
 
Baldoyle Bay SAC extends from just below Portmarnock village to the west pier at 
Howth in Co. Dublin. It is a tidal estuarine bay protected from the open sea by a 
large sand-dune system. Two small rivers, the Mayne and the Sluice, flow into the 
bay.  
 
The site is a Special Area of Conservation (SAC) selected for the following habitats 
and/or species listed on Annex I / II of the E.U. Habitats Directive (* = priority; 
numbers in brackets are Natura 2000 codes): 
 

[1140] Tidal Mudflats and Sandflats 
[1310] Salicornia Mud 
[1330] Atlantic Salt Meadows 
[1410] Mediterranean Salt Meadows 

 
Large areas of intertidal flats are exposed at low tide at this site. These are mostly 
sands but grade to muds in the inner sheltered parts of the estuary. Extensive areas 
of Common Cord-grass (Spartina anglica) occur in the inner estuary. Both the 
Narrow-leaved Eelgrass (Zostera angustifolia) and the Dwarf Eelgrass (Z. noltii) are 
also found here. During summer, the sandflats of the sheltered areas are covered by 
mats of green algae (Enteromorpha spp. and Ulva lactuca).  
 
The sediments have a typical macrofauna, with Lugworm (Arenicola marina) 
dominating the sandy flats. The tubeworm Lanice conchilega is present in high 
densities at the low tide mark and the small gastropod Hydrobia ulvae occurs in the 
muddy areas, along with the crustacean Corophium volutator.  
 
Areas of saltmarsh occur near Portmarnock Bridge and at Portmarnock Point, with 
narrow strips along other parts of the estuary. Species such as glassworts (Salicornia 
spp.), Sea-purslane (Halimione portulacoides), Sea Plantain (Plantago maritima) and Sea 
Rush (Juncus maritimus) are found here. Portmarnock Spit formerly had a well-
developed sand dune system but this has been largely replaced by golf courses and 
is mostly excluded from the site. A few dune hills are still intact at Portmarnock 
Point, and there are small dune hills east of Cush Point and below the Claremont 
Hotel. These are mostly dominated by Marram (Ammophila arenaria), though Lyme-
grass (Leymus arenarius) is also found.  
 
The site includes a brackish marsh along the Mayne River. Soils here have a high 
organic content and are poorly drained, and some pools occur. Rushes (Juncus spp.) 
and salt tolerant species such as Common Scurvygrass (Cochleria officinalis) and 
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Greater Sea-spurrey (Spergularia media) are typical of this area. Knotted Hedge-
parsley (Torilis nodosa), a scarce plant in eastern Ireland, has been recorded here, 
along with Brackish Water-crowfoot (Ranunculus baudotti), a species of brackish pools 
and ditches which has declined in most places due to habitat loss. Two plant species, 
legally protected under the Flora (Protection) Order, 1999, occur in the Mayne marsh, 
Borrer's Saltmarsh-grass (Puccinellia fasciculata) and Meadow Barley (Hordeum 
secalinum). 
 
Baldoyle Bay is an important bird site for wintering waterfowl and the inner part of 
the estuary is a Special Protection Area under the E.U. Birds Directive as well as 
being a Statutory Nature Reserve. Internationally important numbers of Pale-bellied 
Brent Goose (418) and nationally important numbers of two Annex I Birds Directive 
species - Golden Pover (1,900) and Bar-tailed Godwit (283) - have been recorded. 
Four other species also reached nationally important numbers: Shelduck (147), 
Pintail (26), Grey Plover (148) and Ringed Plover (218) - all figures are average peaks 
for four winters 1994/95 to 1997/1998. Breeding wetland birds at the site include 
Shelduck, Mallard and Ringed Plover. Small numbers of Little Tern, a species listed 
on Annex I of the E.U. Birds Directive, have bred on a few occasions at Portmarnock 
Point but not since 1991. 
 
The area surrounding Baldoyle Bay is densely populated and so the main threats to 
the site include visitor pressure, disturbance to wildfowl and dumping. In particular, 
the dumping of spoil onto the foreshore presents a threat to the value of the site. 
 
Baldoyle Bay is a fine example of an estuarine system. It contains four habitats listed 
on Annex I of the E.U. Habitats Directive, and supports two legally protected plant 
species. The site is also an important bird area and part of it is a Special Protection 
Area under the E.U. Birds Directive, as well as being a Statutory Nature Reserve. It 
supports internationally important numbers of Brent Goose and nationally important 
numbers of six other bird species, including two Annex I Birds Directive species.  
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SITE NAME:  BALDOYLE BAY SPA 
 
SITE CODE:  004016             
 
 
Baldoyle Bay, located to the north and east of Baldoyle and to the south of 
Portmarnock, Co. Dublin, is a relatively small, narrow estuary separated from the 
open sea by a large sand dune system.  Two small rivers, the Mayne River and the 
Sluice River, flow into the inner part of the estuary. 
 
Large areas of intertidal flats are exposed at low tide.  These are mostly sands but 
grade to muds in the inner sheltered parts of the estuary.  Extensive areas of Common 
Cord-grass (Spartina anglica) occur in the inner estuary.  Both the Narrow-leaved 
Eelgrass (Zostera angustifolia) and the Dwarf Eelgrass (Z. noltii) are also found here.  
During summer, the sandflats of the sheltered areas are covered by mats of green 
algae (Ulva spp.).  The sediments have a typical macrofauna, with Lugworm 
(Arenicola marina) dominating the sandy flats.  Areas of saltmarsh occur near 
Portmarnock Bridge and at Portmarnock Point, with narrow strips found along other 
parts of the estuary.  Species such as Glasswort (Salicornia spp.), Sea-purslane 
(Halimione portulacoides), Sea Plantain (Plantago maritima) and Sea Rush (Juncus 
maritimus) are found here. 
 
The site is a Special Protection Area (SPA) under the E.U. Birds Directive, of special 
conservation interest for the following species: Light-bellied Brent Goose, Shelduck, 
Ringed Plover, Golden Plover, Grey Plover and Bar-tailed Godwit.  The E.U. Birds 
Directive pays particular attention to wetlands and, as these form part of this SPA, the 
site and its associated waterbirds are of special conservation interest for Wetland & 
Waterbirds. 
 
Baldoyle Bay is an important site for wintering waterfowl, providing good quality 
feeding areas and roost sites for an excellent diversity of waterfowl species.  It 
supports an internationally important population of Light-bellied Brent Goose (726), 
and has a further five species with nationally important populations (all figures are 
mean peaks for the five winters 1995/96 to 1999/2000): Shelduck (147), Ringed 
Plover (223), Golden Plover (2,120), Grey Plover (200) and Bar-tailed Godwit (353).  
Other species which occur include Great Crested Grebe (42), Pintail (35), Teal (138), 
Mallard (46), Common Scoter (61), Oystercatcher (531), Lapwing (524), Knot (189), 
Dunlin (879), Black-tailed Godwit (113), Curlew (98), Redshank (224), Greenshank 
(11) and Turnstone (43).  
 
Regular breeding birds include Shelduck, Mallard and Ringed Plover.  In autumn, 
passage migrants such as Curlew Sandpiper, Spotted Redshank and Green Sandpiper 
are regular in small numbers.  Little Egret, a species which has recently colonised 
Ireland, also occurs at this site. 
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Baldoyle Bay SPA is of high conservation importance, for supporting internationally 
important numbers of Light-bellied Brent Goose as well as nationally important 
populations of a further five species, including Golden Plover and Bar-tailed Godwit, 
both species that are listed on Annex I of the E.U. Birds Directive.  The inner part of 
the site is a Statutory Nature Reserve and also designated as a wetland of international 
importance under the Ramsar Convention. 
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SITE SYNOPSIS 
  
 
SITE NAME:  DALKEY ISLANDS SPA 
 
SITE CODE:  004172 
 
 
The site comprises Dalkey Island, Lamb Island and Maiden Rock, the intervening 
rocks and reefs, and the surrounding sea to a distance of 200 m.  Dalkey Island, which 
is the largest in the group, lies c. 400 m off Sorrento Point on the Co. Dublin 
mainland from which it is separated by a deep channel.  The island is low-lying, the 
highest point of which (c. 15 m) is marked by a Martello Tower.  Soil cover consists 
mainly of a thin peaty layer, though in a few places there are boulder clay deposits.  
Vegetation cover is low-growing and consists mainly of grasses.  Dense patches of 
Bracken (Pteridium aquilinum) and Hogweed (Heracleum sphondylium) occur in 
places.  Lamb Island lies to the north of Dalkey Island, and at low tide is connected 
by a line of rocks.  It has a thin soil cover and some vegetation, mainly of grasses, 
Nettles (Urtica dioica) and Hogweed.  Further north lies Maiden Rock, a bare angular 
granite rock up to 5 m high that is devoid of higher plant vegetation. 
 
This site is a Special Protection Area (SPA) under the E.U. Birds Directive, of special 
conservation interest for the following species: Roseate Tern, Common Tern and 
Arctic Tern. 
 
Dalkey Islands SPA is both a breeding and a staging site for Sterna terns.  There is a 
good history of nesting by terns though success has been variable over the years.  
Common Tern is the most common species, usually outnumbering Arctic Tern by at 
least 3:1.  Up to 1988, the range given for Common Tern was 15-53 pairs, and for 
Arctic Tern ‘a few’ pairs.  Also, Roseate Tern attempted nesting in 1986, with 2 pairs 
recorded.  A tern conservation scheme, co-ordinated by BirdWatch Ireland / National 
Parks and Wildlife Service, began in 1995, with wardening, nestbox deployment and 
monitoring being carried out.  The ultimate aim was to attract Roseate Tern to breed.  
Numbers of terns increased in subsequent years, though numbers and breeding 
success is still variable between years.  In 2003 62 pairs of Common Tern and 24 
pairs of Arctic Tern were recorded.  Of great significance is that Roseate Tern has 
returned, with 5 pairs recorded in 2003 and 11 pairs in 2004 - this is one of only three 
known sites in the country for this rare species. 
 
The site, along with other parts of south Dublin Bay, is used by the three tern species 
as a major post-breeding/pre-migration autumn roost area.  The site is linked to 
another important post-breeding/pre-migration autumn tern roost area in Dublin Bay.  
Birds are present from about late-July to September, with c. 2,000 terns, comprising 
individuals of all three species, recorded in 1998.  The origin of the birds is likely to 
be the Dublin breeding sites (Rockabill and Dublin Docks) though the numbers 
recorded suggests that birds from other sites, perhaps outside the State, are also 
present. 
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The site also has breeding Great Black-backed Gull (7 pairs in 2001), Shelduck (1-2 
pairs) and Oystercatcher (1-2 pairs).  Herring Gull bred in large numbers in the past 
but is now very scarce (14 pairs recorded in 1999).  The site is known to be 
frequented in winter by Turnstone and Purple Sandpiper but recent count data are not 
available. 
 
Dalkey Islands SPA is of particular importance as a post-breeding/pre-migration 
autumn roost area for Roseate Tern, Common Tern and Arctic Tern.  The recent 
nesting by Roseate Tern is highly significant.  All three tern species using the site are 
listed on Annex I of the E.U. Birds Directive. 
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Site Name: Glenasmole Valley SAC 
 
Site Code: 001209 
 
 
Glenasmole Valley in south Co. Dublin lies on the edge of the Wicklow uplands, 
approximately 5 km from Tallaght. The River Dodder flows through the valley and 
has been impounded here to form two reservoirs which supply water to south 
Dublin. The non-calcareous bedrock of the Glenasmole Valley has been overlain by 
deep drift deposits which now line the valley sides. They are partly covered by scrub 
and woodland, and on the less precipitous parts, by a herb-rich grassland. There is 
much seepage through the deposits, which brings to the surface water rich in bases, 
which induces local patches of calcareous fen and, in places, petrifying springs.  
 
The site is a Special Area of Conservation (SAC) selected for the following habitats 
and/or species listed on Annex I / II of the E.U. Habitats Directive (* = priority; 
numbers in brackets are Natura 2000 codes): 
 

[6210] Orchid-rich Calcareous Grassland* 
[6410] Molinia Meadows 
[7220] Petrifying Springs* 

 
At this site, examples of calcareous fen and flush occur between the two reservoirs, 
where sedges (including Carex flacca and C. panicea) are joined by such species as 
Grass-of-parnassus (Parnassia palustris), Few-flowered Spike-rush (Eleocharis 
quinqueflora), Zig-zag clover (Trifolium medium) and the scarce Fen Bedstraw (Galium 
uliginosum). Tufa depositing springs are long-known from the site, along the valley 
sides, and some have substantial tufa mounds and banks. Tufa formation is also 
known from small streams within the woodland at the site. Within the hazel woods, 
and associated with the springs and flushes, a distinctive flora with Marsh Hawk’s-
beard (Crepis paludosa) and luxuriant stands of Great Horsetail (Equisetum telmateia) 
has developed. 
 
Orchid-rich grassland occurs in the drier parts of this site and in places grades into 
Molinia meadow. Orchids recorded in these habitats include Frog Orchid 
(Coeloglossum viride), Northern Marsh-orchid (Dactylorhiza purpurella), Fragrant 
Orchid (Gymnadenia conopsea), Marsh Helleborine (Epipactis palustris), Early-purple 
Orchid (Orchis mascula) and Greater Butterfly Orchid (Platanthera chlorantha). Two 
further orchid species, both Red Data Book-listed, have also been found here, Green-
winged Orchid (Orchis morio) and Small-white Orchid (Pseudorchis albida). Common 
grasses in the sward include Sweet Vernal-grass (Anthoxanthum odoratum), Creeping 
Bent (Agrostis stolonifera) and Crested Dog's-tail (Cynosurus cristatus). Other species 
which occur are Common Bird's-foot-trefoil (Lotus corniculatus), Kidney Vetch 
(Anthyllis vulneraria), Common Restharrow (Ononis repens), Yellow-wort (Blackstonia 
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perfoliata) and Autumn Gentian (Gentianella amarella). While much of the calcareous 
grassland has been improved to some extent for agriculture, a suite of typical species 
still remain.  
 
The areas of Molinia meadows at the site occur associated with the grasslands on the 
valley sides, and in particular in seepage and flushed areas. Typical and indicative 
species include Greater Bird’s-foot-trefoil (Lotus uliginosus), Tormentil (Potentilla 
erecta), Purple Moor-grass (Molinia caerulea), Sharp-flowered Rush (Juncus acutiflorus), 
Adder’s-tongue (Ophioglossum vulgatum), Meadow Thistle (Cirsium dissectum) and 
Fen Bedstraw. As noted above, orchids are frequent in the grasslands at this site.  
 
Woodland occurs in patches around the site. On the east side of the valley, below the 
northern lake, a Hazel (Corylus avellana) wood has developed on the unstable 
calcareous slopes and includes other species such as Ash (Fraxinus excelsior), Downy 
Birch (Betula pubescens), Goat Willow (Salix caprea) and (Irish) Whitebeam (Sorbus 
hibernica). Spring Wood-rush (Luzula pilosa), Wood Speedwell (Veronica montana) and 
Bramble (Rubus fruticosus agg.) are present in the ground flora.  
 
Wet semi-natural broadleaved woodland is also found around the reservoirs and 
includes Alder (Alnus glutinosa) and willow (Salix spp.), with Yellow Iris (Iris 
pseudacorus), horsetails (Equisetum spp.), Bramble and localised patches of Japanese 
Knotweed (Reynoutria japonica), an introduced and invasive species.  
 
The lake shore vegetation is not well developed, which is typical of a reservoir. There 
are occasional patches of Reed Canary-grass (Phalaris arundinacea) and Purple-
loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria), which are more extensive around the western shore of 
the northern lake, along with Common Marsh-bedstraw (Galium palustre) and Water 
Mint (Mentha aquatica). Other vegetation includes Shoreweed (Littorella uniflora) and 
the scarce Water Sedge (Carex aquatilis).  
 
As well as the Green-winged Orchid and Small-white Orchid, two other threatened 
species which are listed in the Irish Red Data Book occur in the site, Yellow 
Archangel (Lamiastrum galeobdolon) and Yellow Bird's-nest (Monotropa hypopitys). 
Small-white Orchid is legally protected under the Flora (Protection) Order, 1999.  
 
The site provides excellent habitat for bats, with at least four species recorded: 
Pipistrelle, Leisler’s, Daubenton’s and Brown Long-eared. Otter occurs along the 
river and reservoirs.  
 
The site supports Kingfisher, an Annex I species under the E.U. Birds Directive. 
 
Glenasmole Valley contains a high diversity of habitats and plant communities, 
including three habitats listed on Annex I of the E.U. Habitats Directive. The 
presence of four Red Data Book plant species further adds to the value of the site, as 
does the presence of populations of several mammal and bird species of conservation 
interest.  
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SITE SYNOPSIS 
  
 
SITE NAME:  HOWTH HEAD COAST SPA 
 
SITE CODE:  004113 
  
 
Howth Head is a rocky headland situated on the northern side of Dublin Bay.  The 
peninsula is composed of Cambrian rock of the Bray Group, the most conspicuous 
component being quartzite.  The site comprises the sea cliffs extending from just east 
of the Nose of Howth to the tip of the Bailey Lighthouse peninsula.  The marine area 
to a distance of 500 m from the cliff base is included within the site.  
 
The cliffs vary from between about 60 m and 90 m in height, and in places comprise 
fairly sheer, exposed rock face. Here plants such as Rock Sea-spurrey (Spergularia 
rupicola), Navelwort (Umbilicus rupestris), Rock Samphire (Crithmum maritimum), 
English Stonecrop (Sedum anglicum) and Biting Stonecrop (Sedum acre) are found, 
along with a good diversity of lichen species. 
  
The site is a Special Protection Area (SPA) under the E.U. Birds Directive, of special 
conservation interest for Kittiwake. 
 
A range of seabird species breed within the Howth Head SPA, including a nationally 
important population of Kittiwake.  A census in 1999 recorded the following species: 
Fulmar (33 pairs), Shag (12 pairs), Herring Gull (17 pairs), Great Black-backed Gull 
(5 pairs), Kittiwake (2,269 pairs), Guillemot (663 pairs) and Razorbill (279 pairs).  In 
addition, 39 individual Black Guillemot were counted within the site in May 1998. 
 
The cliffs also support a breeding pair of Peregrine Falcon.  The seabird colony at 
Howth Head has been monitored at intervals since the Operation Seafarer project in 
1969/70. 
 
Howth Head Coast SPA is of high ornithological importance as it supports a 
nationally important population of Kittiwake.  It is also a traditional nesting site for 
Peregrine Falcon, a species that is listed on Annex I of the E.U. Birds Directive.  The 
site is easily accessible and has important amenity and educational value due to its 
proximity to Dublin City. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6.12.2011 
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Site Name: Howth Head SAC 
 
Site Code: 000202 
 
 
Howth Head is a rocky headland situated on the northern side of Dublin Bay. The 
peninsula is composed of Cambrian slates and quartzites, joined to the mainland by 
a post-glacial raised beach. Limestone occurs on the north-west side while glacial 
drift is deposited against the cliffs in places.  
 
The site is a Special Area of Conservation (SAC) selected for the following habitats 
and/or species listed on Annex I / II of the E.U. Habitats Directive (* = priority; 
numbers in brackets are Natura 2000 codes): 
 

[1230] Vegetated Sea Cliffs 
[4030] Dry Heath 

 
A mosaic of heathland vegetation occurs on the slopes above the sea cliffs and in the 
area of the summit. This is dominated by Western Gorse (Ulex gallii), Heather 
(Calluna vulgaris), Bell Heather (Erica cinerea) and localised patches of Bracken 
(Pteridium aquilinum). In more open areas species such as English Stonecrop (Sedum 
anglicum), Wood Sage (Teucrium scorodonia) and Navelwort (Umbilicus rupestris) 
occur, along with some areas of bare rock.  
 
The heath merges into dry grassland in places, with bent grasses (Agrostis spp.), Red 
Fescue (Festuca rubra), Cock's-foot (Dactylis glomerata), Yorkshire-fog (Holcus lanatus), 
Sweet Vernal-grass (Anthoxanthum odoratum), Lady's Bedstraw (Galium verum), 
Ribwort Plantain (Plantago lanceolata) and Yellow-wort (Blackstonia perfoliata). In the 
summit area there are a few wet flushes and small bogs, with typical bog species 
such as Bog Asphodel (Narthecium ossifragum) and sundews (Drosera spp.). Patches of 
scrub, mostly Hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna), Blackthorn (Prunus spinosa), Willow 
(Salix spp.) and Downy Birch (Betula pubescens), occur in places.  
 
The maritime flora is of particular interest as a number of scarce and local plants 
have been recorded, including Golden-samphire (Inula crithmoides), Sea Wormwood 
(Artemisia maritima), Grass-leaved Orache (Atriplex littoralis), Frosted Orache (Atriplex 
laciniata), Sea Spleenwort (Asplenium marinum), Bloody Crane’s-bill (Geranium 
sanguineum), Spring Squill (Scilla verna), Sea Stork's-bill (Erodium maritimum) and 
three uncommon clover species: Knotted Clover (Trifolium striatum), Bird’s-foot 
Clover (T. ornithopodioides) and Western Clover (T. occidentalis).  
 
Rock outcrops which are important for lichens are distributed widely around Howth 
Head. The richest area for lichens appears to be around Balscadden quarries. In 
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addition, the Earlscliffe area is of national importance for lichens and is the type 
locality for the black, yellow and grey lichen zonation.  
 
A number of Red Data Book plant species, the latter five of which are legally 
protected under the Flora (Protection) Order, 1999, have been recorded at this site - 
Green-winged Orchid (Orchis morio), Bird's-foot (Ornithopus perpusillus), Hairy Violet 
(Viola hirta), Rough Poppy (Papaver hybridum), Pennyroyal (Mentha pulegium), Heath 
Cudweed (Omalotheca sylvatica) and Betony (Stachys officinalis). 
 
Curved Hard-grass (Parapholis incurva), a species which had not previously been 
recognized as occurring in Ireland, was found at Red Rock in 1979.  
 
The site is of national importance for breeding seabirds. A census in 1985-87 recorded 
the following numbers: Fulmar (105 pairs), Shags (25 pairs), Herring Gulls (70 pairs), 
Kittiwake (c. 1,700 pairs), Guillemot (585 birds), Razorbill (280 birds). In 1990, 21 
pairs of Black Guillemot were counted.  
 
A number of rare invertebrates have been recorded from the site: the fly Phaonia 
exoleta (Order Diptera) occurs in the woods at the back of Deerpark and has not been 
seen anywhere else in Ireland, while the ground beetle Trechus rubens (Order 
Coleoptera) is found on storm beaches on the eastern cliffs. A hoverfly, known from 
only a few Irish locations, Sphaerophoria batava (Order Diptera), is present in the 
heathland habitat within the site. 
 
The main land use within the area is recreation, mostly walking and horse-riding, 
and this has led to some erosion within the site. Fires also pose a danger to the site. 
There may also be a threat in some areas from further housing development.  
 
Howth Head displays a fine range of natural habitats, including two Annex I 
habitats, within surprisingly close proximity to Dublin city. The site is also of 
scientific importance for its seabird colonies, invertebrates and lichens. It also 
supports populations of at least two legally protected plant species and several other 
scarce plants.  
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Site Name: Ireland's Eye SAC 
 
Site Code: 002193 
 
 
Ireland's Eye is located about 1.5 km north of Howth in Co. Dublin. It is a Cambrian 
island with quartzite which forms spectacular cliffs on the north-east side. Elsewhere 
much of the area is covered by drift. There is a Martello tower at the west end of the 
island and an ancient ruined church in the middle.  
 
The site is a Special Area of Conservation (SAC) selected for the following habitats 
and/or species listed on Annex I / II of the E.U. Habitats Directive (* = priority; 
numbers in brackets are Natura 2000 codes): 
 

[1220] Perennial Vegetation of Stony Banks 
[1230] Vegetated Sea Cliffs 

 
On Ireland’s Eye the drift soils support a plant community of Bracken (Pteridium 
aquilinum) and various grasses, especially Red Fescue (Festuca rubra), along with 
Bluebells (Hyacinthoides non-scripta), Common Dog-violet (Viola riviniana) and 
Navelwort (Umbilicus rupestris). The thinner soils have some interesting species, 
including Spring Squill (Scilla verna), Knotted Clover (Trifolium striatum) and Field 
Mouse-ear (Cerastium arvense). Bloody Cranesbill (Geranium sanguineum) has also 
been recorded from here. 
 
The cliff maritime flora includes Rock Sea-spurrey (Spergularia rupicola), Sea Stork’s-
bill (Erodium maritimum), Rock Samphire (Crithmum martimum), Golden Samphire 
(Inula crithmoides), Rock Sea-lavender (Limonium binervosum), Meadow Rue 
(Thalictrum minor), Portland Spurge (Euphorbia portlandica) and Tree-mallow (Lavatera 
arborea).  
 
A small area of shingle vegetation occurs above the sandy beach at Carrigeen Bay on 
the western side of the island. Species such as Curled Dock (Rumex crispus), 
Silverweed (Potentilla anserina) and Spear-leaved Orache (Atriplex prostrata) occur, 
while the rare Sea-kale (Crambe maritima), a characteristic species of this habitat, has 
been known from this site since 1894 and was recorded as recently as 1981. Sea-kale 
is listed as threatened in the Irish Red Data Book. Also occurring on the sandy/ 
shingle beach is the Red Data Book species Henbane (Hyoscyamus niger). 
 
Irelands's Eye is of national importance for breeding seabirds. In 1999 the following 
were counted: Fulmar - 70 pairs; Cormorant - 306 pairs; Shag - 32 pairs; Lesser Black-
backed Gull - 1 pair; Herring Gull – approx. 250 pairs; Great Black-backed Gull – 
approx. 100 pairs; Kittiwake - 941 pairs; Guillemot – 2,191 individuals; Razorbill - 522 
individuals. A Gannet colony was established on the stack at the east end of the 
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island in the late 1980s, and in 1999 142 pairs bred. Puffin was formerly common, but 
nowadays not more than 20 individuals occur. Black Guillemot also breeds, with 15 
individuals recorded in 1998. Several pairs each of Oystercatcher and Ringed Plover 
breed, while the island is a traditional site for Peregrine Falcon. 
 
In winter small numbers of Greylag and Pale-bellied Brent Goose graze on the island.  
 
This uninhabited marine island has a well developed maritime flora, with two 
habitats (sea cliffs and shingle) listed on Annex II of the E.U. Habitats Directive, and 
nationally important seabird colonies. Owing to its easy access and proximity to 
Dublin it has great educational and amenity value.  
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SITE SYNOPSIS  
  
 
SITE NAME:  IRELAND’S EYE SPA 
 
SITE CODE:  004117 
  
 
Ireland’s Eye is an uninhabited island located about 1.5 km north of Howth in Co. 
Dublin.  The site encompasses Ireland’s Eye, Rowan Rocks, Thulla, Thulla Rocks, 
Carrageen Bay and a seaward extension of 200m in the west and 500m to the north 
and east.  The island has an area of c. 24 ha above the high tide mark.  The underlying 
geology is Cambrian greywackes and quartzites.  These rocks form impressive near-
vertical cliffs, reaching 69 m, along the northern and eastern sides of the island, with 
scattered exposures elsewhere on the island and especially in the high northern half.  
A tall stack, which is completely cut off from the main island at mid to high tide, 
occurs at the eastern side of the cliffs.  A sandy beach, backed by low sand hills, 
occurs at Carrigeen Bay on the western shore, while a shingle beach extends from 
Carrigeen to Thulla Rocks.  Elsewhere the island is covered by glacial drift.  A low-
lying, sparsely vegetated islet, known as Thulla, occurs a little to the south of the 
island, and an extensive area of bedrock shore (heavily covered by brown seaweeds) 
is exposed at low tide between Thulla and the main island.  There are no watercourses 
or springs on the island, though two small rainwater ponds form during winter in the 
north-west and north-east sectors. 
 
The site is a Special Protection Area (SPA) under the E.U. Birds Directive, of special 
conservation interest for the following species: Cormorant, Herring Gull, Kittiwake, 
Guillemot and Razorbill. 
 
Ireland’s Eye has important populations of breeding seabirds.  In 1999 the following 
species were recorded: Fulmar (70 pairs), Gannet (147 pairs), Cormorant (306 pairs), 
Shag (32 pairs), Lesser Black-backed Gull (1 pair), Great Black-backed Gull (90 
pairs), Herring Gull (246 pairs), Kittiwake (941 pairs), Guillemot (1,468 pairs) and 
Razorbill (350 pairs) and Puffin (4 pairs).  In 2001 an incomplete census recorded 
Gannet (202 pairs), Cormorant (438 pairs), Kittiwake (1,024 pairs), Guillemot (1,975 
pairs) and Razorbill (460 pairs).  A Gannet survey by the National Parks and Wildlife 
Service in 2004 recorded 285 pairs.  Black Guillemot may also breed, with 15 
individuals recorded in 1998.  The Cormorant, Herring Gull, Kittiwake, Guillemot 
and Razorbill populations are of national importance.  The majority of the Cormorant 
population nest on Thulla and when considered as part of a larger grouping with the 
colonies on nearby Lambay and St. Patrick’s Island, this population is of international 
importance.  The Gannet colony is of particular note as it is one of six in the country 
and one of only two sites on the east coast.  The colony has only been established as 
recently as the late 1980s and as all breeding ledges became fully occupied in 2006 a 
satellite colony was then established on the nearby island of Lambay.  
 
Several pairs each of Shelduck, Oystercatcher and Ringed Plover breed.  The island is 
also a traditional site for Peregrine, a species that is listed on Annex I of the E.U. 
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Birds Directive.  In winter small numbers of Greylag Goose and Pale-bellied Brent 
Goose graze on the island and it is used as a roost site by gulls and some waders. 
 
Ireland’s Eye SPA, though a relatively small island, is of high ornithological 
importance, with five seabird species having populations of national importance.  The 
regular presence of a breeding pair of Peregrine, an Annex I species, is also of note. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
14.12.2011 
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Site Name: Knocksink Wood SAC 
 
Site Code: 000725 
 
 
Knocksink Wood is situated in the valley of the Glencullen River, just north-west of 
Enniskerry in Co. Wicklow. The fast flowing Glencullen River winds its way over 
granite boulders along the valley floor. The steep sides of the valley are mostly 
covered with calcareous drift, and support extensive areas of woodland.  
 
The site is a Special Area of Conservation (SAC) selected for the following habitats 
and/or species listed on Annex I / II of the E.U. Habitats Directive (* = priority; 
numbers in brackets are Natura 2000 codes): 
 

[7220] Petrifying Springs* 
[91E0] Alluvial Forests* 

 
Some of the slopes of Knocksink Wood are dominated by Sessile Oak (Quercus 
petraea), with a sparse shrub layer of Holly (Ilex aquifolium) and Hazel (Corylus 
avellana). In many areas the ground layer consists of a carpet of Great Wood-rush 
(Luzula sylvatica). Other areas are characterised by mixed woodland, with oak, Ash 
(Fraxinus excelsior), Beech (Fagus sylvatica), Sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus) and 
occasional conifers. The ground flora includes Ivy (Hedera helix) and Bramble (Rubus 
fruticosus agg.), and often luxuriant ferns, including species such as Hart's-tongue 
(Phyllitis scolopendrium), Soft Shield-fern (Polystichium setiferum), and mosses. Lichens 
occur abundantly on some trees.  
 
A notable feature of the wooded slopes are the frequent and extensive springs and 
seepage areas, and there is tufa formation in several places. Bryophytes are abundant 
in some areas, and species include Cratoneuron filiciinum, Palustriella commutata, P. 
falcata and Leiocolea turbinata. Associated vascular plant species include Golden-
saxifrage (Chrysosplenium oppositifolium), Water-cress (Nasturtium officinale) and Great 
Horsetail (Equisetum telmateia).  
 
Associated with the springs and the river are stands of wet alluvial forest. These 
areas are dominated by Ash and Alder (Alnus spp.), and are assigned to the group 
Carici remotae-Fraxinetum. Other species which occur include willows (Salix spp.), 
Downy Birch (Betula pubescens) and Hazel.  
 
Islands in the river and open gravelly areas provide further habitat diversity in this 
site.  
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A number of scarce or rare plants occur within the site including Blue Fleabane 
(Erigeron acer), Ivy-leaved Bellflower (Wahlenbergia hederacea) and Yellow Archangel 
(Lamiastrum galeobdolon).  
 
This site has one of the most diverse woodland invertebrate faunas in Ireland, 
including some wet woodland organisms which are threatened at an international 
level. Vertebrates noted in the vicinity, either by tracks, sett or sight, include Red 
Squirrel, Badger, Rabbit and Deer. The woodland supports large populations of 
birds, including many common passerines (Robin, Blackbird, Song Thrush, Wren, 
Chaffinch) and crows, such as Rook, Hooded Crow, Magpie, Jackdaw and Raven. 
Buzzard have been recorded in the area and Dipper are occasionally seen on the 
river.  
 
The importance of this site lies in the diversity of woodland habitats which occur. 
Two habitats listed in Annex I of the E.U. Habitats Directive, both with priority 
status, occur at this site (petrifying springs and alluvial woodland). The presence of 
rare or threatened plants and invertebrates adds to the interest. Much of this site has 
been designated a Statutory Nature Reserve and there is an educational centre within 
the site.  
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Site Name: Malahide Estuary SAC 
 
Site Code: 000205 
 
 
Malahide Estuary is situated immediately north of Malahide and east of Swords in 
Co. Dublin. It is the estuary of the River Broadmeadow. The site is divided by a 
railway viaduct which was built in the 1800s. 
 
The site is a Special Area of Conservation (SAC) selected for the following habitats 
and/or species listed on Annex I / II of the E.U. Habitats Directive (* = priority; 
numbers in brackets are Natura 2000 codes): 
 

[1140] Tidal Mudflats and Sandflats 
[1310] Salicornia Mud 
[1330] Atlantic Salt Meadows 
[1410] Mediterranean Salt Meadows 
[2120] Marram Dunes (White Dunes) 
[2130] Fixed Dunes (Grey Dunes)* 

 
The outer part of the estuary is mostly cut off from the sea by a large sand spit, 
known as ‘the island’. The outer estuary drains almost completely at low tide, 
exposing sand and mud flats. There is a large bed of Eelgrass (Dwarf Eelgrass, 
Zostera noltii, and Narrow-leaved Eelgrass, Z. angustifolia) in the north section of the 
outer estuary, along with Beaked Tasselweed (Ruppia maritima) and extensive mats of 
green algae (Enteromorpha spp., Ulva lactuca). Common Cord-grass (Spartina anglica) 
is also widespread in this sheltered part of the estuary.  
 
The dune spit has a well developed outer dune ridge dominated by Marram Grass 
(Ammophila arenaria). The dry areas of the stabilised dunes have a dense covering of 
Burnet Rose (Rosa pimpinellifolia), Red Fescue (Festuca rubra) and species such as 
Yellow-wort (Blackstonia perfoliata), Autumn Gentian (Gentianella amarella), Hound's-
tongue (Cynoglossum officinale), Carline Thistle (Carlina vulgaris) and Pyramidal 
Orchid (Anacamptis pyramidalis). Much of the interior of the spit is taken up by a golf 
course. The inner stony shore has frequent Sea-holly (Eryngium maritimum). Well-
developed saltmarshes occur at the tip of the spit. Atlantic salt meadow is the 
principle type and is characterised by species such as Sea-purslane (Halimoine 
portulacoides), Sea Aster (Aster tripolium), Thrift (Armeria maritima), Sea Arrowgrass 
(Triglochin maritima) and Common Saltmarsh-grass (Puccinellia maritima). Elsewhere 
in the outer estuary, a small area of Mediterranean salt meadow occurs which is 
characterised by the presence of Sea Rush (Juncus maritimus). Below the salt marshes 
there are good examples of pioneering glasswort (Salicornia spp.) swards and other 
annual species, typified by S. dolichostachya and Annual Sea-blite (Suaeda maritima).  
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The inner estuary does not drain at low tide apart from the extreme inner part. Here, 
patches of saltmarsh and salt meadows occur, with Sea Aster, Sea Plantain (Plantago 
maritima) and Sea Club-rush (Scirpus maritimus). Beaked Tasselweed occurs in one of 
the channels.  
 
The site includes a fine area of rocky shore south-east of Malahide and extending 
towards Portmarnock. This represents the only continuous section through the 
fossiliferous Lower Carboniferous rocks in the Dublin Basin, and is the type locality 
for several species of fossil coral.  
 
The estuary is an important wintering bird site and holds an internationally 
important population of Brent Goose and nationally important populations of a 
further 15 species. Average maximum counts during the 1995/96-1997/98 period 
were: Brent Goose 1217; Great Crested Grebe 52; Mute Swan 106; Shelduck 471; 
Pochard 200; Goldeneye 333; Red-breasted Merganser 116; Oystercatcher 1228; 
Golden Plover 2123; Grey Plover 190; Redshank 454; Wigeon 50; Teal 78; Ringed 
Plover 106; Knot 858; Dunlin 1474; Greenshank 38; Pintail 53; Black-tailed Godwit 
345; Bar-tailed Godwit 99. The high numbers of diving birds reflects the lagoon-type 
nature of the inner estuary. 
 
The estuary also attracts migrant species such as Ruff, Curlew Sandpiper, Spotted 
Redshank and Little Stint. Breeding birds of the site include Ringed Plover, Shelduck 
and Mallard. Up to the 1950s there was a major tern colony at the southern end of the 
island and the habitat remains suitable for these birds. 
 
The inner part of the estuary is heavily used for water sports. A section of the outer 
estuary has recently been infilled for a marina and housing development.  
 
This site is a fine example of an estuarine system with all the main habitats 
represented. The site is important ornithologically, with a population of Brent Goose 
of international significance. 
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SITE SYNOPSIS 
  
 
SITE NAME:  MALAHIDE ESTUARY SPA 
 
SITE CODE:  004025             
 
 
Malahide Estuary is situated in north Co. Dublin, between the towns of Malahide and 
Swords.  The site encompasses the estuary, saltmarsh habitats and shallow subtidal 
areas at the mouth of the estuary.  A railway viaduct, built in the 1800s, crosses the 
site and has led to the inner estuary becoming lagoonal in character and only partly 
tidal.  Much of the outer part of the estuary is well-sheltered from the sea by a large 
sand spit, known as “The Island”.  This spit is now mostly converted to golf-course.  
The outer part empties almost completely at low tide and there are extensive intertidal 
flats exposed.  Substantial stands of eelgrass (both Zostera noltii and Z. angustifolia) 
occur in the sheltered part of the outer estuary, along with Tasselweed (Ruppia 
maritima).  Green algae, mostly Ulva spp., are frequent on the sheltered flats.  
Common Cord-grass (Spartina anglica) is well established in the outer estuary and 
also in the innermost part of the site.  The intertidal flats support a typical macro-
invertebrate fauna, with polychaete worms (Arenicola marina and Hediste 
diversicolor), bivalves such as Cerastoderma edule, Macoma balthica and 
Scrobicularia plana, the small gastropod Hydrobia ulvae and the crustacean 
Corophium volutator.  Salt marshes, which provide important roosts during high tide, 
occur in parts of the outer estuary and in the extreme inner part of the inner estuary.   
These are characterised by such species as Sea Purslane (Halimione portulacoides), 
Sea Aster (Aster tripolium), Thrift (Armeria maritima), Sea Arrowgrass (Triglochin 
maritima) and Common Saltmarsh-grass (Puccinellia maritima).   
 
The site is a Special Protection Area (SPA) under the E.U. Birds Directive, of special 
conservation interest for the following species: Great Crested Grebe, Light-bellied 
Brent Goose, Shelduck, Pintail, Goldeneye, Red-breasted Merganser, Oystercatcher, 
Golden Plover, Grey Plover, Knot, Dunlin, Black-tailed Godwit, Bar-tailed Godwit 
and Redshank.  The E.U. Birds Directive pays particular attention to wetlands and, as 
these form part of this SPA, the site and its associated waterbirds are of special 
conservation interest for Wetland & Waterbirds. 
 
This site is of high importance for wintering waterfowl and supports a particularly 
good diversity of species.  It has internationally important populations of Light-
bellied Brent Goose (1,104 individuals or 5% of the all-Ireland total) and Black-tailed 
Godwit (409 individuals or 2.9% of the all-Ireland total) - figures given here and 
below are mean peaks for the five winters 1995/96-1999/2000.  Furthermore, the site 
supports nationally important populations of an additional 12 species: Great Crested 
Grebe (63), Shelduck (439), Pintail (58), Goldeneye (215), Red-breasted Merganser 
(99), Oystercatcher (1,360), Golden Plover (1,843), Grey Plover (201), Knot (915), 
Dunlin (1,594), Bar-tailed Godwit (156) and Redshank (581).  The high numbers of 
diving ducks reflects the lagoon-type nature of the inner estuary, and this is one of the 
few sites in eastern Ireland where substantial numbers of Goldeneye can be found. 
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A range of other species occurs, including Mute Swan (37), Pochard (36), Ringed 
Plover (86), Lapwing (1,542), Curlew (548), Greenshank (38) and Turnstone (112). 
 
The estuary also attracts other migrant wader species such as Ruff, Curlew Sandpiper, 
Spotted Redshank and Little Stint.  These occur mainly in autumn, though 
occasionally in spring and winter. 
 
Breeding birds of the site include Ringed Plover, Shelduck and Mallard.  Up to the 
1950s there was a major tern colony at the southern end of Malahide Island.  Grey 
Herons breed nearby and feed regularly within the site. 
 
Malahide Estuary SPA is a fine example of an estuarine system, providing both 
feeding and roosting areas for a range of wintering waterfowl.  The lagoonal nature of 
the inner estuary is of particular value as it increases the diversity of birds which 
occur.  The site is of high conservation importance, with internationally important 
populations of Light-bellied Brent Goose and Black-tailed Godwit, and nationally 
important populations of a further 12 species.  Two of the species which occur 
regularly (Golden Plover and Bar-tailed Godwit) are listed on Annex I of the E.U. 
Birds Directive.  Malahide Estuary (also known as Broadmeadow Estuary) is a 
Ramsar Convention site. 
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SITE SYNOPSIS 
 
 
SITE NAME:  NORTH BULL ISLAND SPA  
 
SITE CODE:  004006 
 
 
This site covers all of the inner part of north Dublin Bay, with the seaward boundary 
extending from the Bull Wall lighthouse across to Drumleck Point at Howth Head.   
The North Bull Island sand spit is a relatively recent depositional feature, formed as a 
result of improvements to Dublin Port during the 18th and 19th centuries.  It is almost 
5 km long and 1 km wide and runs parallel to the coast between Clontarf and Sutton.   
Part of the interior of the island has been converted to golf courses. 
 
Saltmarsh extends along the length of the landward side of the island and provides the 
main roost site for wintering birds in Dublin Bay.  The island shelters two intertidal 
lagoons which are divided by a solid causeway.  These lagoons provide the main 
feeding grounds for the wintering waterfowl.  The sediments of the lagoons are 
mainly sands with a small and varying mixture of silt and clay.  Green algal mats 
(Ulva spp.) are a feature of the flats during summer.  These sediments have a rich 
macro-invertebrate fauna, with high densities of Lugworm (Arenicola marina) and 
Ragworm (Hediste diversicolor). 
 
The site is a Special Protection Area (SPA) under the E.U. Birds Directive, of special 
conservation interest for the following species: Light-bellied Brent Goose, Shelduck, 
Teal, Pintail, Shoveler, Oystercatcher, Golden Plover, Grey Plover, Knot, Sanderling, 
Dunlin, Black-tailed Godwit, Bar-tailed Godwit, Curlew, Redshank, Turnstone and 
Black-headed Gull.  The site is also of special conservation interest for holding an 
assemblage of over 20,000 wintering waterbirds.  The E.U. Birds Directive pays 
particular attention to wetlands and, as these form part of this SPA, the site and its 
associated waterbirds are of special conservation interest for Wetland & Waterbirds. 
 
The North Bull Island SPA is of international importance for waterfowl on the basis 
that it regularly supports in excess of 20,000 waterfowl.  The site supports 
internationally important populations of three species, Light-bellied Brent Goose 
(1,548), Black-tailed Godwit (367) and Bar-tailed Godwit (1,529) - all figures are 
mean peaks for the five winters between 1995/96 and 1999/2000.  The site is one of 
the most important in the country for Light-bellied Brent Goose.  A further 14 species 
have populations of national importance – Shelduck (1,259), Teal (953), Pintail (233), 
Shoveler (141), Oystercatcher (1,784), Grey Plover (517), Golden Plover (2,033), 
Knot (2,837), Sanderling (141), Dunlin (4,146), Curlew (937), Redshank (1,431), 
Turnstone (157) and Black-headed Gull (2,196).  The populations of Pintail and Knot 
are of particular note as they comprise 14% and 10% respectively of the all-Ireland 
population totals.  Other species that occur regularly in winter include Grey Heron, 
Little Egret, Cormorant, Wigeon, Goldeneye, Red-breasted Merganser, Ringed Plover 
and Greenshank.  Gulls are a feature of the site during winter and, along with the 
nationally important population of Black-headed Gull (2,196), other species that 
occur include Common Gull (332) and Herring Gull (331).  While some of the birds 
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also frequent South Dublin Bay and the River Tolka Estuary for feeding and/or 
roosting purposes, the majority remain within the site for much of the winter.  The 
wintering bird populations have been monitored more or less continuously since the 
late 1960s and the site is now surveyed each winter as part of the larger Dublin Bay 
complex.   
 
The North Bull Island SPA is a regular site for passage waders, especially Ruff, 
Curlew Sandpiper and Spotted Redshank.  These are mostly observed in single figures 
in autumn but occasionally in spring or winter.   
 
The site formerly had an important colony of Little Tern but breeding has not 
occurred in recent years.  Several pairs of Ringed Plover breed, along with Shelduck 
in some years.  Breeding passerines include Skylark, Meadow Pipit, Stonechat and 
Reed Bunting.  The island is a regular wintering site for Short-eared Owl, with up to 5 
present in some winters.  
 
The North Bull Island SPA is an excellent example of an estuarine complex and is 
one of the top sites in Ireland for wintering waterfowl.  It is of international 
importance on account of both the total number of waterfowl and the individual 
populations of Light-bellied Brent Goose, Black-tailed Godwit and Bar-tailed Godwit 
that use it.  Also of significance is the regular presence of several species that are 
listed on Annex I of the E.U. Birds Directive, notably Golden Plover and Bar-tailed 
Godwit, but also Ruff and Short-eared Owl.  North Bull Island is a Ramsar 
Convention site, and part of the North Bull Island SPA is a Statutory Nature Reserve 
and a Wildfowl Sanctuary. 
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Site Name: North Dublin Bay SAC 
 
Site Code: 000206 
 
 
This site covers the inner part of north Dublin Bay, the seaward boundary extending 
from the Bull Wall lighthouse across to the Martello Tower at Howth Head. The 
North Bull Island is the focal point of this site. 
 
The site is a Special Area of Conservation (SAC) selected for the following habitats 
and/or species listed on Annex I / II of the E.U. Habitats Directive (* = priority; 
numbers in brackets are Natura 2000 codes): 
 

[1140] Tidal Mudflats and Sandflats 
[1210] Annual Vegetation of Drift Lines 
[1310] Salicornia Mud 
[1330] Atlantic Salt Meadows 
[1410] Mediterranean Salt Meadows 
[2110] Embryonic Shifting Dunes 
[2120] Marram Dunes (White Dunes) 
[2130] Fixed Dunes (Grey Dunes)* 
[2190] Humid Dune Slacks 
[1395] Petalwort (Petalophyllum ralfsii) 

 
North Bull Island is a sandy spit which formed after the building of the South Wall 
and Bull Wall in the 18th and 19th centuries. It now extends for about 5 km in length 
and is up to 1 km wide in places. A well-developed and dynamic dune system 
stretches along the seaward side of the island. Various types of dunes occur, from 
fixed dune grassland to pioneer communities on foredunes. Marram Grass 
(Ammophila arenaria) is dominant on the outer dune ridges, with Lyme-grass (Leymus 
arenarius) and Sand Couch (Elymus farctus) on the foredunes. Behind the first dune 
ridge, plant diversity increases with the appearance of such species as Wild Pansy 
(Viola tricolor), Kidney Vetch (Anthyllis vulneraria), Common Bird's-foot-trefoil (Lotus 
corniculatus), Common Restharrow (Ononis repens), Yellow-rattle (Rhinanthus minor) 
and Pyramidal Orchid (Anacamptis pyramidalis). In these grassy areas and slacks, the 
scarce Bee Orchid (Ophrys apifera) occurs. 
 
About 1 km from the tip of the island, a large dune slack with a rich flora occurs, 
usually referred to as the 'Alder Marsh' because of the presence of Alder trees (Alnus 
glutinosa). The water table is very near the surface and is only slightly brackish. 
Saltmarsh Rush (Juncus maritimus) is the dominant species, with Meadowsweet 
(Filipendula ulmaria) and Devil's-bit Scabious (Succisa pratensis) being frequent. The 
orchid flora is notable and includes Marsh Helleborine (Epipactis palustris), Common 
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Twayblade (Listera ovata), Autumn Lady's-tresses (Spiranthes spiralis) and Marsh 
Orchids (Dactylorhiza spp.).  
 
Saltmarsh extends along the length of the landward side of the island. The edge of 
the marsh is marked by an eroding edge which varies from 20 cm to 60 cm high. The 
marsh can be zoned into different levels according to the vegetation types present. 
On the lower marsh, Glasswort (Salicornia europaea), Common Saltmarsh-grass 
(Puccinellia maritima), Annual Sea-blite (Suaeda maritima) and Greater Sea-spurrey 
(Spergularia media) are the main species. Higher up in the middle marsh Sea Plantain 
(Plantago maritima), Sea Aster (Aster tripolium), Sea Arrowgrass (Triglochin maritima) 
and Thrift (Armeria maritima) appear. Above the mark of the normal high tide, 
species such as Common Scurvygrass (Cochlearia officinalis) and Sea Milkwort (Glaux 
maritima) are found, while on the extreme upper marsh, the rushes Juncus maritimus 
and J. gerardi are dominant. Towards the tip of the island, the saltmarsh grades 
naturally into fixed dune vegetation. 
 
The habitat ‘annual vegetation of drift lines’ is found in places, along the length of 
Dollymount Strand, with species such as Sea Rocket (Cakile maritima), Oraches 
(Atriplex spp.) and Prickly Saltwort (Salsola kali).  
 
The island shelters two intertidal lagoons which are divided by a solid causeway. 
The sediments of the lagoons are mainly sands with a small and varying mixture of 
silt and clay. The north lagoon has an area known as the "Salicornia flat", which is 
dominated by Salicornia dolichostachya, a pioneer glasswort species, and covers about 
25 ha. Beaked Tasselweed (Ruppia maritima) occurs in this area, along with some 
Narrow-leaved Eelgrass (Zostera angustifolia). Dwarf Eelgrass (Z. noltii) also occurs in 
Sutton Creek. Common Cordgrass (Spartina anglica) occurs in places but its growth is 
controlled by management. Green algal mats (Enteromorpha spp., Ulva lactuca) cover 
large areas of the flats during summer. These sediments have a rich macrofauna, 
with high densities of Lugworms (Arenicola marina) in parts of the north lagoon. 
Mussels (Mytilus edulis) occur in places, along with bivalves such as Cerastoderma 
edule, Macoma balthica and Scrobicularia plana. The small gastropod Hydrobia ulvae 
occurs in high densities in places, while the crustaceans Corophium volutator and 
Carcinus maenas are common. The sediments on the seaward side of North Bull 
Island are mostly sands. The site extends below the low spring tide mark to include 
an area of the sublittoral zone.  
 
Three rare plant species which are legally protected under the Flora (Protection) 
Order, 1999 have been recorded on the North Bull Island. These are Lesser Centaury 
(Centaurium pulchellum), Red Hemp-nettle (Galeopsis angustifolia) and Meadow 
Saxifrage (Saxifraga granulata). Two further species listed as threatened in the Red 
Data Book, Wild Clary/Sage (Salvia verbenaca) and Spring Vetch (Vicia lathyroides), 
have also been recorded. A rare liverwort, Petalophyllum ralfsii, was first recorded 
from the North Bull Island in 1874 and has recently been confirmed as still present. 
This species is of high conservation value as it is listed on Annex II of the E.U. 
Habitats Directive. The North Bull is the only known extant site for the species in 
Ireland away from the western seaboard. 
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North Dublin Bay is of international importance for waterfowl. During the 1994/95 to 
1996/97 period the following species occurred in internationally important numbers 
(figures are average maxima): Brent Goose 2,333; Knot 4,423; Bar-tailed Godwit 1,586. 
A further 14 species occurred in nationally important concentrations - Shelduck 1505; 
Wigeon 1,166; Teal 1,512; Pintail 334; Shoveler 239; Oystercatcher 2,190; Ringed 
Plover 346; Grey Plover 816; Sanderling 357; Dunlin 6,238; Black-tailed Godwit 156; 
Curlew 1,193; Turnstone 197 and Redshank 1,175. Some of these species frequent 
South Dublin Bay and the River Tolka Estuary for feeding and/or roosting purposes 
(mostly Brent Goose, Oystercatcher, Ringed Plover, Sanderling and Dunlin).  
 
The tip of the North Bull Island is a traditional nesting site for Little Tern. A high 
total of 88 pairs nested in 1987. However, nesting attempts have not been successful 
since the early 1990s. Ringed Plover, Shelduck, Mallard, Skylark, Meadow Pipit and 
Stonechat also nest. A well-known population of Irish Hare is resident on the island 
 
The invertebrates of the North Bull Island have been studied and the island has been 
shown to contain at least seven species of regional or national importance in Ireland 
(from the Orders Diptera, Hymenoptera and Hemiptera).  
 
The main land uses of this site are amenity activities and nature conservation. The 
North Bull Island is the main recreational beach in Co. Dublin and is used 
throughout the year. Much of the land surface of the island is taken up by two golf 
courses. Two separate Statutory Nature Reserves cover much of the island east of the 
Bull Wall and the surrrounding intertidal flats. The site is used regularly for 
educational purposes. North Bull Island has been designated a Special Protection 
Area under the E.U. Birds Directive and it is also a statutory Wildfowl Sanctuary, a 
Ramsar Convention site, a Biogenetic Reserve, a Biosphere Reserve and a Special 
Area Amenity Order site.  
 
This site is an excellent example of a coastal site with all the main habitats 
represented. The site holds good examples of nine habitats that are listed on Annex I 
of the E.U. Habitats Directive; one of these is listed with priority status. Several of the 
wintering bird species have populations of international importance, while some of 
the invertebrates are of national importance. The site contains a numbers of rare and 
scarce plants including some which are legally protected. Its proximity to the capital 
city makes North Dublin Bay an excellent site for educational studies and research.  
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Site Name: Rockabill to Dalkey Island SAC 
 
Site Code: 003000 
 
 
This site includes a range of dynamic inshore and coastal waters in the western Irish 
Sea. These include sandy and muddy seabed, reefs, sandbanks and islands. This site 
extends southwards, in a strip approximately 7 km wide and 40 km in length, from 
Rockabill, running adjacent to Howth Head, and crosses Dublin Bay to Frazer Bank 
in south Co. Dublin. The site encompasses Dalkey, Muglins and Rockabill islands.  
 
The site is a Special Area of Conservation (SAC) selected for the following habitats 
and/or species listed on Annex I / II of the E.U. Habitats Directive (* = priority; 
numbers in brackets are Natura 2000 codes): 
 

[1170] Reefs 
[1351] Harbour Porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) 

 
Reef habitat is uncommon along the eastern seaboard of Ireland due to prevailing 
geology and hydrographical conditions. Expansive surveys of the Irish coast have 
indicated that the greatest resource of this habitat within the Irish Sea is found 
fringing offshore islands which are concentrated along the Dublin coast. A detailed 
survey of selected suitable islands has shown areas with typical biodiversity for this 
habitat both intertidally and subtidally. Species recorded in the intertidal included 
Fucus spiralis, Fucus serratus, Pelvetia canaliculata, Ascophyllum nodosum, Semibalanus 
balanoides and Necora puber. Subtidally, a wide range of species include Laminaria 
hyperborea, Flustra folicacea, Alaria esculenta, Halidrys siliquosa, Pomatocereos triqueter, 
Alcyonium digitatum, Metridium senile, Caryophyllia smithii, Tubularia indivisa, Mytilus 
edulis, Gibbula umbilcalis, Asterias rubens, and Echinus esculentus. These reefs are 
subject to strong tidal currents with an abundant supply of suspended matter 
resulting in good representation of filter feeding fauna such as sponges, anemones 
and echinoderms.  
 
The area selected for designation represents a key habitat for the Annex II species 
Harbour Porpoise within the Irish Sea. Population survey data show that porpoise 
occurrence within the site boundary meets suitable reference values for other 
designated sites in Ireland. The species occurs year-round within the site and 
comparatively high group sizes have been recorded. Porpoises with young (i.e. 
calves) are observed at favourable, typical reference values for the species. Casual 
and effort-related sighting rates from coastal observation stations are significant for 
the east coast of Ireland and the latter appear to be relatively stable across all seasons. 
The selected site contains a wide array of habitats believed to be important for 
Harbour Porpoise including inshore shallow sand and mudbanks and rocky reefs 
scoured by strong current flow. The site also supports Common Seal and Grey Seal, 
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for which terrestrial haul-out sites occur in immediate proximity to the site. Bottle-
nosed Dolphins has also occasionally been recorded in the area. A number of other 
marine mammals have been recorded in this area including Minke, Fin and Killer 
Whales and Risso’s and Common Dolphins. 
 
The coastal environment of Co. Dublin is a very significant resource to birds with 
some nationally and internationally important populations. Of particular note in this 
site are the large number of terns (Arctic, Common and Roseate) known to use 
Dalkey Island as a staging area (approx. 2,000) after breeding. Other seabirds 
commonly seen include Kittiwake, Razorbill, Guillemot, Puffin, Fulmar, Shag, 
Cormorant, Manx Shearwater, Gannet and gulls.  
 
This site is of conservation importance for reefs, listed on Annex I, and Harbour 
Porpoise, listed on Annex II, of the E.U. Habitats Directive.  
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SITE SYNOPSIS 
 
 
SITE NAME:  SOUTH DUBLIN BAY AND RIVER TOLKA ESTUARY SPA  
 
SITE CODE:  004024 
 
 
The South Dublin Bay and River Tolka Estuary SPA comprises a substantial part of 
Dublin Bay.  It includes the intertidal area between the River Liffey and Dun 
Laoghaire, and the estuary of the River Tolka to the north of the River Liffey, as well 
as Booterstown Marsh.  A portion of the shallow marine waters of the bay is also 
included. 
 
In the south bay, the intertidal flats extend for almost 3 km at their widest.  The 
sediments are predominantly well-aerated sands.  Several permanent channels exist, 
the largest being Cockle Lake.  A small sandy beach occurs at Merrion Gates, while 
some bedrock shore occurs near Dun Laoghaire.  The landward boundary is now 
almost entirely artificially embanked.  There is a bed of Dwarf Eelgrass (Zostera 
noltii) below Merrion Gates which is the largest stand on the east coast.  Green algae 
(Ulva spp.) are distributed throughout the area at a low density.  The macro-
invertebrate fauna is well-developed, and is characterised by annelids such as 
Lugworm (Arenicola marina), Nephthys spp. and Sand Mason (Lanice conchilega), 
and bivalves, especially Cockle (Cerastoderma edule) and Baltic Tellin (Macoma 
balthica).  The small gastropod Spire Shell (Hydrobia ulvae) occurs on the muddy 
sands off Merrion Gates, along with the crustacean Corophium volutator.  Sediments 
in the Tolka Estuary vary from soft thixotrophic muds with a high organic content in 
the inner estuary to exposed, well-aerated sands off the Bull Wall.  The site includes 
Booterstown Marsh, an enclosed area of saltmarsh and muds that is cut off from the 
sea by the Dublin/Wexford railway line, being linked only by a channel to the east, 
the Nutley stream.  Sea water incursions into the marsh occur along this stream at 
high tide.  An area of grassland at Poolbeg, north of Irishtown Nature Park, is also 
included in the site. 
 
The site is a Special Protection Area (SPA) under the E.U. Birds Directive, of special 
conservation interest for the following species: Light-bellied Brent Goose, 
Oystercatcher, Ringed Plover, Grey Plover, Knot, Sanderling, Dunlin, Bar-tailed 
Godwit, Redshank, Black-headed Gull, Roseate Tern, Common Tern and Arctic Tern.  
The E.U. Birds Directive pays particular attention to wetlands, and as these form part 
of the SPA, the site and its associated waterbirds are of special conservation interest 
for Wetland & Waterbirds. 
 
The site is an important site for wintering waterfowl, being an integral part of the 
internationally important Dublin Bay complex – all counts for wintering waterbirds 
are five year mean peaks for the period 1995/96 to 1999/2000.  Although birds 
regularly commute between the south bay and the north bay, recent studies have 
shown that certain populations which occur in the south bay spend most of their time 
there.  An internationally important population of Light-bellied Brent Goose (368) 
occurs regularly and newly arrived birds in the autumn feed on the Eelgrass bed at 
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Merrion.  At the time of designation the site supported nationally important numbers 
of a further nine species: Oystercatcher (1,145), Ringed Plover (161), Grey Plover 
(45), Knot (548), Sanderling (321), Dunlin (1,923), Bar-tailed Godwit (766), 
Redshank (260) and Black-headed Gull (3,040).  Other species occurring in smaller 
numbers include Great Crested Grebe (21), Curlew (127) and Turnstone (52).  Little 
Egret, a species which has recently colonised Ireland, also occurs at this site. 
 
South Dublin Bay is a significant site for wintering gulls, with a nationally important 
population of Black-headed Gull, but also Common Gull (330) and Herring Gull 
(348).  Mediterranean Gull is also recorded from here, occurring through much of the 
year, but especially in late winter/spring and again in late summer into winter. 
 
Both Common Tern and Arctic Tern breed in Dublin Docks, on a man-made mooring 
structure known as the E.S.B. dolphin – this is included within the site.  Small 
numbers of Common Tern and Arctic Tern were recorded nesting on this dolphin in 
the 1980s.  A survey in 1995 recorded nationally important numbers of Common Tern 
nesting here (52 pairs).  The breeding population of Common Tern at this site has 
increased, with 216 pairs recorded in 2000.  This increase was largely due to the 
ongoing management of the site for breeding terns.  More recent data highlights this 
site as one of the most important Common Tern sites in the country with over 400 
pairs recorded here in 2007. 
  
South Dublin Bay is an important staging/passage site for a number of tern species in 
the autumn (mostly late July to September).  The origin of many of the birds is likely 
to be the Dublin breeding sites (Rockabill and the Dublin Docks) though numbers 
suggest that the site is also used by birds from other sites, perhaps outside the state.  
This site is selected for designation for its autumn tern populations: Roseate Tern 
(2,000 in 1999), Common Tern (5,000 in 1999) and Arctic Tern (20,000 in 1996). 
 
The South Dublin Bay and River Tolka Estuary SPA is of ornithological importance 
as it supports an internationally important population of Light-bellied Brent Goose 
and nationally important populations of  a further nine wintering species.  
Furthermore, the site supports a nationally important colony of breeding Common 
Tern and is an internationally important passage/staging site for three tern species.  It 
is of note that four of the species that regularly occur at this site are listed on Annex I 
of the E.U. Birds Directive, i.e. Bar-tailed Godwit, Common Tern, Arctic Tern and 
Roseate Tern.  Sandymount Strand/Tolka Estuary is also a Ramsar Convention site.  
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  SITE SYNOPSIS 
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Site Name: South Dublin Bay SAC 
 
Site Code: 000210 
 
 
This site lies south of the River Liffey in Co. Dublin, and extends from the South Wall 
to the west pier at Dun Laoghaire. It is an intertidal site with extensive areas of sand 
and mudflats. The sediments are predominantly sands but grade to sandy muds near 
the shore at Merrion Gates. The main channel which drains the area is Cockle Lake.  
 
The site is a Special Area of Conservation (SAC) selected for the following habitats 
and/or species listed on Annex I / II of the E.U. Habitats Directive (* = priority; 
numbers in brackets are Natura 2000 codes): 
 

[1140] Tidal Mudflats and Sandflats 
[1210] Annual vegetation of drift lines 
[1310] Salicornia and other annuals colonising mud and sand 
[2110] Embryonic shifting dunes 

 
The bed of Dward Eelgrass (Zostera noltii) found below Merrion Gates is the largest 
stand on the east coast. Green algae (Enteromorpha spp. and Ulva lactuca) are 
distributed throughout the area at a low density. Fucoid algae occur on the rocky 
shore in the Maretimo to Dún Laoghaire area. Species include Fucus spiralis, F. 
vesiculosus, F. serratus, Ascophyllum nodosum and Pelvetia canaliculata.  
 
Several small, sandy beaches with incipient dune formation occur in the northern 
and western sectors of the site, notably at Poolbeg, Irishtown and Merrion/ 
Booterstown. The formation at Booterstown is very recent. Drift line vegetation 
occurs in association with the embryonic and incipient fore dunes. Typically drift 
lines occur in a band approximately 5 m wide, though at Booterstown this zone is 
wider in places. The habitat occurs just above the High Water Mark and below the 
area of embryonic dune. Species present are Sea Rocket (Cakile maritima), Frosted 
Orache (Atriplex laciniata), Spear-leaved Orache (A. prostrata), Prickly Saltwort (Salsola 
kali) and Fat Hen (Chenopodium album). Also occurring is Sea Sandwort (Honkenya 
peploides), Sea Beet (Beta vulgaris subsp. maritima) and Annual Sea-blite (Suaeda 
maritima). A small area of pioneer saltmarsh now occurs in the lee of an embryonic 
sand dune just north of Booterstown Station. This early stage of saltmarsh 
development is here characterised by the presence of pioneer stands of glassworts 
(Salicornia spp.) occurring below an area of drift line vegetation. As this is of very 
recent origin, it covers a small area but ample areas of substrate and shelter are 
available for the further development of this habitat. 
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Lugworm (Arenicola marina), Cockles (Cerastoderma edule) and annelids and other 
bivalves are frequent throughout the site. The small gastropod Hydrobia ulvae occurs 
on the muddy sands off Merrion Gates.  
 
South Dublin Bay is an important site for waterfowl. Although birds regularly 
commute between the south bay and the north bay, recent studies have shown that 
certain populations which occur in the south bay spend most of their time there. The 
principal species are Oystercatcher (1215), Ringed Plover (120), Sanderling (344), 
Dunlin (2628) and Redshank (356) (average winter peaks 1996/97 and 1997/98). Up to 
100 Turnstones are usual in the south bay during winter. Brent Goose regularly occur 
in numbers of international importance (average peak 299). Bar-tailed Godwit (565), 
a species listed on Annex I of the E.U. Birds Directive, also occur.  
 
Large numbers of gulls roost in South Dublin Bay, e.g. 4,500 Black-headed Gulls in 
February 1990; 500 Common Gulls in February 1991. It is also an important tern roost 
in the autumn, regularly holding 2000-3000 terns including Roseate Terns, a species 
listed on Annex I of the E.U. Birds Directive. South Dublin Bay is largely protected as 
a Special Protection Area.  
 
At low tide the inner parts of the south bay are used for amenity purposes. Bait-
digging is a regular activity on the sandy flats. At high tide some areas have wind-
surfing and jet-skiing. 
 
This site is a fine example of a coastal system, with extensive sand and mudflats, and 
incipient dune formations. South Dublin Bay is also an internationally important bird 
site.  
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Site Name: Wicklow Mountains SAC 
 
Site Code: 002122 
 
 
Wicklow Mountains SAC is a complex of upland areas in Counties Wicklow and 
Dublin, flanked by the Blessington reservoir to the west and Vartry reservoir in the 
east, Cruagh Mountain in the north and Lybagh Mountain in the south. Most of the 
site is over 300 m, with much ground over 600 m.  The highest peak is 925 m at 
Lugnaquilla. The Wicklow uplands comprise a core of granites flanked by 
Ordovician schists, mudstones and volcanics. The form of the Wicklow Glens is due 
to glacial erosion. The topography is typical of a mountain chain, showing the effects 
of more than one cycle of erosion. The massive granite has weathered 
characteristically into broad domes. Most of the western part of the site consists of an 
elevated moorland, covered by peat. The surrounding schists have assumed more 
diverse outlines, forming prominent peaks and rocky foothills with deep glens. The 
dominant topographical features are the products of glaciation. High corrie lakes, 
deep valleys and moraines are common features of this area. The substrate over 
much of the area is peat, usually less than 2 m deep. Poor mineral soil covers the 
slopes, and rock outcrops are frequent. The Wicklow Mountains are drained by 
several major rivers including the Dargle, Liffey, Dodder, Slaney and Avonmore. The 
river water in the mountain areas is often peaty, especially during floods.  
 
The site is a Special Area of Conservation (SAC) selected for the following habitats 
and/or species listed on Annex I / II of the E.U. Habitats Directive (* = priority;  
numbers in brackets are Natura 2000 codes): 
 

[3110] Oligotrophic Waters containing very few minerals  
[3160] Dystrophic Lakes 
[4010] Wet Heath 
[4030] Dry Heath 
[4060] Alpine and Subalpine Heaths 
[6130] Calaminarian Grassland 
[6230] Species-rich Nardus Grassland* 
[7130] Blanket Bogs (Active)* 
[8110] Siliceous Scree 
[8210] Calcareous Rocky Slopes 
[8220] Siliceous Rocky Slopes 
[91A0] Old Oak Woodlands 
 
[1355] Otter (Lutra lutra) 
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The vegetation over most of Wicklow Mountains SAC is a mosaic of heath, blanket 
bog and upland grassland (mostly on peaty soil, though some on mineral soil), 
stands of dense Bracken (Pteridium aquilinum), and small woodlands mainly along 
the rivers. Mountain loughs and corrie lakes are scattered throughout the site.  
 
The two dominant vegetation communities in the area are heath and blanket bog. 
Heath vegetation, with both wet and dry heath well represented, occurs in 
association with blanket bog, upland acid grassland and rocky habitats. The wet 
heath is characterised by species such as Heather (Calluna vulgaris), Cross-leaved 
Heath (Erica tetralix), cottongrasses (Eriophorum spp.), Tormentil (Potentilla erecta), 
Mat-grass (Nardus stricta), bent grasses (Agrostis spp.) and bog mosses (Sphagnum 
spp.). In places the wet heath occurs in conjunction with flush communities and 
streamside vegetation, and here species such as Heath Rush (Juncus squarrosus) and 
sedges (Carex spp.) are found. Dry heath at this site is confined to shallow peaty soils 
on steep slopes where drainage is better and particularly in sheltered conditions. It is 
characterised by species such as Heather, gorse (Ulex spp.), Bell Heather (Erica 
cinerea), Bilberry (Vaccinium myrtillus), Purple Moor-grass (Molinia caerulea) and 
lichens (Cladonia spp.). In places the heath grades into upland grassland on mineral 
soil. 
 
Blanket bog is usually dominated by cottongrasses, Heather and bog mosses. On 
steeper slopes there is some flushing and here Purple Moor-grass, Heath Rush and 
certain Sphagnum species become more common. The Liffey Head blanket bog is 
among the best of its kind in eastern Ireland, with deep peat formations and an 
extensive system of dystrophic pools developed among the hummocks and hollows 
on the bog surface. The vegetation is largely dominated by Heather and Cross-leaved 
Heath, with cottongrasses (Eriophorum vaginatum and E. angustifolium), Deergrass 
(Scirpus cespitosus) and Bog Asphodel (Narthecium ossifragum). In drier areas, Bilberry 
and Cowberry (Vaccinium vitis-idaea) are common, while the scarce Bog-rosemary 
(Andromeda polifolia) is also found. Blanket bog occurs over extensive areas of deeper 
peat on the plateau and also on gentle slopes at high altitudes.  
 
Due to the underlying rock strata, the water of the rivers and streams is acid rather 
than alkaline. The water is generally oligotrophic and free from enrichment. The 
lakes within the area range from the high altitude lakes of Lough Firrib and Three 
Lakes, to the lower pater-noster lakes of Glendalough, Lough Tay and Lough Dan. 
Spectacular corrie lakes, such as Loughs Bray (Upper and Lower), Ouler, Cleevaun, 
Arts, Kellys and Nahanagan, exhibit fine sequences of moraine stages. The deep 
lakes are characteristically species-poor, but hold some interesting plants including 
an unusual form of Quillwort (Isoetes lacustris var. morei), a stonewort (Nitella sp.) and 
Floating Bur-reed (Sparganium angustifolium).  
 
Alpine vegetation occurs on some of the mountain tops, notably in the Lugnaquilla 
area, and also on exposed cliffs and scree slopes elsewhere in the site. Here alpine 
heath vegetation is represented with heath species such as Crowberry (Empetrum 
nigrum) and Cowberry, and others such as Dwarf Willow (Salix herbacea), the grey-
green moss Racomitrium lanuginosum, and scarce species such as Mountain Clubmoss 
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(Diphasiastrum alpinum), Firmoss (Huperzia selago), and Starry Saxifrage (Saxifraga 
stellaris). Some rare arctic-alpine species have been recorded, including Alpine 
Lady’s-mantle (Alchemilla alpina) and Alpine Saw-wort (Saussurea alpina). 
 
Old lead mine workings at Glendasan support an estimated 3.6 hectares of 
Calaminarian Grassland, with a suite of rare metallophyte (metal-loving) 
bryophytes, including the moss Ditrichum plumbicola and the liverworts Cephaloziella 
massalongi and C. nicholsonii. 
 
Small areas of old oakwood (Blechno-Quercetum petraeae type) occur on the slopes 
of Glendalough and Glenmalure, near Lough Tay and Lough Dan, with native 
Sessile Oak (Quercus petraea) trees, many of which are 100-120 years old. On wetter 
areas, wet broadleaved semi-natural woodlands occur which are dominated by 
Downy Birch (Betula pubescens). Mixed woodland with non-native tree species also 
occurs. 
 
The site supports a range of rare plant species. Parsley Fern (Cryptogramma crispa), 
Marsh Clubmoss (Lycopodiella inundata), Lanceolate Spleenwort (Asplenium billotii), 
Small-white Orchid (Pseudorchis albida) and Bog Orchid (Hammarbya paludosa) are all 
legally protected under the Flora (Protection) Order, 2015. Greater Broomrape 
(Orobanche rapum-genistae), Alpine Saw-wort and Alpine Lady's-mantle are listed in 
the Irish Red Data Book. The rare Myxomycete fungus Echinostelium colliculosum has 
been recorded from the Military Road. 
 
The Red Data Book fish species Arctic Char has been recorded from Lough Dan, but 
this population may now have died out. 
 
Mammals and birds which occur are typical of the uplands. Deer are abundant, 
mainly hybrids between Red and Sika Deer. Other mammals include Hare, Badger 
and Otter, the latter being a species listed on Annex II of the E.U. Habitats Directive. 
Pine Marten has recently been confirmed as occurring within the site. Among the 
birds, Meadow Pipit, Skylark, Raven and Red Grouse are resident throughout the 
site. Wheatear, Whinchat and the scarce Ring Ouzel are summer visitors. Wood 
Warbler and Redstarts are rare breeding species of the woodlands. Dipper and Grey 
Wagtail are typical riparian species. Merlin and Peregrine, both Annex I species of 
the E.U. Birds Directive, breed within the site. Recently, Goosander has become 
established as a breeding species. 
 
Large areas of the site are owned by the National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) 
and are managed for nature conservation based on traditional land uses of upland 
areas. The most common land use is traditional sheep grazing, but others include 
turf cutting, mostly hand-cutting but some machine-cutting also occurs. These 
activities are largely confined to the Military Road, where there is easy access. Large 
areas which had been previously hand-cut and are now abandoned are regenerating. 
In the last 40 years, forestry has become an important land use in the uplands, and 
has affected both the wildlife and the hydrology of the area. Amenity use is very 
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high, with Dublin city close to the site. Peat erosion is frequent on the peaks. This 
may be a natural process, but is likely to be accelerated by activities such as grazing. 
 
Wicklow Mountains is important as a complex, extensive upland site. It shows great 
diversity from a geomorphological and a topographical point of view. The vegetation 
provides examples of the typical upland habitats with heath, blanket bog and upland 
grassland covering large, relatively undisturbed areas. In all, twelve habitats listed 
on Annex I of the E.U. Habitats Directive are found within the site. Several rare or  
protected plant and animal species occur, adding further to its value.  
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SITE SYNOPSIS  
 
 
SITE NAME:  WICKLOW MOUNTAINS SPA 
 
SITE CODE:  004040  
 
 
This is an extensive upland site, comprising a substantial part of the Wicklow 
Mountains.  Most of the site is in Co. Wicklow, but a small area lies in Co. Dublin.  
The underlying geology of the site is mainly of Leinster granites, flanked by 
Ordovician schists, mudstones and volcanics.  The area was subject to glaciation and 
features fine examples of glacial lakes, deep valleys and moraines.  Most of site is 
over 300 m, with much ground being over 600 m; the highest peak is Lugnaquillia 
(925 m).  The substrate over much of site is peat, with poor mineral soil occurring on 
the slopes and lower ground.  Exposed rock and scree are features of the site.  The 
predominant habitats present are blanket bog, heaths and upland grassland. 
 
The site is a Special Protection Area (SPA) under the E.U. Birds Directive, of special 
conservation interest for the following species: Merlin and Peregrine. 
 
A series of surveys of the Wicklow Mountains SPA indicates that up to 9 pairs of 
Merlin breed within the site in any one year.  Traditionally a ground-nesting species, 
Merlin in the Wicklow Mountains are usually found nesting in old crows nests in 
conifer plantations.  The open peatlands provide excellent foraging habitat for Merlin 
with small birds such as Meadow Pipit being their main prey.  The cliffs and crags 
within the site also provide ideal breeding locations for Peregrine (20 pairs in 2002).  
Other birds of the open peatlands and scree slopes that have been recorded within the 
site include Ring Ouzel and Red Grouse. 
 
The Wicklow Mountains SPA is of high ornithological importance as it supports 
nationally important populations of Merlin and Peregrine, both species that are listed 
on Annex I of the E.U. Birds Directive.  Part of Wicklow Mountains SPA is a 
Statutory Nature Reserve. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7.7.2014 
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Rannóg Ailtire na Cathrach 
Seirbhísí Tithíochta agus Cónaithe 

Oifigí na Cathrach, An Ché Adhmaid, BÁC 8 
 

City Architect’s Division 
Housing & Residential Services 

Civic Offices, Wood Quay, Dublin 8 
 

T: +353 (1) 222 3527  F: +353 (1) 222 2084 

 
Elaine Johnson 
Block 4, Floor 2 
Civic Offices 
Wood Quay 
Dublin 8 
 
elaine.johnson@dublincity.ie 
 
5th May 2020 
 
Pre- Part 8 Circulation to Technical Departments: City Architects Division Response 
 
RE: In-House Circulation, Pre part 8 Consultation, St. Andrews Court Block 1 Demolition  
 
 
Dear Elaine  
 
I have review the proposed Part 8 documentation for:  
 
 
Proposal 
Demolition of existing Senior Citizen’s Apartment block at St. Andrews Court Dublin 2  
 
Location  
St. Andrews Court Dublin 2   
 
Proposing Department  
Housing and Community Services  
 
 
 
 
I am happy to advise to proceed.  
 
 

Yours sincerely 
 
 
______________________________________ 
Martin Donlon 
Senior Architect 
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An Rannóg um Pleanáil Draenála agus Rialú Forbatha, Roinn Comhshaoil agus Iompair, 
Comhairle Cathrach Bhaile Átha Cliath, B1 U4, Oifigí na Cathrach, B.Á.C. 8, Éire 

 
Drainage Planning & Development Control Section, Environment & Transportation Department, 

Dublin City Council, B1 F4, Civic Offices, D8, Ireland 
 

T:  +353-1-222 4369  F:  +353-1-222 2300  Email: niamh.fitzgerald@dublincity.ie   
 
 

15th May 2020 
 

SURFACE WATER DRAINAGE PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT CONTROL REPORT 
 
 

Pre- Part 8 Consultation: St. Andrew’s Court Block 1 Demolition  
 

Comments from the following divisions have been collated to form this response: Drainage Planning 
and Development Control; Flood Projects and Water Framework Directive Division; Surface Water and 
Flood Incident Management; Air Quality Monitoring & Noise Control Unit; Waste Enforcement & 
Waste Regulation. 
 

Drainage (Surface Water) Planning and Development Control Division  
Flood Projects and Water Framework Directive Division 

 

While there is no objection in principle to the proposed demolition, due consideration should be given 
in the re-development of the site to incorporating natural water retention measures for the 
management of surface water, in line with best practice and DCC policies re: flooding and climate 
change. Reducing the paved area as part of the redevelopment should be considered in order to 
reduce the quantity of surface water runoff and improve the quality of runoff in this highly paved 
portion of the city.  

Applicant should note that Irish Water are responsible for the water and foul/combined sewer 
networks. 
 

 
Waste Regulation and Enforcement Unit 

The Waste Enforcement unit will require the following at Construction and Demolition plan stage: 

1. A full list of up to date authorised waste collection permit NWCPO numbers and if sub-contractors 
are to be used please include permit details. 
2. Please confirm destination facilities that authorised waste collection holders intend to use.  
3. Please provide letters on headed paper signed by a relevant competent person from the facilities 
confirming acceptance of material and tonnages agreed specifically referencing the site.     
4. Please provide a more detailed response in relation to quantities.         
5..Please ensure and confirm that waste dockets used are specific to the authorised waste collector 
that collected the waste load 
6. Please furnish contact details for the appointed site manager. 
7. Please be aware that crushing concrete onsite will need a waste facility permit and so an application 
will be necessary for the carrying out of this activity. If waste facility permit is required please see 
condition 7b. 
7b. Please acknowledge and confirm that material crushed onsite will be disposed of off-site at an 
authorised facility e.g. Licenced/Permitted  
Note: Crushed material from a waste recovery operation is not appropriate for the Article 27 
Notification procedure 
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8. Please complete laboratory testing of soil onsite and provide Haz. Waste Online and laboratory 
results.  
9. Please complete an invasive plant species survey prior to development and if found to be present 
provisions on how this will be dealt with e.g. treatment etc.   
10. Copy of an asbestos survey carried out prior to development and if found to be present provisions 
on how this will be dealt with e.g. waste collection, disposal etc. and professional indemnity insurance 
cover page    
11. Waste logs to be available in up to date digital formats for inspection. 

 
 
Air Quality Monitoring and Noise Control Unit 

A construction management plan should be written having regard to the Air Quality Monitoring and 
Noise Control Unit’s Good Practice Guide for Construction and Demolition and included with the 
submission. 
 
 
 
 
Niamh Fitzgerald, 
Acting Senior Engineer,  
Wastewater Projects, Drainage Planning and Development Control Division (Surface Water). 
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------- 
 
 
 
 

Assistant Chief Executive (Acting) & City Engineer
Environment & Transportation Department

19th May 2020
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E&T (TRANSPORTATION) COMMENTS ON PROPOSED DEMOLITION OF RESIDENTIAL BLOCK 

AT ST. ANDREW’S COURT BLOCK 1 

 

The Pre-Part 8 submission has been reviewed by the relevant sections across E&T 

Department. In general, there is no objection to the proposed development.   

 

It is recommended that the proposing department address/include the following in the formal 

part 8 application.  

 

 The proposing department is advised to include a Demolition and Construction Waste 
Management Plan with the formal part 8 application. This should address the detailed 
requirements of the Waste Regulations Section (see E&T Environment report) but 
should also provide details of anticipated vehicle volumes and access and routing 
arrangements.  
 

 Any works on the public footpath and road including provision of new surfaces and 
kerbs etc. should be carried out in accordance with the Construction Standards for 
Road and Street Works in Dublin City Council. 
 

 The proposing department is requested to consider setting back the site boundary line 
to provide for wider public footpaths.  
 

 The formal part 8 should address the following requirements of the Public Lighting 
and Electrical Services Division: 
 
- DCC Electrical Services and DCC Public Lighting Services must both be contacted 

before the building is disconnected. 
- Everything electrical must be completely disconnected before the works 

commence, including all landlord supplies and tenant supplies. 
- There are a number of wall mounted public lights on the building in question as 

well as column mounted lights in the courtyard and surrounding roads that are fed 
from the landlord’s distribution board in the block.  

- Alternative power supplies will be required for any public lighting outside the site 
that is currently fed from the landlord’s distribution board in the block. This power 
supply must be in place and operational before the block is disconnected. 

- The public lighting on all roads and footpaths that will remain open to the public 
must remain operational at all times throughout the works and when they are 
completed. 

- In the document Pre-Part 8 Technical Departments – EnvEng Waste Mgmt.docx, it 
is stated that “Supplementary public lighting will be provided if deemed 
necessary….”Any additional public lighting deemed necessary must be agreed with 
Public Lighting Services. Note: it is our policy not to light open spaces. 

- If there is any existing CCTV in the area that is currently supplied from the 
landlord’s distribution board in the block to be demolished, alternative power 
supplies will be required for the CCTV system before the power to the block is 
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disconnected. The CCTV system must not be connected to the existing public 
lighting supplies in the area. 

- There were new supplies and electrical switchgear installed in this block 
approximately 12-18 months ago. DCC Electrical Services request that when the 
block is disconnected, that they be allowed in to the building to retrieve this 
switchgear before the building is demolished. 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

Edel Kelly 

Senior Transportation Officer 

Environment & Transportation Department   18/05/20 

 

  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Assistant Chief Executive (Acting) & City Engineer
Environment & Transportation Department

19th May 2020
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MINUTES OF THE SOUTH EAST AREA COMMITTEE MEETING 

 
HELD ON MONDAY 8 JUNE 2020 

 
 

 
 
1   Presentation on Strategic Housing Development SHD0008/20   36,38, 40 

Herbert Park & 10 Pembroke Place, Dublin 4 Residential Development / 
Construction of 105 Apartments and associated site works.  (The proposed 
development also includes 10 no. Aparthotel bedroom suites at 10 
Pembroke Place) 
Order: Noted. 
 

 

2   Presentation on Planning Application Reference 2682/20 Kevin Street 
Former DIT site 
Order: Noted. 
Cllr. Geoghegan asked that the record include his comments that the meeting 
to discuss the Strategic Housing Development was not consistent with the 
relevant legislation because there was not a quorum of members present and 
standing orders of Dublin City Council had not yet been amended to allow for 
quora in the case of meetings held remotely. 
  
 

 

3   Minutes of South East Area Committee Meeting held on 11th May 2020 
Order: Amended to include the names of councillors attending remotely and 
Agreed. 
 

 

4   Environment and Transportation Department Matters 
 

i. Minutes of the Traffic Advisory Group Meeting held on 25th May 2020. 
Order: Noted. 
 

ii. Report on social distancing arrangements in Sandymount Village. 
Order: Noted. 
Taken with item 8 motions 4 and 7. 

 

 

5   Culture, Recreation and Emergency Services Department Matters 
 

i. Report on Sculpture Dublin. 
Order: Noted. 

 

 

6   Planning and Property Development Matters 
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i. Report on proposed disposal: Fee simple interest in 12 Wicklow Street, 
Dublin 2 to Polyfoto Limited. 
Order: Agreed to recommend to City Council. 

 
7   South East Area Matters 

 
i. Report of the Director of Services, South City. 

Taken with Item 8 emergency motion. 
Order: Noted.  The meeting then adjourned until a special meeting held 
on 22nd June 2020. The remaining items were taken at the special Meeting 
in the Round Room of the Mansion House on the 22nd June. 
 

ii. Naming and numbering proposal for a development at Chatham Street, 
Dublin 2: Cúirt Chatham/ Chatham Court. 
Order: Agreed.  

 

 

8   Motions 
 
Emergency Motion from Councillor Pat Dunne taken with Item 7.i 
In light of and in the context of the serious public health pandemic posed by the 
coronavirus, questions raised about the heightened risk posed by communal living 
for the transmission of pathogens and disease, that the Minister for Housing will 
suspend the 2018 Planning Guidelines until such time as the impact of the public 
health crisis on this form of housing is fully understood.  
Order: Noted. 
 
Motion 1 from Councillor Dermot Lacey 
That in order to provide a safe walking route while also acknowledging the need to 
encourage and facilitate safe cycling that the Manager would explore developing a 
new cycling route to the rear of the Irishtown Nature Park and to prohibit cycling on 
the existing walking route and to report back to this committee on these matters. In 
the meantime if the manager would confirm by signage that cycling is currently 
forbidden on this walkway. 
Order: Report to Councillor. 
 
Motion 2 from Councillor Dermot Lacey 
This committee requests the manager to make contact with the owner of the 
Martello Tower in Sandymount to see if they might facilitate a visit to same by the 
committee and representatives of the Sandymount and Merrion Residents’ 
Association to assist in developing an approach to the future of the building. 
Order: Report to Councillor. 
 
Motion 3 from Councillor Dermot Lacey 
This committee agrees that a working group comprising representatives from the 
City Architects Office, the Heritage Section and any other section recommended by 
the Manager as well as two councillors from the Pembroke area and two councillors 
from the Kimmage -Rathmines areas be established to work with the CDETB on a 
plan for the future of the magnificent but unused hall in the Rathmines Town Hall 
which reverts to the council in approximately 10 years. 
Order: Agreed. 
 
Motion 4 from Councillor Anne Feeney taken with Item 3 
This committee agrees that a schedule of meetings between Dublin City Council 
management, Waterways Ireland and Dublin City Councillors be arranged for June 
2020, September 2020 and December 2020 to follow-up on actions committed to; 
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to keep lines of communication open re maintenance issues of the City’s canals 
and Grand Canal dock and to discuss developments.  These meetings can be held 
using Microsoft Teams/Zoom if not in person given government guidelines re Covid 
19. 
Order: Agreed. 
 
Motion 5 from Councillor Anne Feeney 
This committee asks the Director of Services to provide a status report on progress 
made or actions imminent in relation to questions raised by councillors in the South 
East Area since January 2019.  
Order: Report to Councillor. 
 
Motion 6 from Councillor Anne Feeney 
This committee requests Waste Management to pilot in the Terenure, Harold’s 
Cross and Kimmage area an adaption of the public bins, whereby the aperture 
would be reduced to address the ongoing problem of plastic bags of domestic waste 
being packed in illegally, thereby reducing the capacity of the bins for passing 
pedestrians to dispose of small items of rubbish and also causing overflows of 
rubbish onto our streets and in our parks. 
Order: Report to Councillor. 
 
Motion 7 from Councillor Claire Byrne taken with item 3. 
That this area committee calls on the Area Manager to please install bike parking 
facilities on St Stephen’s Green, opposite the new MOLI museum.  These could be 
placed either on the island or in one of the parking bays on the park side.  
Order: Report to Councillor. 
 
Motion 8 from Councillor Mannix Flynn 
That this South East Area Committee calls on the present government to initiate a 
full statutory public inquiry into the now well-documented, horrendous sexual abuse 
and criminality perpetrated against children in the Scouting Ireland organisation.  
Notwithstanding the organised cover up of those in long term positions of power 
and responsibility it would be highly inappropriate and wrong for this government to 
solely rely on the recent report initiate by Scouting Ireland by Ian Elliot.  
Cllr. Lacey declared membership of the board of Scouting Ireland. Order: 
Falls. 
 
Motion 9 from Councillor Pat Dunne 
This area committee notes that once again the growth of kerbside weeds has 
become a problem in the Dublin 12 area. We call on the various sections of the 
council to come together with a detailed plan for their prompt removal. We 
acknowledge the labour intensity of this job and suggest that where possible that 
the work could be planned with community engagement with local residents and 
environmental groups on a street- by- street basis. Groups such as the Crumlin 
Community Clean Up have expressed an interest in a cooperative approach. 
Order: Report to Councillor. 
 
Motion 10 from Councillor Tara Deacy 
While I am aware the Dublin Bike Scheme be is not the direct responsibility of 
Dublin City Council, can I ask that this committee supports me in requesting that 
the Chief executive formally write to the company responsible and request that they 
reconsider the Kimmage/ Rathmines area as one of its designated depots. This 
would be hugely beneficial to the community, particularly during Covid and would 
be important for many in terms of getting back to work over the coming weeks and 
months.  
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Order: Report to Councillor. 
 
Motion 11 from Councillor Kevin Donoghue 
That the taskforce set up to tackle pollution at Merrion Strand develop an action 
plan for return to status as a safe bathing location as soon as possible and consult 
with councillors in the area on same.  
Order: Report to Councillor. 
 
Motion 12 from Councillor James Geoghegan moved by Cllr. Lacey. 
That the South East Area Committee receives a presentation from the Joint Task 
Force of Dublin City Council established at the end of December 2019 to deal with 
bathing waters at the next area meeting in respect of the output of their work to 
date. 
Order: Report to Councillor. 
 

9   Questions to the Chief Executive 8th June 2020 
Order: Noted. 
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Question to the Chief Executive    South East Area Committee  
        Meeting 8th June 2020 
 
Q.1 Councillor Dermot Lacey 

To ask the Manager if he can give me an update on plans to improve footpath and 
cycling access at Ringsend Bridge. 
 
Reply: 
Ringsend Bridge carriageway is due to be resurfaced as part of Road Maintenance 
Services’ 2020 Carriageway Resurfacing Works Programme. 

 
There are plans, as part of the Dodder Greenway Scheme, to install cantilevered 
boardwalks on both sides of Ringsend Bridge.  
 
All tasks associated with the options selection stage have been completed. The NTA 
now intends to take over the preliminary design of the scheme. Once the Covid 19 
restrictions are lifted it is proposed to have a meeting between DCC, our design 
consultants, the NTA and the NTA’s Cycle Design Office(CDO) at which the 
preliminary design of the project will be handed over to the CDO.  
 

Q.2 Councillor Dermot Lacey 
To ask the Manager to clarify the current "Protected" status of the Tramway Building 
on Gilford Road and the adjoining Gilford Terrace, Sandymount and if necessary if he 
will confirm that they will be proposed for Protected listing in the next City Development 
Plan. 
 
Reply: 
As confirmed previously in the response to Motion 3 from Councillor Lacey, South East 
Area Committee Meeting on the 10th September 2018, the former Dublin United 
Tramways depot buildings and yard on Gilford Road and Guilford Terrace are not on 
the Record of Protected Structures, Volume 4 of the Dublin City Development Plan 
2016-2022.  Therefore, the buildings are not ‘protected structures’ under the provisions 
of the Planning and Development Act, 2000 (as amended).   
 
The former tramway depot buildings are zoned Objective ‘Z2’ “to protect and/or 
improve the amenities of residential conservation areas” in the City Development Plan 
and are, therefore, afforded conservation and protection under the provisions of 
Chapter 11, Section 11.1.5.4 Architectural Conservation Areas and Conservation 
Areas of the 2016-2022 Development Plan, including Policy CH4, “To protect the 
special interest and character of all Dublin’s Conservation Areas.  Development within 
or affecting a conservation area must contribute positively to its character and 
distinctiveness, and take opportunities to protect and enhance the character and 
appearance of the area and its setting, wherever possible”.  
 
The Z2 ‘Residential Conservation Area’ Zoning Objective is considered by the 
Conservation Section to provide adequate conservation protection for the former tram 
depot for the present.    
 
In relation to the forthcoming review of the Record of Protected Structures, as part of 
the Development Plan Review, the main priority being considered is to address the 
statutory recommendations for additions of structures to the City’s RPS from the 
Minister for Culture, Heritage & the Gaeltacht (and the National Inventory of 
Architectural Heritage (NIAH)), in accordance with Section 53 of the Planning and 
Development Act, 2000 (as amended).  The Ministerial Recommendations received 
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since 2014 to date do not include the former tram depot at Guildford Road/Avenue, as 
the area has not yet been surveyed by the NIAH.   
 

Q.3 Councillor Dermot Lacey 
To ask the Chief Executive if he will provide a full report on the development of the 
additional Waste Water Treatment Plant on the northside of Dublin and when its 
development is likely to have beneficial impact on the same at Poolbeg. 
 
Reply: 
As this issue is a matter for Irish Water, it should be referred directly to Irish Water.  
 
Please call the Lo-Call telephone number 1890 278 278 and identify yourself as an 
Elected Representative. You will be put through to the Local Representative Support 
Desk in Irish Water’s Customer Contact Centre who will deal with you directly. 
Alternatively, there is a specific e-mail address at Irish Water for Councillors: 
LocalRepSupport@water.ie. 
 
The Local Representative Support Desk at Irish Water operates from 9.00am – 
5.30pm, Monday to Friday. 
 
The following are the contact details for Irish Water: 
 
Telephone:  1890 278 278 (Lo-Call) 
Web:   www.water.ie  
Twitter:   @IrishWater 
Postal Address: Irish Water, PO Box 860, South City Delivery Office, Cork 
City. 
 

Q.4 Councillor Claire O’Connor 
Could the Manager arrange for the monitoring and cleaning of Palmerston Park? 

  
Reply:  
The park is cleaned and the bins emptied at regular intervals. During recent site visits, 
the park was found to be litter free. 

 
Q.5 Councillor Anne Feeney 

To ask the Manager to arrange for CCTV (temporary or permanently) to be put in place 
at Poddle Park/St. Martins to address the ongoing issue of dumping, litter and dog 
fouling.  CCTV could be installed on this stretch without impacting on the privacy of 
houses either on Poddle Park or St. Martins and would hopefully deter those offending.  

  
Reply: 
I have discussed this issue with the Public Domain Officer for the area and have been 
informed that the area has been inspected on a number of occasions in recent times 
by himself, the Area Manager, District Officer, Parks & Landscapes Department and 
the Litter Warden.  No evidence of medium to high levels of domestic dumping was 
seen on any occasion.  There was evidence of what appeared to be a small amount of 
wind-blown litter.  There was also no evidence of anti-social activity.  Records on the 
Customer Relations Management system (CRM) show 5 requests since 2015. 
 
Due to GDPR, CCTV cameras are not installed to capture evidence of dog fouling. 
 
The installation of CCTV cameras would not add any value at this location at this time. 
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Dublin City Council work very closely with the local community and provide equipment 
for clean-ups and remove the bags afterwards. 

 
Q.6 Councillor Anne Feeney 

To ask the Manager to arrange for signage for Lower Rathmines Road to promote 
more positive social distancing from pedestrians by joggers, on this busy 
thoroughfare.  It has been raised as an issue by a number of older people in the area 
that are anxious about the number, speed and proximity of joggers and the danger of 
having to step onto the road to ensure social distancing. 

 
Reply: 
The Covid-19 pandemic has affected all our lives and the way in which we work, 
socialise and communicate. As the restrictions are eased and as workplaces, schools 
and shops re-open, the numbers of people travelling and moving around the city will 
start to increase again. More space is going to need to be allocated to social distancing 
and to supporting shops and businesses operating in this new environment. 
 
Dublin City Council (DCC) ensures safe access within Dublin City for all our citizens 
young and old. Outdoor recreation plays an important role in supporting the physical 
wellbeing of society. People are encouraged to enjoy the outdoors while adhering to 
Government protocols and public health guidelines.   
Dublin City Council support the HSE’s two metre social distancing measures which is 
available on Dublincity.ie website at https://youtu.be/1jZoWIWsEU8  
 
Dublin City Council considered signage but this would lead to a proliferation of signs 
on the streets of Dublin. As a result, Dublin City Council reviewed the councillor’s 
question and found that the best way to promote more positive social distancing is by 
using social media.   Post will be made via DCC main social media platforms and will 
encourage social distancing by all. Dublin City Sport & Wellbeing Partnership will also 
post with specific reference to joggers (to be shared by DCC main platform). 
The links are included below  
https://www.facebook.com/DublinCitySportandWellbeingPartnership/ 
https://twitter.com/dccsportsrec 
https://www.instagram.com/dublincitysportandwellbeing/ 
 
A small number of temporary posters were attached to poles on the Rathmines Rd last 
week. The posters feature Brendan O’Carroll as Mrs Brown. The poster’s theme is 
more of a “stay back” & “gimme space” message rather than specifically directed at 
joggers.  
 

Q.7 Councillor Anne Feeney 
To ask the Manager to arrange for more frequent emptying of bins on streets and parks 
as they are regularly overflowing, particularly at weekends. 

 
Reply: 
There has been an increase in the practice of people stuffing bags of domestic refuse 
into the openings of our litterbins. This gives the impression that bins have been left 
overflowing for an undue period of time. In fact, these bins might only be quarter full. 
To offset this problem, Waste Management Services will continue to prioritise the 
emptying of our bins as frequently as possible. Our Parks Division are experiencing 
the same problem 
 
The extended period of fine weather and COVID restrictions have resulted in large 
numbers  visiting parks in the area over recent weeks. Staff are spending a large 
portion of their working day collecting waste. We estimate conservatively that we are 
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collecting two to three times the normal volume of waste we would be normally expect 
to in our parks. 
 
How we manage the collection and disposal of waste in the park is reviewed regularly, 
and additional Big Belly Bins will be installed over the coming weeks 
 

Q.8 Councillor Anne Feeney 
To ask the Manager to review the following areas for appropriate traffic management, 
social distancing solutions for the following areas. 

 
1.  Rathgar Village, Terenure Village and other urban village junctions -  reduction of 
speed limits to 30kph to facilitate increase in number of pedestrians (stepping out onto 
the road), cyclists and to address a growing speeding issue on quieter roads. 
 
3.  Upper Rathmines Road, Harold’s Cross Road and Lower Rathmines Road - 
consider appropriate interventions e.g. widen pavements, reduce parking spaces, etc. 
to facilitate safe social distancing, particularly in areas where pavements are narrow, 
shops have queues outside and pedestrians are unable to step onto the road due to 
parking i.e. Upper Rathmines Road. 
 
4.  Rathmines College - College entrance opens onto a busy Lower Rathmines Road, 
narrow and congested footpath and a cycle path.  Need to review for 
September/October.   
 
5.  Review of the footpath, parking and road conditions outside all local schools and 
crèches with a view to proposing and implementing positive interventions (with the 
schools) to facilitate safe social distancing and dissuade congregating. 

 
I have input some of these requests to the online DCC address provided 
www.dublincity.ie/traffic service.  However, this channel is inadequate, restrictive and 
not facilitative of Councillors ‘role in representing the public interest where a review of 
a range of factors is needed by the Council, rather than the adoption of a specific 
suggested solution. 
 
Reply:  
“Enabling the City to Return to Work, Interim Mobility Intervention Programme for 
Dublin City”, addresses the new and urgent needs which have emerged as a result of 
the Covid-19 Public Health Emergency.  The programme initially priorities key radial 
routes into the city, the city core and a number of interventions in urban villages but is 
very much a “live” programme and a citywide approach is being taken.  Work is 
underway on assessing feasible locations for interventions across the city and it is 
intended to include a school-focussed program to assist mobility when schools re-
open. We have set up a dedicated portal for specific requests, Covid Mobility Measure 
Request Form.  We will add the requests for the specific locations noted above to this 
database and these locations will be assessed by the area engineer.   
A dedicated webpage (www.dublincity.ie/covidmobilityprogramme) has been 
developed to provide information on all aspects of the programme and will include all 
updates on implementation.  In addition, Councillors will be provided with regular 
updates directly via email. 
 
In relation to introducing reduction of speed limits to 30kph at Rathgar Village, 
Terenure Village and other urban village junctions, Dublin City Council is constantly 
working for and with the people of Dublin to improve road safety on all streets of the 
City. Therefore, traffic speed reduction for all vehicles plays a crucial role in improving 
road safety on City Streets. At the June 2020 Transportation Strategic Policy 
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Committee Meeting, Dublin City Council is presenting a proposal for speed reduction 
to 30 km/h in the city. If this proposal is noted at SPC and if formal public consultation 
outcome is positive, speeds in Rathgar Village, Terenure Village and other urban 
villages will be reduced to 30 km/h before the end of 2020. 
 

Q.9 Councillor Pat Dunne 
Can the Area Manager arrange for the following issues to be dealt with as a matter of 
urgency (details below)?  The tree at details supplied has grown up and out in 
a dangerous manner into the power lines, and the tree its self is leaning. Apart from 
the safety concerns I have for this, since they changed the bulbs on the street lights 
on the area, there are only 2 lights on the street which are shared with a total of 16 
houses (at the start of the entry to the street drive between houses 1 - 9 and 75 to 82 
on opposite side of street). These are new low wattage bulbs, which makes the street 
very dark and very poor visibility with parts of the street having no streetlight on it. Due 
to the poor visibility and the fact that my mother has cataracts, she has had some nasty 
bangs and falls both outside the garden and inside. The street is so dark, the outside 
of the garden has no street lighting and is a health and safety issue for trips and falls 
and you cannot see the edges of footpaths. My mother is now afraid to complete simple 
tasks like putting out the bin, as the garden, and the street outside the house is in 
complete darkness.   If you can kindly treat this as a matter of urgency and either ask 
council to action report back as soon as possible, as to date, none of my queries have 
been addressed after my phone calls to them.  
 

Reply:  
The lighting on Derry Drive was upgraded to LED in 2017. It is considered that the road 
is lit to an acceptable standard and we have no plans at present for any further 
improvements to the lighting here. We will, however, request for any trees to be pruned 
that may be affecting the light levels. 

 
Q.10 Councillor Pat Dunne 

Can the Area Manager have the following issue dealt with as a matter of urgency?  
There have been two incidences, recently of elderly people tripping on the footpath 
outside the shops on Benbulbin Road, Drimnagh.  We have reported this to the 
road/path maintenance department of Dublin City Council and to be fair they have 
responded and fixed the path with a temporary fix.  It now needs a permanent solution 
and upgrade.  As this road is located on the border of two wards, it seems to be falling 
through the cracks (pardon the pun) , This path has not had an upgrade in a quite 
number of years,  The committee of the  Drimnagh Resident Community Group would 
be grateful if you could make this a priority. 
 
Reply: 
Road Maintenance visited this location and following an inspection have added two 
defects outside this shopping area to our works list for repair. I will also note the shop 
front section for possible inclusion in our 2021 Footpath Works Programme depending 
on available budget. 

 
Q.11 Councillor Pat Dunne 

Can the Area Manager report on the following matters relating to street trees in the 
Kimmage/Crumlin Area?  I noticed that Sharon Byrne at Coillte is gathering 
consultations, until the 29th of May, for their 2021-2025 forestry plans.  As the Dublin 
Mountains are visible from much of the ward it would be great to see if the local schools 
could be involved with Coillte and Dublin Mountains Partnership plans to restore the 
mountains to native forests.  
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If this is successful then it may provide an opportunity to use national tree day and 
week in local schools to identify sites for trees with tree guards. 
One thing that I have noticed through the last storm is that there are a lot of telephone 
wires strung up.  I image that it is costly to have a repair technician out after every 
storm that snaps a few cables; costs that the consumer bears.  Are there plans for the 
city to require or lease shared ducting for all utility providers?  It is just that I have often 
seen them installed or upgraded throughout old city centres while on holidays in 
Europe.  
 
Reply: 
Parks have budgeted for additional tree planting in both the Kimmage and Crumlin 
area this year. The tree-planting season will commence again in the autumn. Parks 
already engage schools in tree planting events for tree week and tree day and will 
continue to do so. 
Dublin City Council engages with these utilities on an ongoing basis and new services 
of this type are installed in underground ducting. Sharing of underground ducting does 
take place between the telecommunications operators, in the Dublin City Council 
administrative area. The services referred to in your question are legacy infrastructure.  
A request has been submitted to EIR to investigate whether it is feasible to 
underground these services. 
 

Q.12 Councillor Deirdre Conroy 
To ask the manager if ‘dangerous overgrown trees/interior light quality’ on Derry Drive 
Crumlin, in particular the one outside details supplied has grown up through the power 
lines.  
The local residents require serious pruning of trees and improved streetlamps and 
brighter lighting, as the elderly with cataracts are in difficulty on footpaths.  
 
In that regard, parks, road maintenance and lighting departments are required to 
address this question. 
 
Reply: 
The trees mentioned at the above location are small and positioned well away from all 
street lighting on the street. Parks do not have plans to prune these trees at this time, 
and do not consider there is a conflict with overhead power lines. 
 
The lighting on Derry Drive was upgraded to LED in 2017. It is considered that the road 
is lit to an acceptable standard and we have no plans at present for any further 
improvements to the lighting here. We will, however, request for any trees to be pruned 
that may be affecting the light levels. 

 
Q.13 Councillor Deirdre Conroy 

To ask the manager why no site notice or local resident association notification was 
displayed for the Mount Argus family hub, which several residents are in stressful 
contact about. Initially emergency accommodation for 70 families, rising to 90 
homeless families. I appreciate the needs for supporting homeless families, but please 
provide a system of advising the local residents in response to these emails, including 
an online meeting with city council managers and the local community group: 

 
Example of concerns in emails: 
There are specific concerns we wish to raise and request that as our local 
representative they be presented and addressed with/by appropriate developers, 
government institutions and representatives associated with the development. 
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·       Has there been any consideration for a balanced development of the site 
(as was previously planned) with affordable permanent accommodation 
alongside the support emergency accommodation 
  
·       Is there plans for additional facilities / school places for the area to 
accommodate the additional families – we have a two-month-old daughter and 
were unable to register at local schools who informed us they are already 
oversubscribed. As new families are entering / exiting the centre – will their 
children have priority in accessing school placements over local residents if 
places are limited? Or will a certain number of places be reserved for the 
residents? 
  
·       The overall size of the facility with 70 homeless families initially is excessive 
and far larger than others in the surrounding areas. For the community – a 
balance is needed. The expansion to 90 homeless families is unreasonable 
given concerns expressed above. 
  

o   With respect to the expansion of the North Block – the conversion of 
the roof/attic to accommodation will overlook houses – ours is on Mount 
Argus Crescent. Already the lighting from construction floods the back 
of our house and into the back rooms and is left on throughout the night. 
With the proposed conversion of the roof in the north block – the facility 
will look directly into our homes and back gardens impacting our 
privacy. 

  
·       The proposed entrance on Mount Argus Avenue - this doesn't appear safe 
/ suitable given the current road layout (for children / or traffic) - should those 
who purchased the site / sold site not be required to use existing access 
through church grounds which would be much safer? From the plans it appears 
that the supported emergency accommodation will have a large canteen / 
kitchens, and there will be requirement for supplies (in terms of kitchen and for 
the overall support/running of the facility) leading to a large amount of 
commercial traffic coming into the site. The proposed entrance simply isn’t a 
suitable location. 
  
·       The area, and Mount Argus Park in particular, has made significant efforts 
to reduce the occurrence of anti-social behaviour. With such a large 
development, is there any plans to ensure there is no return or increase anti-
social behaviour? 
  
·       There is no information on the planning to secure the site – we live directly 
at the back of the proposed site. There is only a 5’6 footwall separating the site 
from the side access to the gardens in Mount Argus Crescent – we can see no 
evidence of plans to safely secure the site akin to other facilities or 
developments that are placed back-to-back. 
  

Again, to say we are disappointed there was no consultation with residents in advance 
would be an understatement. We await your response and feedback regarding the 
above concerns and how you plan to represent these concerns with the appropriate 
developers, government institutions and representatives associated with the 
development. 
 
Reply: 
Phase 2 of the development of the Mount Argus Family Hub is the subject of a planning 
application (planning reference no: 25559/20) with the Planning Section of Dublin City 
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Council (DCC). The planning process, including a part VII submission will activate the 
standard arrangements for public consultation with the local community and area 
councillors.  
 

Q.14 Councillor Deirdre Conroy 
To ask the manager to arrange for repair of damaged footpaths outside the shops on 
Benbulbin Road, Drimnagh. According to local resident group, temporary repair has 
taken place, but permanent upgrade is required for safety. 
 
Reply: 
Road Maintenance visited this location and following an inspection have added two 
defects outside this shopping area to our works list for repair. I will also note the shop 
front section for possible inclusion in our 2021 Footpath Works Programme depending 
on available budget. 
 

Q.15 Councillor Daniel Ceitinn 
Can the Manager arrange to have the goalposts outside 25 Vincent Street Flats 
relocated or moved sideways? 
 
Reply: 
The goal posts in Vincent Street Flats is a solid metal structure and fixed into the 
concrete foundation. The goal posts are situated on the right side of the play area in a 
specified location. The goal posts cannot be relocated or moved sideways.         
 

Q.16 Councillor Daniel Ceitinn 
To ask the Manager for an update on what steps the council are taking to source 
alterative accommodation for a person (details supplied) who is living in severely 
overcrowded accommodation. 

 
Reply: 
The above applicant is on the Housing List, with an application date of 31/08/2012, 
and the applicant holds the following positions on this list: 

Area  Bedsize Position 

Area K 2 107 

Area L 2 45 

Area M 2 55 

 
The applicant’s interest in the Iveagh Trust and Bishop Street have been noted on her 
file, however, based on the applicant’s current position for each area of choice, it may 
be some time before the applicant is reached for an offer of housing. She will be 
considered for offer when accommodation to meet her household need becomes 
available and according to her position on the list. 
Dublin City Council allocates properties based on time on the list and currently there 
are applicants of longer standing who have to be considered as suitable vacancies 
arise. It is not possible to indicate accurately the prospect of an offer for any applicant. 
The number of vacancies arising will be a determining factor in the length of time 
applicants could expect to be on the waiting list.  
The applicant may be eligible for HAP which will provide her with financial assistance 
towards the cost of renting another property. Should the applicant wish to apply for the 
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HAP scheme, she should present to the Allocations Section with current income details 
where a Housing Advisor can provide information and advice on the scheme.  
 

Q.17 Councillor Daniel Ceitinn 
To ask the Manager to please intervene in the case of (details supplied) and grant this 
individual succession of tenancy. 
 
Reply: 
The above applicant is on the Housing List, with an application date of 28/07/2015, 
and the applicant holds the following positions on this list: 

Area  Bedsize Position 

Area L 1 522 

Area M 1 473 

Area N 1 808 

 
 

There is no record of the applicant’s daughter on her application; the applicant should 
forward a copy of her daughter’s birth certificate to have her added to the application.  
 
With regard to an application for succession of tenancy the applicant can apply for 
succession through the Allocations and Transfer section, supporting documentation 
can be submitted by email to housingallocations@dublincity.ie or posted to Allocations 
and Transfers Section, Block 2, Floor 2, Civic Offices, Wood Quay Dublin 8.     
 

Q.18 Councillor Daniel Ceitinn 
Can the Manager please arrange to have a wet room installed in the home of (details 
supplied) as she is an elderly woman with poor mobility? 
 
Reply: 
Housing Maintenance has informed this tenant on a number of occasions that wet 
rooms can only be installed on ground level apartments.  Wet Rooms are not feasible 
on 2nd/3rd floors due to the possibility of leaks which would ultimately affect apartments 
below them.   
 

Q.19 Councillor Daniel Ceitinn 
To ask the Manager to arrange for a new street name sign be erected on Bremen 
Road, Ringsend, Dublin 4.  
 
Reply: 
Arrangements will be made to have a new nameplate erected on Bremen Road. 
 

Q.20 Councillor Daniel Ceitinn 
To ask the Manager for an update as to when gates will be erected in the housing 
lanes off Bremen Road, Ringsend, Dublin 4.  
 
Reply: 
The South East Area Office has engaged a contractor to measure for double gates to 
the rear of 37 and 28 Bremen Road, this area branches off from the main laneway.  
We have to ensure the gate complies with fire safety regulations. Once Dublin Fire 
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Brigade passes the gate, the South East Area Office will request the contractor to fit 
the gate at this site on a six-month trial basis.      
 

Q.21 Councillor Daniel Ceitinn 
To ask the manager can he arrange to have the gardens at (details supplied) cleared 
and instruct the current tenants to maintain their gardens to avoid them falling into such 
disrepair again in the future. 

 
Reply: 
Housing Maintenance will arrange to have these gardens inspected.  As none of these 
tenants are OAPs, we will speak with the Project Estate Officer for the area and ask 
him or her to liaise with the tenants to address this issue.   
 

Q.22 Councillor Daniel Ceitinn 
To ask the Manager to arrange to have more benches installed along the nature trail 
in Sandymount. 
 
Reply: 
There are currently approximately 10 number benches along this stretch of the 
walkway to the nature trail.  In the past, certain locations where benches were installed 
became congregating points for anti-social activity and were vandalised or had to be 
removed. 
 
However, if there is a particular location where you consider appropriate, please advise 
the undersigned and we will investigate the possibility of installing an additional bench 
 

Q.23 Councillor Daniel Ceitinn 
To ask the manager to arrange for the dog waste bin at the top of Cambridge Avenue 
in Ringsend be relocated to the entrance of Ringsend Park as per the wishes of the 
residents of Cambridge Avenue. 
 
Reply: 
We had this issue investigated and the location of this dog poo bin at this park entrance 
is the ideal position to cater for the many dog walkers in this area.  It is difficult to find 
a more suitable location here and we are reluctant to remove this bin altogether. Our 
Area Inspector will keep this matter under review, monitor usage of this bin and ensure 
that it is emptied regularly. 
 

Q.24 Councillor Daniel Ceitinn 
To ask the Manager to arrange for the resurfacing of Cathedral Court, Dublin 8 along 
with the removal of all weeds and for it to be placed on a regular cleaning schedule. 
 
Reply: 
Cathedral View Court will be put forward for consideration for inclusion in our 2021 
Carriageway Resurfacing Works Programme. 
 
A tender competition for the appointment of a contractor to remove weeds from the 
road network is in progress. Due to a switch over from herbicide to a more 
environmentally friendly way of treating weeds, not all our roads will be treated this 
year. But it is planned to treat all roads in due course. 

Waste Management Services have residential streets like Cathedral View Court 
inspected on a weekly basis and cleaned when necessary to do so. It was inspected 
on the 27th May 2020 and was virtually litter free. The few casual litter items were 
removed then. 
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Q.25 Councillor Daniel Ceitinn 
To ask the Manager to arrange for a disabled persons parking bay at (details supplied). 

 
Reply: 
Our records show that the initial request received was for one Disabled Parking Bay 
outside number 14.  The criteria for applying for a Disabled Parking Bay can be sent 
out to the resident at number 5 and an application can be made via the link below:- 
https://www.dublincity.ie/trafficservice 
 

Q.26 Councillor Claire Byrne 
To ask the Area Manager if he would consider installing stop/ go lights at Ringsend 
Bridge, similar to the Dodder Bridge on Bath Avenue / Londonbridge Road to improve 
accessibility at this location and to make it safer 

 
Reply: 
The Dodder Bridge is a narrow bridge that is unable to facilitate cars passing in the 
opposite direction which necessities the need for this bridge to have a stop-go 
operation in place.  
 
Ringsend Bridge serves as one of the main links to Ringsend and Irishtown. There are 
currently no plans to introduce signals at this location. Dublin Bus operates services 
across Ringsend Bridge and the introduction of a stop go operation would result in a 
reduction to bus journey times. 
 
The Local Area Engineer undertook a site visit and review of Ringsend Bridge on 
Wednesday May 27th, 2020 in response to a similar question by Cllr. Lacey. The Local 
Area Engineer’s response is attached separately in pdf form. The recommendation 
from the site visit is that pedestrians will need to adopt a common sense approach to 
social distancing on Ringsend Bridge. 
 

Q.27 Councillor Claire Byrne 
To ask the Area Manager if the public domain office might work with the residents of 
Portobello to paint a mural on the hoarding around the hotel development on Portobello 
Harbour. 
 
Reply: 
We are in contact with the architects for the developer here and are confident that we 
can work with them and residents to create a mural on the hoarding of this site. 

 
Q.28 Councillor Claire Byrne 

To ask the Area Manager how many of the 50 trees to be replanted in Merrion Square 
have been planted to date. Can the Area Manager please also provide an update on 
the building of tearooms in Merrion Square? 
 
Reply: 
To date Parks Services have planted a total of 69 replacement tree in Merrion Square 
Park, with additional tree planting scheduled as part of the 2020/2021 Tree Planting 
Programme of Works. 
 
Tenders have been received in relation to the construction of the tearooms at Merrion 
Square Park; however, progress has been stalled because of the Covid -19 event. A 
further update on capital projects including the Merrion Square tearooms and public 
toilets will be given to the council meeting. 
 

Q.29 Councillor Claire Byrne 
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To ask the Area Manager how many former Airbnb properties in the South East Inner 
City have been either purchased or leased by Dublin City Council for housing since 
the Covid 19 crisis began and is it possible to provide a list.  
 
Reply: 
The Dublin Region Homeless Executive (DRHE) has worked in close partnership with 
the Health Services Executive (HSE) to provide additional accommodation during this 
COVID19 period. The exact number of beds assigned to each category is fluid 
according to presenting needs, but in excess of 1,000 additional beds were sourced 
during the Covid-19 period to date throughout Dublin.   
 
The DRHE does not source properties through Airbnb. Many of the properties we have 
sourced during the COVID 19 period are indeed on a short-term lease and have been 
used primarily for cocooning, self-isolation and to facilitate social distancing. We have 
been able to decant people from the larger homeless facilities in the city. Given the 
significant adjustment in the Dublin property market over the last number of weeks this 
has given the DRHE a welcome opportunity to source additional and better emergency 
accommodation facilities. 
 
While this availability of temporary facilities is indeed welcome, we are obviously very 
keen to maximise the number of long term Housing Units that may become available 
for Dublin City Council to acquire or to lease over 20/25 years. Then we can be in a 
position to offer permanent/long term housing to more families and singles currently in 
emergency accommodation.  
 
The Dublin City Council Acquisitions Section is open for business and is seeking out 
opportunities to purchase, as is our Long Term Leasing Section who are currently 
negotiating a significant number of leasing possibilities. 
 
There is also an opportunity to further increase the number of Homeless HAP 
tenancies. During 2020, we are sourcing an average 200 Homeless Hap tenancies per 
month 
 
Dublin City Council is not aware of any Airbnb properties being acquired under the 
Housing Acquisitions Programme.    
 

Q.30 Councillor Claire Byrne 
To ask the Area Manager how many hotels in the South East Inner City have been 
leased by Dublin City Council for housing, homeless services or isolation purposes 
since the Covid 19 crisis began and can he please provide a list.  
 
Reply: 
The Dublin Region Homeless Executive (DRHE) has worked in close partnership with 
the Health Services Executive (HSE) to provide additional accommodation during this 
COVID19 period. The exact number of beds assigned to each category is fluid 
according to presenting needs, but in excess of 1,000 additional beds were sourced 
during the Covid-19 period to date throughout Dublin.  Of these additional beds, 670 
are for cocooning and isolation purposes and 450 extra beds are in place to facilitate 
social distancing and to facilitate decanting  from existing larger hostels in the city. This 
means that several of the existing facilities in the city have significantly reduced their 
full capacity in order to facilitate social distancing and a safer environment during the 
Covid-19 crisis.  
 
The Dublin Region Homeless Executive (DRHE) does not provide the street locations 
of hotels and B&Bs on the basis that we wish to protect the privacy of residents and 
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that disclosure into the public domain could lead to the loss of accommodation for 
those experiencing homelessness. 
 
As requested, in the South East Area, in total there has been the following allocation 
of accommodation:  
 

Capacity 
Covid-19 
Positive 

Self-Isolation Cocooning 

Decanting/ 
Additional 
Capacity 

43 
Apartments 

    

113 
Apartments 

    

99 Rooms     

63 Ensuite 
rooms 

    

32 Ensuite 
rooms 

    

14 Units     

68 Single bed 
spaces 

    

26 Rooms 
(couples & 
singles) 

    

100 Rooms     

 
Q.31 Councillor Claire Byrne 

To ask the Area Manager can he please provide an update on the proposed family hub 

on Aungier Street in the former Avondale hostel. 

 
Reply: 
The Peter McVerry Trust has taken a lease of this property for use as a Family Hub. 
So far, four families have taken up occupation there.  Ultimately, there will be 25-30 
families. 
Currently there are ongoing High Court proceedings in relation to the use of the 
property. 
 

Q.32 Councillor Claire Byrne 
To ask the Area Manager if the bike parking facilities at South Bull Wall have been 
removed, and if that is the case, can please explain the rationale behind this decision 
and have them reinstated as soon as possible.  
 
Reply: 
The Environment and Transportation Department is not aware of any cycle parking 
stands having been removed from The South Bull Wall. Further details have been 
sought from the councillor.  The matter will be investigated on receipt of the details 
requested. 
 

Q.33 Councillor Claire Byrne 
To ask the area manager what is the purposed of the building container on Kingsland 
Parade which has been there for months. There does not appear to be any road works 
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going on in the area and it is frequently used as a public toilet. Can the container be 
removed if it is not serving a specific purpose?  
 
Reply: 
The Roadworks Control Unit does not authorise the use of containers in the public 
domain in connection with road works or any other type of works. In an effort to 
determine who was responsible for the placement of the container one of the 
Roadworks Control Inspectors checked the area on the 28th May and was unable to 
locate any container in situ at Kingsland Parade.  
 

Q.34 Councillor Claire Byrne 
To ask the Area Manager for an update on all the pedestrian / cycling / social distancing 
measures being implemented in the South East Inner City. 
 
Reply: 
For a complete update on the measures being implemented across Dublin City Council 
please see the recently published Covid Mobility Programme which can be found at 
the following link: 
 

https://www.dublincity.ie/covidmobilityprogramme 
 
If you would like to raise any specific request for intervention, please feel free to log 
them at the following location: Covid Mobility Measure Request Form 

 
Q.35 Councillor Anne Feeney 

To ask the Manager to arrange for dangerously overgrown trees to be removed from 
Derry Drive (some are growing over power lines) and for additional lighting to be 
installed on the road.  Currently there is insufficient lights on the street (2 for 16 houses) 
and with the low wattage bulbs, lighting is very poor. 
 
Reply: 
The trees mentioned at the above location are small and positioned well away from all 
street lighting on the street. Parks do not have plans to prune these trees at this time, 
and do not consider there is a conflict with overhead power lines. 
 
The lighting on Derry Drive was upgraded to LED in 2017. It is considered that the road 
is lit to an acceptable standard and we have no plans at present for any further 
improvements to the lighting here. We will, however, request for any trees to be pruned 
that may be affecting the light levels. 

 
Q.36 Councillor Anne Feeney 

To ask the Manager to consider traffic calming measures on Clareville Road and 
Larkfield Park.  Speeding traffic has now become an issue on these and other roads 
as a result of the reduced number of cars since the Covid 19 lockdown began. 
 
Reply: 
Larkfield Park and Clareville Road is provided with bus routes (18 & 83) with two 
primary schools on the south side of Clareville Road. Clareville Road has speed ramps 
located approximately 50m apart. 
The present speed ramps are built to engineering standards to allow for traffic calming 
while also allowing for comfort of those travelling by bus. They are designed to ensure 
that motorists travel at a consistent speed, rather than promoting excessive 
acceleration and braking.  
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Before the primary schools inbound and outbound new speed radar signs have been 
erected to warn drivers they are approaching a school area. The signs have a flashing 
30km/h sign. 
The Area Engineer has spoken to the DCC’s Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) 
Control Team who are giving as much green time to pedestrians as possible. The ITS 
Control Team are monitoring the city’s pedestrian crossings and responding to 
changes in traffic and pedestrian conditions as they arise. Traffic Signals have been 
adjusted: the green time allocated to each phase has been reduced to allow the 
pedestrian signals to run more frequently and reduce wait times and bunching at 
crossings. This monitoring is ongoing and will continue while the unprecedented times 
DCC are dealing with continues.  
 
DCC have brought it to the attention of the Gardaí for enforcement and monitoring.  
 
A speed survey has been ordered for Clareville Road. The area engineer will assess 
the current traffic calming measures in operation on Larkfield Park and Clareville Road.  
Based on the speed survey results Councillor Feeney will be notified of the survey 
results and of any traffic calming initiatives the area engineer deems appropriate for 
these locations. These roads are also being monitored as part of the neighbourhood 
scheme.  
 

Q.37 Councillor Anne Feeney 
To ask the Manager to carry out a permanent fix to the path on Benbulbin Road, 
Drimnagh.  A temporary fix was carried out some time ago, but this is still causing 
problems in terms of people tripping on it. 

 
Reply: 
Road Maintenance visited this location and following an inspection have added two 
defects outside this shopping area to our works list for repair. I will also note the shop 
front section for possible inclusion in our 2021 Footpath Works Programme depending 
on available budget. 
 

Q.38 Councillor Mannix Flynn 
Can the manager give an update on the proposed pedestrianisation of Crane Lane 
and Sycamore Street? 

 
Reply: 
The council is exploring the potential of increasing a number of pedestrianised areas 
in the city core as part of the Covid Mobility Programme for Dublin City.  A number of 
locations are being assessed and will be prioritised for implementation.  Crane Lane 
and Sycamore Street have been added to the programme for assessment. If you have 
any further requests, please enter via the Covid Mobility Measure Request Form and 
we will process accordingly. 
 
A dedicated webpage (www.dublincity.ie/covidmobilityprogramme) has been 
developed to provide information on all aspects of the programme and will include all 
updates on implementation.  In addition, councillors will be provided with regular 
updates directly via email. 
 

Q.39 Councillor Mannix Flynn 
Can the manager initiate a full appraisal and evaluation of the York Street Apartment 
complex?  Many residents here have complained of shortage of water, doors breaking 
and not locking, and cladding from the roof falling off onto the street and onto 
balconies.  
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This is unacceptable for this award winning new build architecturally designed 
accommodation.   
 
Reply: 
Housing Maintenance contacted the company who looks after the water 2 weeks ago 
and they have carried out the necessary repairs.  The situation with the doors is 
ongoing as our contractor has problems getting new parts for the locking system. The 
Builder who constructed these buildings went into liquidation and we have no 
knowledge of any safety files or instructions where we can source replacement parts 
as many of these parts were from overseas.  However, we will endeavor to address 
this issue with the locking system.    
 
The cladding was ordered prior to COVID-19 and should be replaced in the next 4 
weeks. 
 

Q.40 Councillor Mannix Flynn 
Can the manager initiate a full plebiscite and questionnaire for all residents in the 
Portobello / St. Kevin’s area with regards traffic management within the area? 
 
Reply: 
The Portobello area has been assessed by the Neighbourhood Engineer under the 
Neighbourhood Transport Schemes and ranked against all other areas for 
consideration in the South East Area. The Portobello area ranked 3rd overall in the 
South East. This was documented in the Phase 2 report sent to all councillors in the 
South East Area. Work will commence to provide interventions to Portobello once the 
areas ranked ahead of it are addressed. 
 

Q.41 Councillor Mannix Flynn 
Can the manager request EIR to remove the derelict dilapidated phone boxes on 
Camden Street East side and also on St. Stephen’s Green West?  These phone boxes 
are being used as public toilet, the glass is broken.  They are absolutely a disgrace.  
They are an eye sore and a public health hazard.  
 
Reply: 
This question has been referred to Eir for action and response. Eir are responsible for 
the maintenance and/or removal of their assets.  
 
The following response was received from Eir: 
 

“As you are probably aware, ComReg has designated eir with provision of 
payphones under a Universal Service Obligation (USO), as they feel there is 
still a payphone need for the socially disadvantaged.  The USO expires Dec 20 
and Eir has just provided Comreg with 21 months of payphone data to 
determine whether the USO should be extended. 

Payphones in Dublin city centre are used frequently by the Homeless to access 
DCC's Central Placement Services (CPS) to avail of a bed each evening. 

In late 2017, Eir and DCC entered into a complete review of calls to CPS from 
public payphones.  On foot of the review, some payphones were earmarked for 
recovery, some were selected for replacement with a new digital kiosk and 
some were selected for retention.  The two kiosks you requested for removal 
formed part of the latter. Eir therefore have no current plans for payphones 
apart from the replacement of some with digital kiosks. 
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Q.42 Councillor Mannix Flynn 
Can the manager carry out an assessment through various agencies as to the level 
of domestic abuse incidents within social housing estates and emergency homeless 
services in the Southeast area? 
 
Reply: 
Dublin City Council may become aware of domestic violence in social housing settings 
in a number of ways: 

 Information given as a part of an application for housing, transfer or emergency 
accommodation. 

 As part of a complaint about noise or disturbance to an area offices.  

 Tenants seeking support from the Social Work section. 
 

All sections are trained in their responsibilities to children and in the support; they may 
offer tenants having reference to the Department of Housing ‘Policy and Procedural 
Guidance for Housing Authorities in Relation to Assisting Victims of Domestic 
Violence with Emergency and Long-term Accommodation Needs’.  
 
The Dublin Region Homeless Executive (DRHE) follows the Department of Housing, 
Community and Local Government Policy and Procedural Guidance for Housing 
Authorities in Relation to Assisting Victims of Domestic Violence with Emergency and 
Long-Term Needs. 
 
https://www.housing.gov.ie/sites/default/files/publications/files/guidance_for_housing
_authorities_in_relation_to_assisting_victims_of_domestic_violence.pdf 
 
Responsibility for the development and provision of services to support victims of 
domestic violence rests with the Minister for Children and Youth Affairs and the delivery 
of such services is managed through the Child and Family Agency, Tusla. Housing 
authorities do not provide or oversee services specifically designed for victims of 
domestic violence. Previously housing authorities had provided funding to some 
refuges, however following the establishment of Tusla this element of funding 
transferred with full effect from 1 January 2015. Tusla is the principal State agency in 
relation to domestic violence services 
 
Where a victim of domestic violence presents to the DRHE they are referred to a 
specialist domestic violence service so that any particular care needs can be 
considered and addressed. Victims may have particular needs beyond what can be 
provided via the DRHE by way of emergency accommodation, e.g. specialist legal or 
medical assistance may be required.  
 

Q.43 Councillor Mannix Flynn 
Can the manager have bollards placed on the wide footpath on the south side of 
Heytesbury Street directly outside the entrance of the Meath Hospital beside Long 
Lane? Many cars are parking on the footpaths here creating a huge danger for 
pedestrians, particularly those with disabilities and who are visually impaired.  It is also 
creating a blind spot for those who are exiting the hospital in a car, as they cannot see 
oncoming traffic on their right hand side. 
 
Reply: 
The area engineer attended a site visit on the south side of Heytesbury Street outside 
the entrance of Meath Hospital. In order to facilitate the entrance and egress of 
pedestrians, and those availing of the services provided by Meath Hospital the area 
engineer recommends the location of high visibility tall bollards (900mm in height) to 
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be placed at the entrance of the hospital on the south side of Long Lane leaving the 
dished pavement free. The line of bollards will continue south on Heytesbury Street 
curtailing at the existing solid black bollard on the west side of Heytesbury Street. 
 
Due to the current measures DCC are employing to promote social distancing on many 
of the busy streets/roads in the southeast area of Dublin City it may take a number of 
weeks for this recommendation to be completed. 
 

Q.44 Councillor Mannix Flynn 
Can the manager request that housing maintenance repair the broken shower at 
details supplied Boyne Street?  This house has a special needs child and the broken 
shower is causing great inconvenience. 
 
Reply: 
Our plumber visited this property.  The shower is fully operational.  The tenant installed 
the shower themselves.  The shower door is faulty and this would be the tenant’s 
responsibility.  Our plumber informed tenant of same.   
 

Q.45 Councillor Mannix Flynn 
Can the manager request Waterways Ireland liaise with the Homeless Services - 
Dublin Regional Homeless Executive and the various homeless charities to remove 
the tents that are along the full length of the canal?  Also, to begin the process of 
discouraging individuals from setting up tents throughout the city.  There is a lot of 
concern around the behaviour that is happening within these tents including video and 
photographic footage that is now circulating in public.   Many children and families use 
the canal and the sort of behaviour simply cannot be tolerated.  
 
Reply: 
The Dublin Region Homeless Executive (DRHE) strongly believes that there is no need 
for any individual who experiences homelessness to live in a tent, nor does the DRHE 
provide funding to services that distribute tents to people who are homeless.  Tents do 
not necessarily provide more protection for people who are homeless and prevent 
people from engaging with the support services that can assist them to move to 
accommodation.   
 
The DRHE, through their Outreach Team, provided by Dublin Simon, funded by the 
DRHE, are actively engaging with individuals who are sleeping rough in tents to 
encourage them to accept available emergency accommodation in homeless services. 
The Outreach Team works with our Central Placement Service and the HSE funded 
SafetyNet service to provide outreach services, street level healthcare and 
accommodation options to people rough sleeping in the Dublin region. Our Outreach 
Team have been targeting the Grand Canal Area, from Portobello Bridge to Grand 
Canal Bridge on a consistent basis.  
 
Tents are observed in this area on a regular basis. Not all tents are occupied; some 
are used to store belongings. The team have established contact with rough sleepers 
and have offered them supports. The intake team offered beds; some rough sleepers 
have taken offers of accommodation, however sometimes people do not wish to take 
up the offer of a bed. The team are continuing to target this area and will be there most 
evenings this week again to monitor and seek to engage with any person sleeping 
rough in the area.  
 
We have also requested the assistance of the Dublin City Council Public Domain Office 
and Waterways Ireland who are actively working with us in the area. 
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We have a facility for the public to report rough sleeping. If you see anyone sleeping 
rough in the Dublin Region, please report it to www.homelessdublin.ie/report-rough-
sleeper 
 

Q.46 Councillor Mannix Flynn 
Can the manager issue a full update and report as to the progress with regards a CPO 
order that was agreed by motion in the SEA some time back with regards to No 25 
Aungier Street a listed protected structure? 

  
Reply: 
The property is not the subject of a Compulsory Purchase Order. The Derelict Sites 
Unit has an active file on this property and there is ongoing engagement with the owner 
regarding proposed refurbishment works and prior to the introduction of the Covid 19 
restrictions the owner’s architect was due to consult with the council’s conservation 
officer prior to the submission of a planning application to redevelop the property. 
 
The matter is being kept under review and the councillor will be kept informed of any 
developments. 
 

Q.47 Councillor Tara Deacy 
The tree at details supplied has grown up and out in a dangerous manner into the 
power lines, and the tree itself is leaning.  There are only 2 lights on the street which 
is shared with a total of 16 houses (at the start of the entry to Derry Drive between 
houses 1 - 9 and 75 to 82 on opposite side of street). These are new low wattage 
bulbs, which makes the street very dark and very poor visibility with parts of the street 
having no streetlight on it. The street is dark, the outside of the garden has no street 
lighting and is a health and safety issue for trips and falls and residents cannot see the 
edges of footpaths. Now, that the trees on the street have become overgrown, they 
are now blocking any light from sections of the street and completely obstructing the 
street lamps and blocking the light from a lot of the homes on the street.  

 
Can we trim the overgrown trees, and look at the possibility of better lighting on the 
street or if possible an additional lamp?  
 
Reply: 
The trees mentioned at the above location are small and positioned well away from all 
street lighting on the street. Parks do not have plans to prune these trees at this time, 
and do not consider there is a conflict with overhead power lines. 
 
The lighting on Derry Drive was upgraded to LED in 2017. It is considered that the road 
is lit to an acceptable standard and we have no plans at present for any further 
improvements to the lighting here. We will, however, request for any trees to be pruned 
that may be affecting the light levels. 

 
Q.48 Councillor Tara Deacy 

Through the last, storm a lot of telephone wires strung up across the 
Kimmage/Rathmines area.  I image that it is costly to have a repair technician out after 
every storm that snaps a few cables.  Costs that the consumer bears.  Are there plans 
for the city to require or lease shared ducting for all utility providers, as happens in 
other European cities?  
 
Reply: 
Dublin City Council engages with these utilities on an ongoing basis and new services 
of this type are installed in underground ducting. Sharing of underground ducting does 
take place between the telecommunications operators, in the Dublin City Council 
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administrative area. The services referred to in your question are legacy infrastructure.  
A request has been submitted to EIR to investigate whether it is feasible to 
underground these services. 
 

Q.49 Councillor Tara Deacy 
A number of small businesses have been in touch seeking clarification about the 
reopening schedule around Covid. One private fitness facility training for example in 
the sport of CrossFit. They only have local members, small membership number and 
train as a team / group which is again in small numbers and can be socially distanced. 

 
They are seeking clarification and the possibility of phase 3 being open to them since 
they are a small group, local club members & CrossFit Teams only training for CrossFit 
in their facility it is non-contact and low risk.   

 
Could we look favourably on those type of business in very uncertain times for them? 

 
Reply: 
The phase during which any business type including gyms may re-open and conditions 
to be met in order to re-open are determined by central government and is not within 
the remit of Dublin City Council.   
 

Q.50 Councillor Tara Deacy 
Richmond Hill is a very densely populated part of Rathmines but there are few parks 
close by.  Mount Pleasant Square was greatly reduced in size in the last century. There 
is however, a car park adjacent to the church and behind the community centres, which 
doesn’t get a lot of use. In the 19th century, this area was a park, which separated 
Bessborough Parade and Richmond Hill, effectively creating a grand square.  
Considering that, there are new car parks in the Swan Centre and that the direction of 
Dublin is to try to reduce cars in the city, particularly as a result of Covid 19 would we 
be able to look at restoring this car park to the people of Rathmines as a park?  I know 
it would be hugely welcomed by those living there. 
 
Reply: 
The carpark referred to in the question is not in the ownership of Dublin City Council. 
 

Q.51 Councillor Tara Deacy 
Clareville/Larkfield Road - Speed detection is non-existent on this road and the 
temporary 30kph sign only comes on at certain times so it's no deterrent. The speed 
ramps on the road are easy for cars to skip over.  In other areas (that are also on bus 
routes), better speed ramps are in place and residents cannot understand why the 
ones on Larkfield/Clareville are so low.  

 
Can you advise if there are speed reduction plans for this area? 

 
Reply: 
The speed limit at Larkfield Park is fifty kilometres per hour. Clareville Road has a 
Special Periodic Speed Limit of 30 km/h in the vicinity of the school, during the times 
specified (Monday to Friday between hours 08.15 to 9.30 and 12.45 to 16.15). At all 
other times, the speed limit on this road shall revert to fifty kilometres per hour. The 
thirty kilometres per hour special periodic speed limit will apply during the official term 
time that schools are convened. 
 
Dublin City Council is constantly working for and with the people of Dublin to improve 
road safety on all streets of the city. Therefore, traffic speed reduction for all vehicles 
plays a crucial role in improving road safety on city streets. At the June 2020 Traffic 
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and Transportation Strategic Policy Committee Meeting, Dublin City Council is 
presenting a proposal for speed reduction to 30 km/h in the city. If this proposal is 
noted at SPC and if formal public consultation outcome is positive, speeds at Clareville 
Road and Larkfield Park will be reduced to 30 km/h. 
 

Q.52 Councillor Tara Deacy 
Can we look at segregated cycling routes along the roads highlighted below?  These 
routes would allow for segregation and would be hugely beneficial for the community 
concerned. Can they be included in the database being created at present for 
consideration also? 
 

Route 
Width of 
road 

Comment 

St Agnes Park 23 m No bus lanes. Route 17, 18 

Armagh Road 24m 
No bus lanes. Route 17, 18, 
83 

2 open parks and Eamonn Ceannt 
Park 

Unlimited Open spaces 

Clonmacnoise Road 23m No bus routes 

Clogher Road 18m No bus lane. Route 150 

Donor Avenue 17m 
Link with Grand Canal 
(future cycle greenway) 

South Circular Road  14m 
Bus lane on North side of 
road 

 

Reply: 
“Enabling the City to Return to Work, Interim Mobility Intervention Programme for 
Dublin City”, addresses the new and urgent needs which have emerged as a result of 
the Covid-19 Public Health Emergency.   
 
The programme initially priorities key radial routes into the city, the city core and a 
number of interventions in urban villages but is very much a “live” programme and a 
citywide approach is being taken.  Work is underway on assessing feasible locations 
for interventions across the city and we have set up a dedicated portal for specific 
requests, Covid Mobility Measure Request Form. 
 
We will add the requests above to this database.  If you have any further requests, 
please enter via the Covid Mobility Measure Request Form and we will process 
accordingly. 
 

Q.53 Councillor Kevin Donoghue 

To ask the manager for an update regarding the development of the hotel at Portobello 

Harbour and if the council knows when construction might resume at the location. 

 
Reply: 
The architects for the developers has indicated that there are delays on this project 
and works are unlikely to commence before July 2020. They will provide a revised 
works timeline as soon as it becomes available. 
 

Q.54 Councillor Kevin Donoghue 
To ask the manager if something can be done to tackle anti-social behaviour at 
Portobello Harbour. Residents have reported been threatened by people using the 
area. There are concerns about social distancing and residents are also concerned 
about noise late at night.  
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Reply: 
The matters of  anti-social behaviour and residents being threatened should be 
referred to the gardaí in Kevin Street. This office has been in touch with Kevin Street 
gardaí to ask that this area be given priority with regards to the on-street drinking and 
associated behaviours.  
 
There is adequate signage in Portobello Harbour to advertise the fact that public 
drinking, skateboarding and public urination are prohibited. Local gardaí are authorised 
to enforce the legislation associated with the signage. 
 

Q.55 Councillor Kevin Donoghue 
To ask the manager what is being done to tackle the issue of pollution on Merrion 
Strand that recently led to the declassification of the strand as a bathing area by the 
EPA.  
 
Reply: 
In 2019, the bathing water quality at Merrion Strand had been designated “Poor” 
(bathing prohibited there) for four years running. It was almost certain that it would be 
designated “Poor” for a fifth year meaning it would become the first beach in Ireland to 
be permanently delisted as a bathing water. The bathing water quality at the more 
popular Sandymount Strand had been designated “Poor” (bathing prohibited there) for 
two years running. There was a strong risk that this trend would continue leading to an 
eventual delisting. 
 
Potential sources of pollution include misconnections, leaks, overflows, surface water 
runoff, urban wastewater discharges & dog and bird fouling. Two streams coming in 
from Dun Laoghaire Rathdown were identified as a significant source of pollution. 
Dublin City Council (DCC ) set up a Task Force including representatives from Irish 
Water, Department of Housing, Planning and Local Government (DHPLG) and Dun 
Laoghaire Rathdown County Council (DLRCC). The Task Force meets on a monthly 
basis and is working to improve water quality on the two beaches and to address other 
issues. The council also hosts high- level meetings with EPA, HSE and DHPLG on this 
issue.  
The council is working closely with UCD Acclimatize, a research project which aims to 
identify the main sources of pollution in Dublin Bay Area, including at Merrion Strand.  
 
We are also consulting with several other councils, Inland Fisheries Ireland, DCU and 
Local Authority Waters Programme Regional Office (LAWPRO). 
Both local authorities, along with UCD, are carrying out an enhanced programme of 
grab sampling in the two streams. 240 separate samples have been collected and 
analysed over an extended period and autosamplers, which take samples over a 24-
hour period, have been deployed at targeted locations. Results have been analysed 
by UCD Acclimatize and the local authorities with LAWPRO assistance. This 
programme has identified a number of key locations where pollution is entering the 
streams.    
 
The UCD Acclimatize project is studying pollution sources on the streams and the 
bathing waters. Their studies include Morphology; Dog Fouling; Impact of Birds; Tracer 
study; Dublin Bay model; bacteria from sediments. Their studies have shown dog 
fouling to be an issue, though not the predominant issue, at the beaches.   
 
Irish Water are carrying out surveys in connection with two major drainage studies for 
this area. These should identify works to the drainage system which will improve water 
quality in the two streams and the bathing waters but it will be some time before these 
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studies are completed. We are working with Irish Water to see if some works can be 
carried out before the detailed studies are completed. In particular, Irish Water have 
agreed to remove a poorly performing sewer overflow before next year’s bathing 
season. This has been identified as a significant source of pollution on the Elm Park 
stream. They are also carrying out a feasibility study on diverting an overflow pumping 
station.    
 
Misconnections occur where sewerage from a building is wrongly connected to the 
surface water system (and ultimately the streams) rather than the foul sewerage 
system. DCC has commenced a misconnection survey of all properties in this 
catchment (in DCC area) but this has been affected by Covid 19. A number of minor 
misconnections on the Elm Park and two significant ones on the Nutley stream have 
been identified and will be followed up over the next few months as the Covid 19 
restrictions are relaxed.   
 
DLR have been seeking resources for the DHPLG to carry out a similar survey in their 
area. In the meantime, they have had some success with a more limited, targeted 
survey and are aware of locations where significant pollution is occurring. One such 
source has already been removed but this survey has also been affected by Covid 19.   
 
Dog fouling is a problem at both beaches with a single incident contributing 3 x 10E9 
(3,000,000,000) E.coli bacteria to the environment. 1,000 E.coli in a 100ml sample is 
enough to close the beach. We are working with other sections within DCC to see if 
management of this issue can be improved. Large numbers of birds contribute E.coli 
to the environment here, but as this is both an SAC and an SPA and part of the Dublin 
Biosphere, this is something we have to accept.   
 
The alternative to trying to prevent all pollutants from entering the streams is to provide 
some form of treatment to remove pollution from the streams.  A number of options 
were considered including UV treatment, Chlorine dosing or construction of long sea 
outfalls. All of these could remove bacteria from the bathing waters but were ruled out 
on the basis that they would cause significant environmental or morphological damage. 
A better treatment option, which is still under consideration, is the use of Integrated 
Constructed Wetlands. However, this would require a significant land take in a 
relatively built up area.   
 
DCC is committed to improving water quality at Merrion Strand. We have identified key 
problem areas and physical measures needed to improve the bathing water quality. 
Covid 19 restrictions meant that many of these measures could not be implemented in 
time for the current bathing season and this year’s results will decide next year’s 
classification. Water quality will continued to be monitored and results posted in 
hardcopy format in the information cabinet at the bathing water and online at 
www.dublincity.ie/bathingwater. 
 

Q.56 Councillor Kevin Donoghue 
To ask the manager the number of construction sites seeking derogation from normal 
planning permission working hours in the area. 
 
Reply: 
At date of reply (4.06.20) there are seven requests to extend the permitted working 
hours for development in the South East Area. 
 

Q.57 Councillor Kevin Donoghue 
To ask the Chief Executive if he will repair a manhole cover.  It is positioned directly in 
front of the entrance to the car park beside (details supplied). The noise caused by 
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vehicles hitting the manhole is very disruptive to people who are living and working in 
the area. Pictures can be provided if required. 
 
Reply: 
Please be advised that Road Maintenance Services had to contact each utility 
individually as there were no identification markings indicating which utility was 
responsible for the maintenance of the cover and frame. 
 
Magnet Networks after a number of unanswered queries from Road Maintenance 
Services claimed ownership in May 2020 and have programmed the replacement of 
the manhole cover and frame to be repaired at the address specified. 

 
Q.58 Councillor Pat Dunne 

Can the Area Manager provide an updated and full report on the current status of the 
development of the Family Hub at Mount Argus?  
 
Reply: 
DRHE have entered into a lease with the owners of this property, for the provision of 
supported accommodation for 70 homeless families at this location. 
It was intended that the facility which is in private ownership would be ready for use on 
a phased basis from the end of June 2020. Phase 1 will provide approximately 18 
family rooms as part of an overall development, which will include Communal kitchens, 
dining and homework rooms. 
The works at the Monastery, which provided residential accommodation for many 
years, are deemed 'exempted development' under section 32 of the Planning and 
Development Act 2002(amended) as the proposed use is supported living 
accommodation. A decision under section 5 of the Planning and Development Act 
2002, ref 0369/19 of 4th September 2019 confirms this decision.  
In light of the current COVID-19 crisis, the works were identified as essential works 
with priority for delivery of suitable accommodation to assist the DRHE provide 
additional capacity for families.  
The 'essential' categorisation was made to enable the developer to continue with the 
works to ensure the delivery of these additional family rooms, to assist in the 
management of the COVID-19 crisis. 
The provision of this family accommodation sooner than originally anticipated would 
allow the DRHE continue to respond to the need for provision of accommodation to 
enable social distancing, and isolation thereby reducing the public health risk to 
homeless families at this time. 
It was intended to inform the local councillors as soon as we had a definitive date for 
delivery however; the recent events have resulted in the site works being expedited 
with the possibility of an earlier delivery date than originally anticipated.  The  
It is intended that the facility will be managed by an NGO chosen from our 
procurement framework and I will update you on that when we get nearer to an 
operational date.  
DRHE management and staff intend to communicate face to face with the Local 
representatives and the community post COVID-19 crisis and when it is safe to do so. 
 
Phase 2 of the development of the Mount Argus Family Hub is the subject of a planning 
application (planning reference no: 25559/20) with the Planning Section of Dublin City 
Council (DCC). The planning process, including a part VII submission will activate the 
standard arrangements for public consultation with the local community and area 
councillors.  
 

Q.59 Councillor Kevin Donoghue 
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To ask the manager what contingencies are in place to tackle overgrowth of vegetation 

along footpaths in the area to ensure that footpaths etc. are accessible, especially to 

users with accessibility issues.  

 
Reply: 
A tender competition for the appointment of a contractor to remove weeds from the 
road network is in progress. Tenderers were invited to submit proposals to remove/ 
treat weeds, including innovative proposals that they may have. Tender submissions 
have been received and are presently being assessed. 
 

Q.60 Councillor Kevin Donoghue 
To ask the manager if there are plans to introduce wildflower meadows in parks in the 
southeast to encourage improved biodiversity. 
 
Reply: 
Parks have introduced a number of herbaceous and wildflower areas in Eamonn 
Ceannt Park, Willie Pearse Park, Brickfields Park, Herbert Park, Ranelagh Gardens 
Park, Mountpleasant Square  in recent years. 
 
We are continuously working with communities throughout the area to increase the 
number of locations being managed for biodiversity in accordance with the City 
Biodiversity Action Plan. 
 

Q.61 Councillor Paddy McCartan 
To ask the manager to ensure that there are adequate litterbins in situ in Herbert Park 
over the coming months and that they are emptied on a regular basis. 
 
Reply: 
The extended period of fine weather and COVID restrictions has resulted in large 
numbers visiting Herbert Park over recent weeks. We are conservatively collecting two 
to three times the normal volume of waste we would be normally expect in Herbert 
Park. 
 
How we manage the collection and disposal of waste in the park is reviewed regularly 
and in order to have more efficient collection system an additional 3 No. Big Belly Bins 
will be installed over the coming weeks. 
 

Q.62 Councillor Paddy McCartan 
To ask the manager to address the following issue raised by a constituent.  He is 
concerned that the "no cycling" notices on the promenade at Sandymount have faded 
and cyclists are breaching the rules. Could these notices be repainted? 
 
Reply: 
“No Cycling” signs will be painted on the path surface at Sandymount Promenade over 
the coming weeks.  
 

Q.63 Councillor Paddy McCartan 
To ask the manager to ensure that there are sufficient litterbins in the vicinity of the 
beach in Sandymount and that they are emptied on a regular basis. 
 
Reply: 
There are ten “Big Belly” bins on Sandymount Promenade that are emptied regularly 
and on notifications when they are full. These are supplemented with additional 
standard litterbins at other locations along the streets and footpaths under the charge 
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of Waste Management Services in this area, which again are emptied regularly. There 
are no plans to install additional litterbins here at this time. 
 

Q.64 Councillor Paddy McCartan 
To ask the manager to urgently address the issue of the collapse of the sea wall at 
Sandymount and the inherent danger posed. 
 
{See pic below} 

 
 
Reply: 
This collapsed section of wall is part of the old Merrion Baths on Sandymount Beach. 
They were opened in 1883 and closed in 1920. This section of wall has been 
undermined for a number of years and has finally collapsed. There is no sign of re-
enforcement bars in these walls, which have survived over 137 years to date. The 
collapsed section is no significant extra hazard to the public. The sections to either 
side are in poor condition but are likely to collapse in a violent storm when there is 
unlikely to be anyone near them. The old baths’ remains start 90m east of the 
promenade. We are looking into the ownership of these bath walls. 
 

Q.65 Councillor Pat Dunne 
Can the Area Manager arrange for the replacement of the stop sign at the junction of 
Aideen Drive and Deravarragh Road?   This sign was removed last year for no good 
reason and despite a subsequent promise still has not been replaced. 
 
Reply: 
The area engineer is currently assessing areas in the south east of Dublin City in order 
to promote Dublin City Council’s current policy of social distancing for pedestrians. The 
area engineer is aware of Councillor Dunne’s request and will attend a site visit to the 
junction of Aideen Drive and Derravarragh Road this week to assess the situation and 
revert to the councillor. 
 

Q.66 Councillor Pat Dunne 
Can the Area Manager ask our Transport Advisory Group to look at the possibility of 
making Aideen Drive a one-way system?  Residents complain that this road is been 
used as a rat run and believe that a one-way system would help alleviate the problem. 
 
Reply: 
Dublin City Council have launched a scheme investigating areas that have issues with 
Rat Running through residential areas and other dangerous issues. These schemes 
are known as Neighbourhood Transport Schemes.  Aideen Drive , Mount Tallant 
Avenue  have been listed, as well as Larkfield Park, Clareville Road as  a 
neighbourhood scheme. It was assessed by an engineer and ranked number 2 for 
intervention in the South East Area.  
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The issue of making Aideen Drive a one-way system has to be carefully considered 
with all movements and how it may affect traffic movements on the surrounding roads. 
This road will be assessed as part of the overall neighbourhood scheme. 
 

Q.67 Councillor Carolyn Moore 
To ask the director of services for a report on the condition of the footpath at 31 - 37 
Benbulbin Road, Drimnagh, with a view to carrying out a permanent upgrade of this 
path. Residents have informed councillors of injuries caused by trip hazards on the 
path. 
 
Reply: 
Road Maintenance visited this location and following an inspection have added two 
defects outside this shopping area to our works list for repair. I will also note the shop 
front section for possible inclusion in our 2021 Footpath Works Programme depending 
on available budget. 
 

Q.68 Councillor Carolyn Moore 
To ask the Director of Services to review the condition of the basketball court in 
Eamonn Ceannt Park. A pothole has been reported as causing injury to players using 
the court. 
 
Reply: 
Parks are in the process of appointing a contractor to carry out the work as outlined 
above. 
 

Q.69 Councillor Carolyn Moore 
To ask the Director of Services to outline what efforts have been made to increase the 
public’s awareness that DCC parks are reserved for those cocooning due to medical 
need or vulnerability between the hours of 1.30 and 3.30 since this issue was raised 
at the last Local Area Meeting on May 11th. Constituents continue to report confusion 
and lack of awareness, with those who are being asked to cocoon at this time fearful 
of using our parks. Can the director of services ensure: 

 
 That additional large and clearly visible signage is placed at every entrance to DCC 
parks highlighting the hours parks are reserved for cocooners? 

 
That a media or social media campaign is rolled out to enhance this messaging?    
 
Reply: 
Signs are in place in each of the parks and the Media Office is sending out weekly 
messages to the public about cocooning hours. 
 

Q.70 Councillor Carolyn Moore 
To ask the Director of Services to review the use of kissing gates on Dublin City Council 
Parks, particularly while Covid 19 restrictions continue and kissing gates present a 
contamination threat if members of the public have to touch or push a gate to gain 
access to a public park. Furthermore, while these gates may be a successful way to 
prevent scrambler bikes gaining access, the use of such gates in Eamonn Ceannt Park 
is preventing wheelchair users, mobility scooter users, some elderly and disabled 
people, and those with buggies from accessing the park with ease. 
 
Reply: 
There are currently no plans to remove kissing gates from the above location. Kissing 
gates are easy to move with your foot or elbow and do not necessitate touching with 
your hands to open as they easily swing when pushed. 
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Parks are looking at a way of creating an additional entrance, which would allow 
wheelchair users ease of access. Any such entrance will need to comply with part M 
of building regs and is subject to available capital funding. 
 

Q.71 Councillor Carolyn Moore 
To ask the Director of Services at what phase of the lifting of Covid-19 restriction is it 
anticipated that dog wardens will resume patrols for dog fouling. 
 
Reply: 
The Dog Wardens have been working throughout the Covid 19 crisis. They have 
mainly concentrated on Parks and Open Spaces. 
 
It is anticipated that dog fouling patrols by Authorised Officers  will resume in late June 
early July. The patrols will resume in Parks and Open spaces.  
 

Q.72 Councillor James Geoghegan 
To ask the South East Area Manager if an additional belly bin can be installed on 
Sandymount Green to deal with continued overflow of waste problems. 
 
Reply: 
All the bins within the green are installed by the Parks Division and are serviced by 
them. They have four or five cast iron bins within this small green space. Waste 
Management Services have two “big belly” bins and two cast irons around this green 
and many more bins on the side streets servicing shops and takeaways in the vicinity. 
Waste Management Services have more than an ample amount of street bins in this 
area. 
 

Q.73 Councillor James Geoghegan 
To ask the South East Area manager if the creation of a demarcated cycle trail that 
does not reduce or deprive assigned pedestrian space in the Irishtown Nature Park 
can be considered to offer an amenity for families and recreational cyclists while 
preserving the existing Irishtown Nature Park trail that is for pedestrians only. 
 
Report: 
The Sustainable Mobility & Projects Division is prioritising the East Coast Trail in this 
area, as it is a primary route in the Greater Dublin Area Cycle Network Plan. The 
options to progress a link from the East Coast Trial to the Poolbeg Peninsula and 
Irishtown Nature Reserve will be investigated.  

 
A response will be issued by the end of June 2020, as it requires consultation with a 
number of departments including Culture, Recreation & Economic Services, Planning 
& Development and Environment & Transportation.   

 
Q.74 Councillor James Geoghegan 

To ask the South East Area manager for an update on the Chief Valuer’s exploratory 
negotiations with the owner of Martello Tower at Sandymount. 
 
Reply: 
There has been no response from the reputed owner of the Martello Tower. The council 
will now consider its options to advance the matter. 

 
Q.75 Councillor James Geoghegan 

To ask the South East Area manager whether the Options Selection Report for the 
Clonskeagh to City Centre segregated cycle option was submitted by the consultant at 
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the end of May 2020 as planned and when the recommendations will be presented to 
the South East Area Committee.  
 
Reply: 
The Options Selection Report was received by Dublin City Council in the middle of 
May 2020. The consultant is now preparing to conduct a virtual workshop for Dublin 
City Council’s internal stakeholders and subsequently make a presentation to the NTA 
in June 2020.  It is proposed that a presentation will be made to the South East Area 
Committee at the meeting scheduled for 13th July, 2020. 
 

Q.76 Councillor James Geoghegan 
To ask the South East Area manager, further to question 29 on the 11th of May 2020 
and the noted emergency motion of the 29th of April 2020 if a response can be 
furnished to what is proposed. 
 
Reply: 
Dublin City Council has established a working group tasked with the investigation of 
the Sandymount Green area with regard to Covid-19 and Social Distancing 
Interventions. 
An engineer has assessed the area and potential concept designs are being 
investigated.  As part of this investigation, engagement has commenced with Dublin 
Bus, Go Ahead Bus and an initial consultation will begin with business owners in the 
coming days.  Following this initial round of consultation, we will discuss our findings 
with the councillors. 
 

Q.77 Councillor Pat Dunne 
Can the Area Manager arrange for the inspection of the footpaths in St. Martin’s Estate 
in Kimmage? There are a number of cracks and broken sections, which require repair 
or replacement. 
 
Reply:  
These footpaths will be inspected and defects that are present will be logged in our 
Asset Management System for repairs to be scheduled. 
 

Q.78 Councillor Deirdre Conroy 
“To ask the manager if the COVID19 path widening and cycle lane widening with 
bollards etc, can be extended to Kimmage and Crumlin roads, and consequently during 
this reduced traffic congestion, that a system to maintain the safety of cyclists and 
pedestrians is continued in a formal manner.  

 
Please provide information for the City Council Sub-Committee with NTA which has 
not yet been set up; and may be set up on 3 June at the Traffic and Transport SPC 
online meeting. I understand this meeting is in advance of our SEAC and hopefully we 
can have information in advance, if possible.  
 
1.  lack of enforcement of current rules regarding parking on footpaths and cycle lanes. 
2. Lack of investment in cycling routes in the area and the opportunities for new 
segregated cycle routes. 
 
1. there is widespread parking on footpaths all around the area.  This is illegal but there 
seems to be no inclination by the Garda or DCC to enforce the current legislation. The 
new cycle lanes in Crumlin village were poorly designed and an practically useless as 
they are constantly being parked on and even if they are not being parked on, the 
movement of traffic into and out of the parking, taxi and loading bays makes them 
dangerous.  There was plenty of room to build a segregated cycling lanes in the 
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village.  Plans for further cycling lanes/routes should follow best 
international standards and decisions should not be solely influenced by local business 
and vested interests (I was informed by DCC that the decision regarding the position 
was influenced by local businesses). 
 
2.  There are many wide streets in the area that would allow segregated cycling 
infrastructure e.g. look at the following 3.2km route 

 

 
 

Route  Width of 
road 

Comment 

St Agnes Park  23 m No bus lanes. Route 17, 18 

Armagh Road  24m No bus lanes. Route 17, 18, 83 

2 open parks and Eamonn Ceant park Unlimited Open spaces 

Clonmacnoise Road 23m No bus routes 

Clogher Road  18m No bus lane. Route 150 

Donor Avenue  17m Link with Grand Canal (future cycle 
greenway) 

South Circular Road   14m Bus lane on North side of road.  

The route passes or is very close to the following educational facilities: 
         CDETB Adult Education Services 340-410 Captain's Rd, Crumlin, 

Kimmage, Dublin 12 
         St Agnes (Now Scoil Una Naofa)       Armagh Road Crumlin 
         Saint Columba's School 16 Armagh Rd, Crumlin, Dublin 12, D12 A0P8 
         Scoil Eoin 11 Armagh Rd, Crumlin, Dublin 12, D12 DF22 
         Rosary College Armagh Rd, Crumlin, Dublin, D12 V6RK 
         Marist National School Clogher Rd, Crumlin, Dublin 12 
         Pearse College of Further Education 113 Clogher Rd, Crumlin, Dublin, 

D12 X8E2 
         Griffith College S Circular Rd,  Dublin 
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 Nearby educational facilities 
         St Kevin's College Crumlin, Dublin 
         Loreto College 12 Crumlin Rd, Crumlin, Dublin 12 
         Scoil Mhuire Og 1 Loreto College, Crumlin Rd, Crumlin, Drimnagh, 

Dublin 
 

 A segregated cycling route along the roads above would provide a safe route for local 
children to cycle  their local school and provide a more healthy environment for locals 
and children alike.  Segregated would encourage more and more people to adopt 
cycling as an alternative to cars.  
This route could also link up with Bunting Road to Walkinstown roundabout and with 
Sundrive to Harold’s cross and Drimnagh.   
 
Current plans for cycling routes appear to favour using existing busy bus routes 
radiating from the city but in my opinion there are many local roads which are wide 
enough to facilitate good segregated routes for local schools and for local commuting.   
 
I would be grateful if you could follow up on the above 2 points by ensuring that existing 
laws re parking are applied and that there is a substantial increase in safe cycling 
infrastructure. “ 
 
Reply: 
The number of sub-committees saving Strategic Policy Committees is the prerogative 
of Members. Notwithstanding this, members of the Transportation SPC discussed the 
subcommittees at the meeting held on 3rd June 2020. The outcome of the discussion 
will be available on the minutes of the meeting. 
 
The Dublin Street Parking Services will be asked to review enforcement against illegal 
parking on footpaths and on cycle ways in the Kimmage and Crumlin roads.  
 
“Enabling the City to Return to Work, Interim Mobility Intervention Programme for 
Dublin City”, addresses the new and urgent needs which have emerged as a result of 
the Covid-19 Public Health Emergency. The programme initially priorities key radial 
routes into the city, the city core and a number of interventions in urban villages but is 
very much a “live” programme and a citywide approach is being taken.   
 
Work is underway on assessing feasible locations for interventions across the city and 
it is intended to include a school focussed programme to assist mobility when schools 
re-open. We have set up a dedicated portal for specific requests, Covid Mobility 
Measure Request Form.  We will add the requests for the specific locations noted 
above to this database and these locations will be assessed by the area engineer.   

 
Q.78 Councillor Deirdre Conroy 

“To ask the manager if the COVID19 path widening and cycle lane widening with 
bollards etc, can be extended to Kimmage and Crumlin roads, and consequently 
during this reduced traffic congestion, that a system to maintain the safety of cyclists 
and pedestrians is continued in a formal manner.  

 
Please provide information for the City Council Sub-Committee with NTA which has 
not yet been set up; and may be set up on 3 June at the Traffic and Transport SPC 
online meeting. I understand this meeting is in advance of our SEAC and hopefully 
we can have information in advance, if possible.  
 
1.  lack of enforcement of current rules regarding parking on footpaths and cycle 
lanes. 
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2. Lack of investment in cycling routes in the area and the opportunities for new 
segregated cycle routes. 
 
1. there is widespread parking on footpaths all around the area.  This is illegal but 
there seems to be no inclination by the Garda or DCC to enforce the current 
legislation. The new cycle lanes in Crumlin village were poorly designed and an 
practically useless as they are constantly being parked on and even if they are not 
being parked on, the movement of traffic into and out of the parking, taxi and loading 
bays makes them dangerous.  There was plenty of room to build a segregated 
cycling lanes in the village.  Plans for further cycling lanes/routes should follow best 
international standards and decisions should not be solely influenced by local 
business and vested interests (I was informed by DCC that the decision regarding 
the position was influenced by local businesses). 
 
2.  There are many wide streets in the area that would allow segregated cycling 
infrastructure e.g. look at the following 3.2km route 

 

 
 

Route  Width of 
road 

Comment 

St Agnes Park  23 m No bus lanes. Route 17, 18 

Armagh Road  24m No bus lanes. Route 17, 18, 83 

2 open parks and Eamonn Ceant 
park 

Unlimited Open spaces 

Clonmacnoise Road 23m No bus routes 

Clogher Road  18m No bus lane. Route 150 

Donor Avenue  17m Link with Grand Canal (future cycle 
greenway) 

South Circular Road   14m Bus lane on North side of road.  
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The route passes or is very close to the following educational facilities: 
         CDETB Adult Education Services 340-410 Captain's Rd, Crumlin, 

Kimmage, Dublin 12 
         St Agnes (Now Scoil Una Naofa)       Armagh Road Crumlin 
         Saint Columba's School 16 Armagh Rd, Crumlin, Dublin 12, D12 A0P8 
         Scoil Eoin 11 Armagh Rd, Crumlin, Dublin 12, D12 DF22 
         Rosary College Armagh Rd, Crumlin, Dublin, D12 V6RK 
         Marist National School Clogher Rd, Crumlin, Dublin 12 
         Pearse College of Further Education 113 Clogher Rd, Crumlin, Dublin, 

D12 X8E2 
         Griffith College S Circular Rd,  Dublin 

  
Nearby educational facilities 

         St Kevin's College Crumlin, Dublin 
         Loreto College 12 Crumlin Rd, Crumlin, Dublin 12 
         Scoil Mhuire Og 1 Loreto College, Crumlin Rd, Crumlin, Drimnagh, 

Dublin 
 
 

 A segregated cycling route along the roads above would provide a safe route for 
local children to cycle  their local school and provide a more healthy environment for 
locals and children alike.  Segregated would encourage more and more people to 
adopt cycling as an alternative to cars.  
This route could also link up with Bunting Road to Walkinstown roundabout and with 
Sundrive to Harold’s cross and Drimnagh.   
 
Current plans for cycling routes appear to favour using existing busy bus routes 
radiating from the city but in my opinion there are many local roads which are wide 
enough to facilitate good segregated routes for local schools and for local 
commuting.   
 
I would be grateful if you could follow up on the above 2 points by ensuring that 
existing laws re parking are applied and that there is a substantial increase in safe 
cycling infrastructure. “ 
 
Reply: 
The number of sub-committees saving Strategic Policy Committees is the prerogative 
of Members. Notwithstanding this, members of the Transportation SPC discussed the 
subcommittees at the meeting held on 3rd June 2020. The outcome of the discussion 
will be available on the minutes of the meeting. 
 
The Dublin Street Parking Services will be asked to review enforcement against illegal 
parking on footpaths and on cycle ways in the Kimmage and Crumlin roads.  
 
“Enabling the City to Return to Work, Interim Mobility Intervention Programme for 
Dublin City”, addresses the new and urgent needs which have emerged as a result of 
the Covid-19 Public Health Emergency. The programme initially priorities key radial 
routes into the city, the city core and a number of interventions in urban villages but is 
very much a “live” programme and a citywide approach is being taken.   
 
Work is underway on assessing feasible locations for interventions across the city and 
it is intended to include a school focussed programme to assist mobility when schools 
re-open. We have set up a dedicated portal for specific requests, Covid Mobility 
Measure Request Form.  We will add the requests for the specific locations noted 
above to this database and these locations will be assessed by the area engineer.   
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1 
 

 
 

 
MINUTES OF THE SPECIAL MEETING OF THE SOUTH EAST AREA COMMITTEE MEETING 

 
HELD ON MONDAY 22 JUNE 2020 

 
 

 
 
1   Presentation on Strategic Housing Development SHD0008/20 - Location 36, 

38, 40 Herbert Park & 10 Pembroke Place, Dublin 4. 
Order: Noted. 
 

 

2   Presentation on Strategic Housing Development: SHD0011/20 -   Location: 
Former RTÉ Land at RTÉ Campus Montrose, Stillorgan. 
Order: Noted. 
 

 

3   Presentation on Strategic Housing Development: SHD0012/20    Location:  
1,3,5,7,9,11 Eglinton Road, Donnybrook, Dublin 4 
Order: Noted. 
 

 

4   Presentation on Strategic Housing Development: SHD 0004/20 Cunningham 
House, Trinity Hall, Dartry, Dublin 6 
Order: Noted. 
 

 

5   Presentation on Proposed Part 8 Dublin City Council Crèche Extension, 
Civic Offices, Dublin 8 
Order: Noted. 
 

 

6   Business Remaining from Adjourned South East Area Committee Meeting 
of 8th June 2020 
Minutes available under Minutes for the South East Area Committee 
meeting 8th June 2020. 
 

 

 
Councillor Dermot Lacey 
Chairperson 
Monday 22 June 2020 
 
 
 
Attendance: 
Due to Covid 19 restrictions some members viewed on webcast and could contribute via 
email and text. 
 
Members: Members: Members: 
Dermot Lacey (Chairperson) Claire O’Connor Tara Deacy 
Danny Byrne Deirdre Conroy Pat Dunne 
Mannix Flynn Mary Freehill James Geoghegan 
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2 
 

Paddy McCartan 
Kevin Donoghue 

Carolyn Moore Claire Byrne 
 

 
Officers   
Brian Hanney John MacEvilly Mary Taylor 
Jennifer Wall 
Claire Owens 

Elaine Sullivan 
Kiaran Sweeney 

Eileen Buck 
 

 
Apologies:    
   

 
Non-Members:  
John Wallace EML Architects 
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Item Enquiry SP Ref Road PostTopic Request Description SecRequest ByTag Result Tag Comments Received

30/06/2020
South East Area - TAG Meeting Minutes for Noting

(Area Committee Date: 13/07/2020)
13 Items

1 7000180 CHATHAM STREET
(SE)

Dublin 2No Parking  Request for no parking signs 0Member of
the Public

Not
Recommended

Currently, there is a temporary clearway RUS 010 (period of
operation: 24/7 days) STAT (and sign) for the duration of the
construction stage of the Chatham Street, Harry Street, Area
Improvement Scheme (asset number: 200.083.00) at the location
of where the bike parking area previously existed.
Once the construction is completed, there is an additional STAT
for a No Parking RUS 019 sign in the bike parking area’s previous
location.  The No Parking STAT (asset number 200.078.00)
signage can be erected once the clearway STAT expires.
Please note: The bike parking area’s previous location, was on
the south side of Chatham Street.
No further measures recommended.

06/11/2017

2 7001622 MERRION SQUARE
WEST (SE)

Dublin 2Disab Park Bay
General

request for additional diabled
space, current ones not
adequate

1Member of
the Public

Recommended Following the Area Engineer’s site visit, it is recommended to
install two additional disabled persons’ parking bays in front of the
National Gallery of Ireland on Merrion Square West, by replacing
two Pay & Display parking bays.  Each of the new disabled
persons’ parking bays shall be 2.4m in width and have a buffer
zone, 1.2m in width installed on both sides.  Further, the two
existing disabled persons’ parking bays in front of the National
Gallery of Ireland shall have their buffer zones widened to 1.2m
on both sides.

STAT:
1. Rescind the first two “Pay & Display” 7:00 – 19:00, Mon – Sat
parking bays on the west side of Merrion Square West, at a point
6m north of Lamp ID 28299.

2. Install two disabled persons’ parking bays on the west side of
Merrion Square West, at a point 6m north of Lamp ID 28299.
Each of the new disabled persons’ parking bays shall be 2.4m in
width and have a buffer zone, 1.2m in width installed on both
sides.

3. Asset Number 200.000.00 – Disabled Parking Bay:
southernmost buffer zone to be widened to 1.2m.

4. Asset Number 200.004.00 – Disabled Parking Bay:
Southernmost buffer zone to be widened to 1.2m.

08/02/2018
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Item Enquiry SP Ref Road PostTopic Request Description SecRequest ByTag Result Tag Comments Received

30/06/2020
South East Area - TAG Meeting Minutes for Noting

(Area Committee Date: 13/07/2020)
13 Items

3 7002036 LOMBARD STREET
EAST (SE)

Dublin 2Disab Park Bay
Residential

Outside 'Liffey View', No. 3A.
Pay and Display and Permit
Parking will have to be
rescinded.

0Member of
the Public

Recommended Following inspection of the location, it is recommended a disabled
parking bay be installed in close proximity of 3A Liffey View
Lombard Street East to enable the resident’s direct parking
access to their home.

At the location, there is a Pay & Display and Permit Parking area
outside the home that will be rescinded and replaced by the
disabled parking bay.  As there is also a cycle lane that starts
immediately north of the Pay & Display and Permit Parking area,
the residential disabled parking bay must be shifted in the
southward direction to enabled a Pay & Display and Permit
Parking space to fit between the cycle track and the disabled
parking bay.  This will result in the disabled bay being installed in
front of 3A Liffey View Lombard Street East and 5A Teach
Bharoid Lombard Street East, however this is to ensure enough
space is left behind the disabled parking bay for an average sized
vehicle to park, without conflicting with the cycle track.

STAT:

1. Rescind Pay & Display and Permit Parking on the east side of
Lombard Street East, 5.5metres south of Lamp ID 25961,
extending in the southward direction for 6metres.

2. Install a disabled parking bay on the east side of Lombard
Street East, 5.5metres south of Lamp ID 25961, extending in the
southward direction for 6metres.

15/03/2018

4 7003768 BAGGOT STREET
LOWER (SE)

Dublin 2Disab Park Bay
General

Near Bank of Ireland building 0Member of
the Public

Recommended It is recommended to install a General Disabled Parking Bay on
Baggot Street Lower in front Bank of Ireland, to facilitate disabled
parking.

A disabled person’s parking bay STAT has been drafted for the
front of Miesian Plaza (same location as the Baggot Street Lower
Bank of Ireland) via SR 7005488.  For avoidance of duplicating
STATs, refer to SR 7005488’s Baggot Street Lower drafted STAT,
which will apply to this SR 7003768 once it is formalised.

12/07/2018

5 7006200 TEMPLE ROAD (SE) Dublin 6Stop Sign Stop sign & markings for this
junction.

0Member of
the Public

Recommended Following the Traffic Area Engineer’s site inspection, it is
recommended to install a Stop Sign RUS 027 on Temple Road, at
the junction with Richmond Avenue South.  Further, a Stop Line
RRM 017 is recommended to indicate to those approaching the
junction, where they should be positioned when coming to a halt.

STAT:
Install a Stop Sign RUS 027 on Temple Road, at the junction with
Richmond Avenue South.  Install accompanying Stop Line RRM
017, including the worded STOP Marking M114.

23/11/2018
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Item Enquiry SP Ref Road PostTopic Request Description SecRequest ByTag Result Tag Comments Received

30/06/2020
South East Area - TAG Meeting Minutes for Noting

(Area Committee Date: 13/07/2020)
13 Items

6 7009546 HANOVER QUAY
(SE)

Dublin 2Loading Bay Loading bay for front of 8
Hanover Quay.

0Member of
the Public

Not
Recommended

Following the Traffic Area Engineer’s site inspection of 8 Hanover
Quay, it has been determined that a loading bay is not
recommended.  Double yellow lines (RRM 008) were previously
installed in the location at the front of the building and have been
worn away partially.  Repainting of the double yellow lines (RRM
008) at the front of 8 Hanover Quay is therefore recommended
and is stipulated as per STAT 200.005.00 (starting from the
corner of Hanover Quay / Benson Street junction, extending in the
eastward direction by 35metres).

While parking restrictions will be in place due to the double yellow
lines (RRM), active loading and unloading of goods for up to 30
minutes is permitted, provided that there is no obstruction to
traffic.

05/06/2019

7 7012225 BUSHY PARK ROAD
(SE)

Dublin 6Double Yellow
Lines

Replace central hatched
markings with double yellow lines
and a central solid white line.

1Member of
the Public

Not
Recommended

The SR is not recommended.
Bushy Park Road:
It is not recommended to replace the central hatched markings
with a central white line on Bushy Park Road.  The central
diagonal hatched road markings are to be treated as if it is a hard
barrier to separate the opposing traffic; however it must be taken
into account that the diagonal hatched road markings are bound
by broken line markings.  This indicates the line must not be
crossed, except in cases when it is safe to do so i.e. when safely
avoiding a parked vehicle. Double Yellow Lines are already in
place along Bushy Park Road in locations where the parking is
restricted.  Recently, Bushy Park Road was resurfaced and
central markings were removed (with exception to the stretch of
road from 100 Bushy Park Road through to Bushy Park Road /
Rathfarnham junction).  These central diagonal hatched road
markings are to be reinstated by the line marking team.

Orwell Road:
Further, it was deemed necessary to replace the central diagonal
hatched markings on Orwell Road immediately outside of the
Marinella Apartments with a broken central white line (which is
currently in place).  Double yellow line parking restrictions on both
sides of the broken central white line in front of Marinella
Apartments, have not been recommended at this time.

04/11/2019
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30/06/2020
South East Area - TAG Meeting Minutes for Noting

(Area Committee Date: 13/07/2020)
13 Items

8 7013479 WELLINGTON ROAD
(SE)

Dublin 4Parking
Restrictions

 absence of any road markings at
this location and the consequent
uncontrolled parking (on a daily
basis) in front of no. 68.

1Member of
the Public

Recommended Following inspection of the parking area outside 68 Wellington
Road, it was determined that extending the Pay & Display And
Permit Parking area toward the common boundary of 68 / 70
Wellington Road is not recommended.  By extending the parking
area (enabling parking), visibility issues and continued partial
obstruction to the vehicular entrance of 70 Wellington Road will
remain.  It is therefore recommended to install double yellow lines
RRM 008 between the existing Pay & Display And Permit Parking
area outside 68 Wellington Road and the vehicular entrance to 70
Wellington Road.
STAT:
Install double yellow lines RRM 008 starting at a point at the
common boundary 68 / 70 Wellington Road, extending in the
northward direction by 3.8m, (stopping at the Pay & Display And
Permit Parking area in front of 68 Wellington Road)

27/01/2020

9 7015167 GARDEN VIEW (SE) Dublin 6Disab Park Bay
Resid (Rescind)

This road is blocked off so It will
have to be located on
Mountpleasant Terrace or Prices
Place

0Member of
the Public

Recommended Following the Area Engineer’s site inspection, it has been
recommended to install a Residential Disabled Persons’ Parking
Bay in close proximity to 5 Garden View.  It is not possible to
install the parking bay in front of the residence due to Garden
View being blocked off with bollards, however the Disabled
Persons’ Parking Bay can be installed on Mountpleasant Terrace
by replacing a Pay & Display And Permit Parking bay.

Stats:
1. Rescind Pay & Display and Permit Parking (7:00 – 24:00, Mon
– Sat), on the east side of Mountpleasant Terrace, at a point
12.5m north west of Lamp ID 33287 (Mountpleasant
Terrace/Price’s Place junction), extending in the north westward
direction for a distance of 5metres.

2. Install a Residential Disabled Persons’ Parking Bay, on the
east side of Mountpleasant Terrace, at a point 12.5m north west
of Lamp ID 33287 (Mountpleasant Terrace/Price’s Place junction),
extending in the north westward direction for a distance of
5metres.

08/06/2020
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30/06/2020
South East Area - TAG Meeting Minutes for Noting

(Area Committee Date: 13/07/2020)
13 Items

10 90046545 SP_34230 LEINSTER PLACE
(SE)

Dublin 6Disab Park Bay
Resid (Rescind)

outside No. 3 and replacement
with Pay and Display and Permit
Parking.

0Member of
the Public

Recommended It is recommended that the Residential Disabled Parking Bay in
front of 3 Leinster Place be rescinded and converted into a Pay &
Display and Permit Parking Bay.    Correspondence has been
issued to the residence on multiple occasions requesting
confirmation on if the Residential Disabled Parking Bay is still
required.  No responses have been received.  Further, the
Residential Disabled Parking Bay was found not to be in use
during Area Engineers’ site visits.

STAT:
1. Rescind the Residential Disabled Parking Bay (Site Asset
200,005.00) located outside 3 Leinster Place, starting at a point
11metres west of Leinster Place / Grosvenor Lane T-junction,
extending in the westward direction for 5metres.
2. Install a Pay & Display and Permit Parking Bay (7:00-24:00
Mon-Sat) outside 3 Leinster Place, starting at a point 11metres
west of Leinster Place / Grosvenor Lane T-junction, extending in
the westward direction for 5 metres.

11/10/2016

11 90050188 SP_39075 ELM PARK (SE) Dublin 4P&D/Permit Park
(Extend Area)

outside No. 6 where an entrance
has been closed leaving
opportunity to increase the size
of the Pay & Display & Permit
Parking Bay.

0Member of
the Public

Not
Recommended

Following inspection of the Pay & Display And Permit Parking
area immediately in front of 6 Elm Park, it was determined that it
is not recommended to extend the parking area on the west side
of Elm Park (cul-de-sac) to connect with the parking area on the
east side of Elm Park.  Rescinding the double yellow lines RRM
008 currently in place and replacing them with a new parking bay
could cause manoeuvring difficulty for vehicles using the area for
about-turns.  Further, if a new parking bay was created in this
location (at the end of the cul-de-sac), potential vehicles departing
from the bay could be blocked in by parked vehicles on the east
and west sides of the street.

The repainting of Pay & Display And Permit Parking lines to be
brought to the attention of the line painting team.

06/07/2017

12 90051045 SP_39946 SHREWSBURY
ROAD (SE)

Dublin 4P&D/Permit
Parking (Rescind)

reduce size / move space
outside no. 12, claims it makes
access difficult

0Member of
the Public

Not
Recommended

Following the inspection of the Pay & Display and Permit parking
markings located, outside 12 Shrewsbury Road, it was
determined that it is not recommended to rescind the parking
bays or reduce their sizes.  During the site inspection, it was
noted there is sufficient space between the 12 Shrewsbury Road
driveway and parking bay boundary lines.  The current locations
of the markings are sufficiently set apart from the driveway in
order not to obstruct exit/egress to the property or cause visibility
issues.

29/08/2017
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South East Area - TAG Meeting Minutes for Noting

(Area Committee Date: 13/07/2020)
13 Items

13 90051141 SP_40042 SAINT STEPHEN'S
GREEN NORTH (SE)

Dublin 2Loading Bay outside Kildare St University
Club

0Member of
the Public

Not
Recommended

It is not recommended to install a loading bay in front of Kildare
St. University Club.  There are double yellow lines RRM 008 in
close proximity to Kildare St. University Club. While parking
restrictions will be in place due to the double yellow lines
RRM,008 active loading and unloading of goods for up to 30
minutes is permitted, provided that there is no obstruction to
traffic. Reference: Statutory Instruments No. 182/1997 - Road
Traffic (Traffic and Parking) Regulations, Non-application of
certain Prohibitions and Restrictions, part (e).

01/09/2017
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Planning and Property Development Department 

                                                                    Civic Offices 
 

         1st July 2020 
 
To the Chairperson and Members of  
The South East Area Committee 
 
Meeting:   13th July   2020 
 

 
With reference to the disposal of a plot at Golden Lane, Dublin 8 to 

Gas Networks Ireland. 

 

 
As part of a recent safety review of Gas Networks Ireland’s (GNI) Distribution System identified 
the need to retrospectively install a number of District Regulation Installations (DRI) within 
residential housing estates to reduce the existing pressure for safety reasons.  
 
Gas Networks Ireland has now requested the disposal of a plot of ground at Golden Lane, 
Dublin 8 in order to install a DRI unit.    
 
Therefore, it is proposed to dispose of the City Council’s freehold interest in this plot of ground, 
as shown outlined red on Map Index Number SM-2019-1156, to Gas Networks Ireland, subject 
to the following terms and conditions which the Chief Valuer considers fair and reasonable: 
   
 

1. That Dublin City Council shall dispose of the subject plot shown outlined in red for a 
sum of €500 plus VAT, if applicable. 
  

2. That Gas Networks Ireland shall carry out all necessary accommodation, and 
reinstatement works including temporary security fencing as agreed with the council’s 
engineers. 

  
3. That Gas Networks Ireland shall pay the council’s valuer’s fee of €800 plus VAT and 

reasonable legal fees plus VAT to be agreed between the respective legal 
representatives. 

  
4. That this disposal is subject to such additional terms and conditions as the Law Agent 

deems appropriate. 
  
 
No agreement enforceable at law is created or is intended to be created until exchange of 
contracts has taken place.  

 

Paul Clegg_________              02/07/2020___ 
Executive Manager                                                 Date  
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Briefing note on the proposed Sea Pool Complex on the River Liffey at 
Custom House Quay, Dublin 1. 

 

 
 

 
 
 

14th July 2020 
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1. Background 

 

During the Design and Planning stage of the George’s Dock White Water Rafting project the idea 

of the project also including an Open Air Public Swimming Pool (or LIDO) was raised by a number 

of elected members and members of the public.  While it was not possible to facilitate such a 

facility within the scope of the White Water project it was agreed that a feasibility study would 

be carried out to determine a suitable location within the City Centre and how such a facility 

could be delivered by the City Council. 

 

2. The project objective 

 

The objective of the study was to identify how the City Council could provide this new public 

amenity located in a pleasant open air environment for citizens and visitors to swim and relax in 

and be accessible and suitable for all citizens. The document would facilitate a discussion with the 

elected members and other stakeholders such as the Dublin Port Company in order to agree if 

such a project would be worth pursuing. 

 

3. Preferred location 

 

As you will see from the Feasibility Study a number of locations were identified that could 

potentially provide the space and access to the water required for such a facility.  The location of 

such a public amenity is crucial to its success and this has been seen from the success of similar 

facilities such as the Allas Spa complex in Helsinki that currently welcomes 800,000 visitors 

annually. Ultimately, a location on the River Liffey adjacent to the planned reception building for 

the George’s Dock White Water facility was selected as the most suitable location.  This location 

would develop Custom House Quay into a hub for water based recreational activity in the city and 

will help to achieve the City Councils ambitions for the animation of the water bodies within the 

Docklands. 

 

4. Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and Appropriate Assessment (AA) 

 

Having completed the Preliminary Feasibility review it was decided to assess the potential 

environmental challenges that could be presented by the installation of such a facility on the River 
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Liffey.  Preliminary EIA and AA screening reports have been produced based on an indicative 

location along Custom House Quay and the potential methods of construction.  While the 

conclusion of both reports was that it was not possible at this early stage to rule out a significant 

environmental impact, the reports noted that it would be possible, subject to a careful design 

approach and an appropriate construction methodology, to construct such a facility on the river 

without a significant environmental impact. 

 

 

5. Estimated Cost 

 

The estimated cost of the development of a Sea Pool complex on the River Liffey is approximately 

€15m.  This is a very early preliminary estimate, however, the preferred option of delivery as 

outlined above would be to have the successful operator from an international competition 

Design/Build/Operate/Finance the project.  In this scenario the City Council and Dublin Port 

Company would give a long-term lease (circa 30 years) to the successful bidder after which time 

the ownership of the facility would default to the City or the operator would be instructed to 

remove the infrastructure at their cost. 

 

 

6. Next Steps 

 

The next steps in bringing this proposal forward would be to appoint a consultant to develop an 

architectural and engineering brief that would be used for an international call for “Expressions of 

Interest” to Design/Build/Operate/Finance the development of such a facility on the River Liffey at 

Custom House Quay.  In tandem with this work, it would be necessary to develop the procurement 

strategy and the licensing arrangements that would be put in place with the successful bidder.  If 

the Elected members felt that it would be useful to visit the facility in Helsinki or other similar 

facilities around Europe to see how they operate that could also be arranged once the Public 

Health advice on non-essential overseas travel is lifted. 

 
 
 
Derek Kelly 
Docklands Area Manager 
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1. Introduction 
 

During the public consultation on the proposed White-Water Rafting Facility in George’s Dock it 

became apparent that there was a demand for a public outdoor swimming facility in the city centre 

of Dublin. As this demand could not be accommodated in the proposed George’s Dock development 

the City Council gave a commitment that it would consider how such a facility might be delivered 

having regard to similar facilities that have been developed in other city centre locations.  

 

 

2. The Allas Sea Pool Facility in Helsinki 
 

Established in 2014, initially under a 5-year licence from Helsinki City Council, this public amenity 

is regarded as a social and economic success. In 2019, approximately 800,000 visitors enjoyed the 

various elements of this amenity which include: 

 

• One heated outdoor pool, 50m long x 15m wide 

• One smaller heated outdoor pool for children 

• One small non-heated pool using treated seawater 

• Changing rooms, Sauna facilities and Yoga rooms 

• Meeting rooms for corporate events 

• A large café/bistro restaurant 

• Outdoor seating area 

 

The admission price for use of the swimming pools is €14 per day, with the average visit duration of 

3 hours. Discounts apply for ‘Senior citizens’ and ‘Members’. The three pools are constructed on a 

‘floating platform’ connected to the land by 3 access ‘gangways’. Overall, the Allas facility presents 

itself as a ‘Wellness Hub’. 

 

Of the 800,000 visitors in 2019, 300,000 paid for access to the pools, 200,000 paid for access to 

Sauna, Yoga and Corporate events, whilst 300,000 enjoyed free access to relax in the café/restaurant 

and general seating areas. 
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3. Other ‘Sea Pools’ in Cities 
 

Across Europe, other capital cities have similar public amenities, including: 

 

Paris Outdoor Swimming Pool 
 

 
 

 

Berlin – Badeschiff Baths 
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Copenhagen – Floating baths at Aarhus Harbour  
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Proposed Facility in New York) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Turku is a small city in Finland with a population of c. 200,000.  This ‘Artist’s Impression’ shows a 

relatively modest Sea Pool public amenity which will shortly be located there. The entire amenity 

will be on a floating platform, c.150 metres long 
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4. Potential for a ‘SEA POOL’ Facility in Dublin City Centre 
 

(a) The Concept 

The objective is to provide a public amenity located in a pleasant open air environment for citizens 

and visitors to swim and relax in. It should be suitable for all citizens. The centre-piece would be the 

outdoor swimming pool build from a modified steel barge measuring c.50 metres long, 12-15 metres 

wide and 2 metres deep. 

 

A section of the pool can be adjusted to reduce the depth to (say) 0.5 metres for children. The pool 

will contain fresh water, which will be heated to 26ºC.  

 

The pool will be part of the overall infrastructure which will be c. 150 metres long and 30 metres 

wide, to facilitate the other elements of the Sea Pool concept (i.e. changing rooms; café/bistro; yoga 

rooms; general meeting rooms etc.) It is also recommended that saunas are a significant feature of 

this public amenity. 

 

 

(b) Location Options  
Looking at other capital cities and particularly at Helsinki, the location of such a public amenity is 

crucial to its success. The most critical factor is public access and access to public transport. Four 

possible city centre locations were examined as follows: 

 

Spencer Dock 
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Spencer Dock was considered to be too small for the infrastructure needed for the proposed 

Sea Pool, which could have up to 800,000 visitors per annum. 

 

 

Grand Canal Dock 

 
 

This is an attractive option. It has no significant ‘tidal’ issues, and the U2 attraction will be 

located there. Access to public transport is good, albeit somewhat problematic for citizens 

travelling from the north-side of the city. However, in terms of proximity to the city centre, 

Grand Canal Dock would not be the optimum location. 

 

 

North Quays Adjacent to 3 Arena 

 
 

This area has many good and practical benefits, but fundamentally it is too far away from the 

city centre (2.5km from O’Connell Street). The strong tidal flow is also a disadvantage. 
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North Quays Adjacent to Dublin Docklands Office 

 
 

This is an attractive option given its proximity to the city centre and very good public transport 

links. The strong tidal flow is a disadvantage. 

 

A basic multi criteria decision analysis of the various options was conducted. The results are set in 

the table below: 

 

Location 

 

Criteria 

Spencer 

Dock 

Grand 

Canal 

Dock 

Adj. to Sean 

O’Casey 

Bridge 

Adj. to the 3 

Arena 

Public Transport 5 4 5 3 

Availability of 

suitable space 

1 4 4 5 

Adding to visitor 

cluster effect 

2 4 5 2 

Visibility of 

amenity 

2 3 5 2 

Tidal Impacts 5 5 0 0 

Interference with 

Other Activities 

4 2 4 4 

Total 19 22 24 17 

 

Based on this analysis the optimum location is adjacent to the Sean O’Casey Bridge opposite the 

CHQ building and the (yet-to-be-constructed) White-Water Centre. 

 

By locating the proposed new Sea Pool adjacent to the current Dublin Docklands office, Dublin City 

Council can create a new ‘Visitor Destination’ which also includes the Jeanie Johnston, The EPIC 

Diaspora Museum and the White-Water Centre. The combination of these amenities will attract 

families from Dublin and from other parts of Ireland, and will give our overseas visitors a new and 

very healthy option to enjoy their stay in our capital city.   
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Artist Impression of Sea Pool Complex adjacent to Sean O’Casey Bridge 

 

 
 

 
 
Dublin Port Company has advised that they have no issues with the proposed development at this 

location. They will need to be consulted on detailed design aspects in relation to marine safety risks for 

passing craft as well as on insurance and licensing arrangements.  

 

 

(c) Creating a ‘Destination’ 

The recent and ongoing development of the Quays, on both sides of the Liffey, is hugely impressive. 

Relative to a decade or so ago, this area is now becoming a hive of activity, with office, residential 

and hotel developments of a very significant scale.   

 

There is, a corresponding need for the provision of leisure-related activities, to cater for the growing 

population both resident and office based. In this context, the addition of a family-orientated public 

amenity such as the Sea Pool will create a very exciting four facility ‘cluster’ of attractions to enable 

citizens, families and tourists to enjoy a day in the Docklands. The four facilities are as follows: 
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• the proposed White-Water Centre,  

• the Jeanie Johnston, 

• the Diaspora Museum – EPIC and 

• the proposed Sea Pool facility. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One of the advantages of locating the proposed Sea Pool facility beside the Sean O’Casey Bridge 

opposite the CHQ building is that it would be immediately adjacent to the EPIC Diaspora Centre, 

the Jeanie Johnston and the proposed White-Water Centre. The ‘cluster’ of visitor attractions should 

offer a number of significant advantages including: 

 

• Shared security costs 

• Cross-ticketing (via a dedicated website) 

• Shared approach to Health and Safety 

• Local marketing, local website 

• Potential sharing of some facilities (e.g. lockers etc.) 

 

 

(d) Planning and Foreshore Lease 

The ‘North Lotts and Grand Canal Dock SDZ Water Animation Strategy 2014’ supports the 

animation of the waterways in the Docklands Area. Its primary objective is as follows:  
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‘to promote the use of the waterways as an integral part of the vitality and experience of Dublin 

Docklands, that enhances the area as a world class destination for living, working, tourism, 

leisure, and cultural activities.” 

 

The development of a Sea Pool at this location is also consistent with the City Development Plan 

2016 to 2022. 

 

As there are likely to be significant environmental and conservation issues to be addressed, a direct 

application to An Bord Pleanála will most likely be required.  In addition, a Foreshore Lease 

application will have to be made to the Department of Housing, Planning and Local Government.   

 

 

(e) Procurement Models 
There are a number of risks associated with any proposal to develop a Sea Pool facility, adjacent to 

the Sean O’Casey Bridge, along the lines of the Allas Sea Pool facility in Helsinki. These risks 

including the following: 

 

• planning risk, given the sensitive location and the need for a foreshore lease 

• construction risk, given the marine location and 

• commercial risk, the facility needs to generate sufficient income to cover its operating 

costs and to fund the capital cost of the development.   

 

It is clear from similar facilities in other cities that it is possible to attract reputable private operators 

who would be prepared to take on the total responsibility for the project, including: design, build, 

operate and funding (DBOF). This can be achieved on the basis of a circa 30 year licence, with a 

reasonably nominal annual licence fee payable to Dublin City Council. It is suggested that the award 

criteria for the right to construct and operate a Sea Pool facility at this location would include the 

following: 

 

• Experience and financial resources of promoter/operator. 

• Quality of the design and proposed construction methodology. 

• Proposed pricing model,  

• Proposed community engagement model, 

• Length of licence required, 

• Annual premium payable to the City Council. 

 

Once the licence agreement expires, the City Council will have the option of taking over the facility 

or it can require the operator to remove the entire infrastructure. 

 

There are a number of credible and significant companies which would have both the financial and 

technical capability to submit high-quality bids for this project.  

 

The required capital expenditure is likely to be in excess of €15m, the licence period is likely to be 

of the order of circa 30 years, and the overall revenue value over the concession is likely to exceed 

€100m.  
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This process should start with an ‘Expressions of Interest’ process, to facilitate a pre-procurement 

market consultation. Preliminary market consultation will provide insights about the capacity of the 

market to deliver on the requirements of Dublin City Council and help refine the tender process. It 

will also allow potential operators to ask questions at an early stage, prior to the commencement of 

the formal procurement process.  In tandem with this market consultation, Dublin City Council can 

start preparing the formal tender documentation, the award criteria and the weighting criteria.  

 

 

(f) Pricing 
It is estimated that in similar facilities in Berlin and Helsinki that c.50% of total revenue comes from 

food and beverage, 30% from swimming and 20% from a combination of yoga, sauna and events. 

Pricing in the Helsinki Sea Pool is currently set at €14 per day, with the average usage duration of 3 

hours.   

 

For a similar facility in Dublin, it is recommended that a web-based booking system is put into place 

where visitors book online for a 2-hour slot for €10, (the equivalent of a trip to the cinema) with 

appropriate concessions for those aged over 65 and discount rates for families at specific times of 

the day. 

 

Membership offers will probably form an important part of the overall revenue mix for this public 

amenity.  

 

 

(g) Construction and Energy Supply Considerations 

It is recommended that the platform on which the Sea Pool will be located is constructed mainly 

from wood (see artist’s impression below) with the obvious exception of any steel piles that are 

required to anchor the platform. Consideration, especially from a cost perspective, should be given 

as to whether the platform is on a piled structure at a fixed height, or on a floating structure which 

would allow the platform to rise and fall in tandem with the +/- 4 metre tide.   
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It is widely recognised and appreciated that the key attraction of a Sea Pool is the fact that one can 

swim in water that is at a nice warm temperature of 26o centigrade. The facility may be able to source 

its green energy requirements very efficiently by linking into the proposed Dublin District Heating 

Scheme network. Alternatively, consideration could be given to a ‘Closed Loop Heat Pump’ heating 

system, utilising the ability to generate heat from under the sea-bed and therefore minimising 

operating costs.  Wind shielding and thermal covers will also need to be considered to maximise heat 

conservation. 

 

 

5. Recommended Next Steps  
 

It is recommended in the first instance that a small group of City Council Elected Members visit the 

Sea Pool facility in Helsinki.  
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Housing, Community & Emergency Services Department 
South East Area Office 

 
 
To the Chairperson and Members of the  
South East Area Committee 
 

 
Report of the Director of Services, South City 

 

Grand Canal Sub Group  
A meeting was held on 16th January with Waterways Ireland representatives and councillors 
to discuss ongoing management and maintenance of the canals in the city and to agree a new 
structure for interaction between Waterways Ireland and DCC. It was agreed to have quarterly 
meetings on an ongoing basis and details of the next meeting will be circulated in due course. 
A further meeting was held on 20th February 2020 with Waterways Ireland Management to 
agree the structure of meetings going forward. Draft Terms of Reference are being revised 
and will be circulated to Councillors soon. The first quarterly meeting has been delayed due 
to the current crisis but will be held as soon as possible in 2020. 
 
Portobello Harbour Square 
An initial meeting was held with City Architects Department on 17th October to examine an 
outline brief for the proposed redesign of Portobello Harbour square, bearing in mind the 
proposed hotel development on the site. Commencement of works on site has been delayed 
and work is unlikely to start before July 2020. A meeting was held on site with hotel developer’s 
architects, John Fleming and Associates, on 12th March 2020 and further meetings will be held 
in due course to consider interim improvements to the square while work is ongoing. 
  
Rathgar Village Improvement Plan (VIP) 
Herzog Park, Rathgar – Final Phase 2020  
The Rathgar Village Improvement Plan (VIP) was approved by the South East Area 
Committee in January 2015. One of the main objectives that emerged during the formation of 
the plan was the redevelopment of Herzog Park. The South East Area Office undertook local 
consultation and worked with Redscape and Park Services to create a plan which was brought 
to Part 8 and approved at the January 2017 meeting of the City Council. The final phase of 
the works planned for 2020 include the re-alignment of the front boundary of the park and the 
revised car park layout, as set out in the Part 8 permission. Boundary treatment and further 
landscaping inside the park will be required as part of the works to finish the project.  
 
Ranelagh Gardens Park  
Works to light / enhance the main entrance archway are being considered for 2020 subject to 
funding. 
 
Ringsend Irishtown Local Environment Improvement Plan (LEIP)  
The Ringsend Irishtown Local Environment Improvement Plan (LEIP) was adopted at the June 
2017 South East Area Committee meeting. It is proposed to prepare planning applications 
under Part 8 of the Planning and Development Regulations, 2001, for the redesign of (1) 
Library Square and (2) Cambridge Road. 
Library Square: (Mitchell & Associates) Meetings with internal stakeholders were held during 
September and October 2018. A meeting was held with local businesses to discuss parking / 
loading arrangements on 5th December 2018. A presentation was made to area councillors 
on 13th February 2019 and a preliminary draft design was brought to a public meeting for all 
stakeholders on Thursday 21st March 2019 in the Ringsend Irishtown Community Centre 
(RICC). Following a period of consultation up to 19th April 2019, submissions were received 
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and have been reviewed by the project team. A revised design was brought before the Public 
Realm Working Group on 22nd October 2019. A meeting of all internal stakeholders was held 
on 28th November 2019 and further meetings will be required with key departments before 
design can be finalised. Pre Part 8 report will be circulated to internal departments in the near 
future. Following that, councillors will be briefed before commencing formal Part 8 process.  
 
Cambridge Road: (Redscape Architects) An initial public workshop in relation to Cambridge 
Road was held on Thursday 30th August 2018 in the RICC. Meetings with internal 
stakeholders took place in September and October and designs were drafted based on 
consultations which were brought to a second public workshop/meeting on 28th November 
2018. Further information is required in relation to road design and drainage requirements for 
the proposal. Further discussions have recently taken place with Road Design & Construction, 
E & T Department, and they are now working on completing the Cambridge Road project to 
Part 8 stage before the end of 2020. 
 
Rosary Hall  
It is necessary to carry out remedial works for the  acquired premises at Rosary 
Hall.   Consultant architects and quantity surveyors (qs) have been engaged to determine and 
coordinate the full extent of works required on site.  A drone & topographical survey have been 
concluded.  
An onsite meetings have taken place between the consultant architect, DCC’s  architect and 
area manager and an itinerary of potential costs has been prepared by consultant architect 
with the assistance of a consultant QS. 
It is now anticipated that works could cost in the region of €300,000 including mechanical & 
electrical works, fire safety works, some remedial works and lift replacement. 
Therefore, a priority list of works has been prepared.  No definitive funding had been identified 
for this project as yet.  Due to the fact that the Covid-19 pandemic is financially impacting on 
the income base of the City Council, a review of all projects is underway.  The financial impact 
will primarily be determined by the length of time the current restrictions are in place which 
ultimately could impact on the scope of this project. 
A brief meeting took place on site with the main lessors in mid-June whilst practicing social 
distancing to bring the committee up to speed. 
A proposal by the Grow initiative in relation to the collection of loose compost from the carpark 
has been put before the committee and is being considered. 
Legionella Testing took place on June 18th and the results are expected shortly.  An initiative 
with our Age Friendly Committee was for the utilisation of some of the land at Rosary Hall for 
a Community Grow Hub.  This proposal has been submitted to the main lessors of the facility 
for consideration. 
 
Age Friendly Initiative Harold’s Cross 
The inaugural meeting of the Age Friendly Committee took place on January 28th and was well 
attended. A draft report was submitted by the Harold’s Cross Village Community Council 
(HCVCC) in conjunction with Rob Chester, Area Community Officer and it was agreed to 
progress a number of these proposals funding permitting. In tandem, it is proposed to hold a 
workshop to further engage with the residents and ensure particularly any elderly resident who 
was not consulted has an opportunity to contribute to the process and be included.  A further 
meeting took place March 10th and was well attended and the plan to date was reviewed. 
Key points from the meeting included that the Community Growing Hub initiative is 
accelerating at pace and will require assistance from DCC for use of Rosary Hall. 
A new location will need to be sourced for the defibrillator, as it will not be possible to locate 
in Harold’s Cross Park per Les Moore.  A proposed date of Thursday the 30th of April had been 
set for the facilitation and independent facilitator, Deirdre Massey, had been contacted to 
assist with the consultation.  Concerns about Covid – 19 meant the workshop was deferred. 
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A subgroup under the Housing SPC has been convened to look at the city-wide Age Friendly 
Strategy.  Under this structure, submissions for funding may be advanced, including the 
Harold’s Cross project.  
Due to the current government guidelines on social distancing, all meetings are currently 
postponed until further guidelines allow for larger meetings. 
As stated, an initiative for consideration by the Age Friendly Committee was for the utilisation 
of some of the land at Rosary Hall for a Grow Hub and this is being considered by the main 
lessors. 
Details of this initiative have been forwarded to the main lessors and a response is expected 
shortly. 
 
Pearse Memorial Park Crèche  
The crèche extension was to be financed by the Crumlin Childcare Crèche and with DCC 
agreeing to project manage the construction works in conjunction with consultant architects. 
The build element after tendering was to cost in the region of €305k. 
The crèche has reserve funding themselves, a 50k grant from Pobal and, €25k from 
discretionary funding and had sought a loan from Clan Credo of €125k.  The works had been 
tendered by our Parks & Landscape Services Division and was to be project managed by this 
section.  A separate hurling wall project has been tendered by Parks and will be paid for by 
DCC.   
 
 A further licence extension of another five years (10 in total) was agreed at the December 
area committee meeting and was agreed at the January council Meeting.   
However, due to the Covid-19 Pandemic the crèche has been closed since Thursday 12th 
March 2020,   

The crèche management has indicated that due to the uncertainty around the reopening of 
the crèche which will impact significantly on their ability to repay a loan, they are not in a 
position to continue with the project at this juncture. 
 
A €45,000 grant had also been issued by Pobal but unfortunately, the extension on the 
government grant ran out and they have been unsuccessful in getting this extended. The result 
of this is that the funding has been rescinded and they have been asked to return the €45,000 
as 90% fulfilment of the Pobal capital. 
 
The Area Manager has met with the crèche manager and architect to see how the project 
might be ‘future proofed’ in the event that the extension can proceed in the coming years. 
 
The Area Manager will continue to meet with the crèche management to see how the land 
where the crèche was to go can be best utilised  to assist with social distancing when the 
children return .Costings have now been prepared by our Parks Section and estimated at 
€24.9k plus VAT. 
 
Discretionary Funding of 25k was granted to the group  in 2017 towards the cost of the crèche 
and as the ‘future proofing work’ has now been costed at €24.9k  it is the board’s intention to 
utilise these monies for these works which fall within the spirit of the funding. 
A meeting took place on Monday 6th July on site to facilitate the group.  It is anticipated that 
the start will be late July or early August that can include these enabling works. 
 
Rutland Grove 
Meeting took place on 30th January with traffic engineers, Les Moore from Parks, Area 
Manager and staff and Cllr. Pat Dunne. It was agreed at the meeting that Traffic Section would 
look again at the feasibility of putting dedicated parking as per Part 8.  Should it be possible 
to implement, the design would need to progressed and costed.  Parks are also prepared to 
look at enhancements at the entrance and the chair of the residents’ association has provided 
ideas in relation to this. 
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Armagh Road Senior Citizens’ complex (FOLD VHA) 
3 blocks (Alder, Birch and Oak) have now been completed, providing 44 new units. Most of 
the tenants have moved in, with the rest scheduled to move in week commencing 29th June. 
The Cedar and Elm blocks were handed over on 22nd June and arrangements are being made 
to sign up the successful applicants. 
 
Raleigh Square Senior Citizens’ Complex (Tuath VHA) 
Works recommenced at the end of May and are expected to be completed in early July. 
Housing Allocations are currently undertaking selection of nominations who will then be 
interviewed by Tuath VHA. 
 
Mount Argus (FOLD VHA) 
It was expected that these units would be handed over in March following the completion of 
snagging works. However, due to Covid 19 restrictions work was halted on the site and only 
recommenced on May 18th. It is now expected that the units will be handed over by the end of 
June. Allocations are currently selecting applicants for nomination. The units will be managed 
by FOLD VHA. The units will consist of 4 x 1 beds, 8 x 2 beds and 1 x 3 beds.  
 
St. Pancras, Mount Tallant 
3 x 1 bed units and 4 x 2 bed units will be acquired in this new development and handover 
was expected by the end of Q1, 2020. However, due to Covid 19 restrictions work was halted 
on the site and only recommenced on May 18th.  It is now expected that the first block will be 
ready for snagging in mid-July, with the second block ready for snagging 6 weeks later. These 
units are likely to be managed directly by Dublin City Council rather than by an Approved 
Housing Body. 
 
Cabbage Patch 
The Procurement Section within Dublin City Council is currently reviewing the draft tenders for 
the refurbishment of the football pitch to a 3G standard. We hope to issue the contract for this 
work ASAP. 
 
Iveagh Trust Green Strategy 
We are proposing to green some gable walls in the vicinity of Bride Road and Ross Road as 
part of the Iveagh Trust Greening Strategy. Parks are currently discussing the matter with the 
Conservation Section and Housing Department. 
 
Markievicz House 
The contractor is back on site since 18 May 2020. The contractor is working under all 
guidelines set out in government and HSE direction re: Covid -19. Due to a delay in appointing 
a sub - contractor to install play equipment this has been delayed to 26th July at the earliest. 
The South East Area Office is in the development stages of installing CCTV in Markievicz 
House.  
 
St. Andrew’s Court:  
The South Area Office has re-started the de-tenanting process in St. Andrew’s Court under 
the strict guidelines due to Covid -19 and progress is good. It is anticipated that a design team 
will be in place by mid-July. A Part 8 application for the demolition is being prepared and is 
expected to be ready for the July South East Area Committee meeting. 
 
Community Development 
 
COVID -19 Community Response: 
Under the recent situation Community Developments usual annual events at our busiest time 
of year was and is greatly affected. We have responded with a major project with ALONE 
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engaging and assisting all emergency calls that came in to the centre and by developing a 
number of projects to respond to the needs of our local residents under Covid-19 Lockdown.  
 
Covid – 19 Volunteer Response 
Community Development Staff were the main frontline responders organising volunteers in 
each area to meet the needs of those who called the main system. From mId March to Mid 
May this was very busy with the emails from the system responded to and the needs met 
seven days a week 8am – 8pm. The system is now monitored from 9am – 5pm seven days a 
week; this is a slight reduction in hours. While the overall call numbers have reduced we are 
still getting some requests from isolated residents, however the number of available volunteers 
is reducing given many are returning to normal work practices and are becoming unavailable. 
The feedback from volunteers indicates some clients no longer need the assistance of the 
programme while others are requesting that shopping and other low-key requests continue, 
we envisage some connectivity to our older residents will remain in place well beyond the 
emergency period. 
Many volunteers across the area have assisted in doing a huge amount of work, shopping, 
collecting supplies, medications, essentials and many have also cooked, baked and delivered 
food to vulnerable and isolated in their areas. Many continue to do so. A huge gratitude needs 
to be given to all these volunteers and we hope to organise a thank you event in the months 
to come. 
 
Holding It Together Apart: 
'Holding It Together Apart’ is a Community Development project aimed at helping people to 
maintain their physical, spiritual and mental wellbeing while isolated at home and in dealing 
with the effects of  Covid 19. The aim was to develop a range of activities and interesting 
projects for all ages and backgrounds that were easy to do and could be followed each week. 
We have links with many great artists, creative developers and professionals, many who 
worked with us in the Dublin City Area on ongoing projects who were also challenged with 
very little work in their area who were also struggling with the lock down. 
 
At present, we have over 60 hours of videos available online in the following subjects: 
 
Dance, Creative Writing, Juggling, Gardening, Kids Crafts, Kids Art, Hatha Yoga, Laughter 
Yoga, Kitchen Cupboard Cosmetics, Pilates, Better Smartphone Photography, Cookery, Asian 
Cuisine, Tai Chi and Simple Science Lessons. 
 
We also developed a community page which focused on supporting and giving advice on 
various topics: 
 
Grief & Loss: We joined with Milford Hospice in Limerick to bring a seminar on coping with 
grief and loss. 
Pandemic Pets: Without the usual parks dog shows we run we developed Pandemic Pets 
where we ran a competition for four weeks celebrating all our pandemic pets at home. 
Creative Writing: We are running a creative writing competition for budding writers throughout 
June and winners announced each week with celebrities narrating the winners. We also 
celebrated Yeats Day and Bloomsday virtually on line.  
PRIDE: We are delighted to support Dublin LGBTQI Pride and all Pride celebrations across 
the country. 
We aim to continue bringing new initiatives and projects through this website to assist 
communities going forward. 
Check out all on social media platforms and on the website www.holdingittogetherapart.com 
and please promote to all. 
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Environmental Projects: 
A lot has changed for Summer 2020. When villages and local groups would usually be 
cleaning and greening all areas, the lock down brought the cancellations of Tidy Towns and 
other environmental competitions. However, we are working with all our groups to assist them 
in keeping spirits up with some greening and flowering and keeping our villages tidy while 
maintaining social distancing. 
We could not run our annual plant sales this year due to the physical distancing measures it 
would cause. Instead, we contacted our main environmental champions in each area and 
provided them directly with flowers to plant and flower the area and to assist older and those 
cocooning do some planting. 
Each of our main Tidy Towns Groups have flowered each village and are keeping a physically 
distanced cleaning routine going each week helping maintain our social greens, parks and 
public spaces. A huge thank you to all who have contributed. We are running Best Gardens 
in Bloom and Summer Flower Box Competition in a number of places with judging to take 
place in August.   
 
Age Friendly Cities: 
Age Friendly Alliance and all local older persons’ groups were communicated to regularly 
through the last few months on all emergency services issues.  Staff have attended Age 
Friendly training and we are looking at a new roll out phase to get back older persons’ activities 
up and running in late summer – autumn.  
 
Covid – 19 Funding/Covid Heroes 
We have circulated the information about the availability of these grants and the awards 
scheme to all community groups within the area, especially those working on the Volunteer 
Response.  
 
Community Grants 2019/2020 
We are receiving calls every week from community groups requesting information on whether 
these grants are to be paid this year. 
 
Summer projects: 
Crosscare have communicated that they are in a position to proceed with the annual summer 
projects during the months of July, August and possibly September/October.  Although 
projects will probably be all home based activities this year, it is hoped to be able to provide a 
service to young people following the current pandemic while complying with current 
regulations. Further information to come. 
 
The National Neighbourhood: 
We are 4-5 weeks into the current cycle of The National Neighbourhood and the team are 
going to invite a project artist and participant to join in for a part of the meeting to share their 
experience so far. Further roll out plans to follow. 
 
Specific Area projects: 
 
Pembroke / South Inner City Area 
 
Yeats Day and Bloomsday: 
The annual celebrations of literature in June were hit badly this year with most celebrations 
cancelled but we still worked with all of those passionate about our Irish poets and celebrated 
a lot virtually on line.  
 “Music that Moves” hit the streets of Portobello with residents able to enjoy entertainment 
from the comfort of their own doorsteps, with support from local Gardaí.  It is hoped to repeat 
this again soon. 
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Vibrant Villages: 
 
Tidy Towns Groups: Our key groups Ringsend and Irishtown Tidy Towns, Donnybrook Tidy 
Towns, Sandymount Tidy Towns, Ballsbridge Tidy Towns, Cabbage Patch and key groups in 
our Friends of Green Spaces areas have all worked very hard to maintain a level of 
environmental care and greening even in lockdown. All villages have managed to ensure 
flowering of planter boxes in main villages, and many new projects have developed in 
complexes across the area as a response to the cocooning of many residents and their ability 
to work safely in their own immediate areas with some gardens etc. 
 
Planter Projects 
New planter boxes have been installed at the following locations: 

 Portobello Tidy Towns (including a “Planter + Seat” – see attached photo) 

 Ringsend & Irishtown: Irishtown Road and Kerlogue Road 

 Cowper Road (New group) 

 Belgrave Road (Holy Trinity Church) 

 Dunville Avenue (“Planter + Adults & Children’s’ Library” – see attached photo) 

 Planter boxes in Ranelagh are currently being inspected as some require 
maintenance/replacing at this stage. 
 

Pearse Street 
Over the past 13 weeks, volunteers at St. Andrews Resource Centre have delivered 16,700 
meals and food parcels to vulnerable families and cocooning individuals. 
 
Let’s Walk & Talk 
With weekly walks currently unable to take place, both our Spanish and French language-
walking groups have been hosting weekly Zoom Get-togethers which have included 
powerpoint presentations on Researching Family History, Local Archaeology and “From 
Dublin to Kenya” Illustrated talk. 
 
Allotments: 
All allotments in Ringsend and Herbert Parks have reopened allowing all licence holders to 
work again on their plots. We are encouraging social distancing and advising on health and 
safety in all areas. 
 
Events:  
The majority of our events have been extremely limited and restricted due to Covid 19. We 
are looking at what events we hope to do in July – August and to look at the reality of bigger 
events in autumn and winter of 2020. We hope to do some smaller events such as the Taking 
Liberties Day in Cabbage Patch Park; some carefully managed older persons’ tea parties, 
outdoor music events in DCC complexes and greens and any anniversary celebrations 
possible in certain areas. Larger events where gatherings run towards 1000’s of people may 
need to be changed this year with alternatives developed. We are already working on 
alternatives and smaller event plans for Halloween and Christmas. All of this will of course 
depend on National Guidelines and the progress under Covid 19. 
 
Kimmage Rathmines LEA  
 
Vibrant Villages 
New planters have been installed within Crumlin and Kimmage Villages in May/June, we have 
received a number of very positive comments from residents and business as they prepare 
for opening. The older planters in Kimmage are now being removed for refurbishment, they 
will be returned to their former locations or as near as possible. The precise location of planters 
is decided between available community environmental groups, the Community Team and the 
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supplier, referencing the need to keep space for social distancing, and hopefully so they make 
the maximum positive visual impact.  We are now looking at the small part of Lower Drimnagh 
within the Kimmage Rathmines LEA (South East Area) and have agreed with Tidy Drimnagh 
to supply additional planters to suitably agreed locations. 
Watering of all the areas planters was agreed with a contractor with assistance from the Parks 
Department especially required during hot/dry weather, however we have asked local 
residents to water planters located near their premises/businesses. 
 
Village Clean Ups 
A number of community groups are carrying out Clean Ups around their estates and villages, 
we are happy to resource any groups who wish to do this activity and will collect the bagged 
rubbish from an agreed location. The weekly work of the Crumlin Community Clean – Up 
Group is gratefully acknowledged. 
 
Rathmines Children’s Outdoor Art Exhibition 
This project is organised by ourselves in partnership with the Holy Trinity Church and Kildare 
Place National School and comprises 175 art works from local children, based on the theme 
“What Brings You Hope & Joy” in response to what have been difficult times of late.  These 
paintings and art pieces will be exhibited on the railings of the Holy Trinity Church from this 
week onwards for the foreseeable future. 
  
Rathmines Virtual Garden Trail 
We are also supporting this project which Rathmines Initiative have been running for a number 
of years. This year they are not in a position to open up local gardens to the public so instead, 
eight gardens are being filmed for viewing online.  
 
CLAY/BRU Crumlin 
The Community Team in conjunction with our Sports Officer are assisting both CLAY and BRU 
Crumlin Youth Services to design a return to normal practice programme focussing on those 
with most need and at risk. We have supported the purchase of sporting, leisure and other 
equipment for these crucial services with an emphasis on outdoor activities for the present. 
 
Brickfield Park Mural 
We are assisting with the refurbishment of the large mural in Brickfields Park with the 
permission of our Parks Department, and the work will be undertaken through the John Bosco 
Centre in Drimnagh with the assistance of Durkan Builders who will prepare the surface. 
 
Blarney Park Allotments 
Allotment holders have held a meeting with the Community Team and we are assisting with a 
number of improvements, especially as the allotments were stressed during the shutdown 
during the very warm weather. New soil and compost has been arranged and the HX Growing 
Hub have taken an allotment for use by the group as an outreach project. A new signboard 
has been installed with information on socially distanced usage of the facility and a sustainable 
water supply has also been installed. 
 
HX Growing Hub Harold’s Cross 
This project which came out of the Age Friendly Village initiative has now over 100 members 
growing various items for community usage in their gardens, window boxes and other site 
across the Harold’s Cross area. The group have requested that Rosary Hall be used as a hub 
for the group, starting with the delivery of common use items like composting and other 
materials. A comprehensive proposal for a multi-use growing hub has been collated by the 
group and will need costing and further consideration. 
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Bushy Park Market 
The market has returned to limited functionality from the 27th of June, it will operate every 
Saturday from 11am to 5pm with reduced stalls and social distance measures in place. An 
assessment of operating practices will take place one month after operation commences to 
see if the market is functioning safely and a road map for full operation will be considered. 
 
The Evergreen Club Terenure 
We are assisting with reviewing the opening of this vital centre for community activities across 
the Terenure and wider area. The management committee is working on a plan to reopen on 
a phased basis. As we have a number of DCC themed and supported projects including 
Operation Transformation, Dance for Life and Parent and Toddler Groups we will be offering 
assistance required to see those projects advanced. A likely reopening will take place in 
September at a date to be advised. 
 
Utility Boxes 
A small number of utility boxes have been identified in Crumlin and Kimmage for inclusion in 
our art project, a local artist has now agreed to design some suitable art works in an effort to 
alleviate unsightly tagging and graffiti. 
 
Community Music Programme/Garden Gigs 
We will be continuing this programme of socially distanced concerts into July, at which time it 
will be wound down as our older residents can partake of normal activities in their areas. This 
concerts are not advertised other than within the locally chosen venues of Stannaway Court, 
Merrick House, Eastwell Ladies Home, Orwell Men’s Shed, Lorcan O’Toole Court and Mount 
Anthony Court. The principal attendees are residents of these complexes and some regular 
users of our older persons’ services (for example, our Men’s Sheds). We have received hugely 
positive feedback from the residents themselves and other agencies working with the target 
cohort. 
 
Lar Redmond Community Facility 
We are assisting the South Dublin Partnership with brining the Lar Redmond Centre up to a 
standard for community usage; we envisage the cleaning work will be completed by the end 
of July. 
 
Many thanks to all volunteers and those involved in the above for their  
commitment and efforts. 

 
All Information correct as time of publication but are subject to change 
 
Waste Management / Environmental Services 
 

 National Spring Clean supported 

 Community  weed removal efforts supported  

 Additional Signage for Portobello to address anti-social issues.  

 84 Lampposts identified for repainting in South East Area. 

 Liaising with Local business /Dublin town to assist with reopening the city 

 Supporting Covid Community Support teams/Helpline 
 
Graffiti / Stickers 
Graffiti removed on an ongoing basis  
 
2 Anti Sticker Paint lampposts on trial in Exchequer Street. Currently being monitored by 
Public Domain 
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Grafstop Trial 
Suitable locations identified on Montague Street. Owner keen to engage.  
 
Abandoned Bike Removal 
56 Bike frames were removed under Covid 19 Social distancing. (199 abandoned bikes 
removed to date for 2020) 
 
Weed Control 
Subject to contract weed removal will commence July 2020 
 
75 Kilometres available for the South East Area for 2020 
 
Utility Box Art 
Deadline for acceptance of entries 22nd June. Selection to be made early July. 28 boxes to be 
repainted in South East Area. 
 
Proposal for spending additional funding allocated for locally based waste 
management initiatives in South East Area 
Dog Warden/ Dog Foul patrols in South East Parks recommenced 1st week in July. 
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Dublin City Sport & Wellbeing Partnership (DCSWP) 
 
As part of Phase 3 of the National Roadmap for Reopening Society, DCSWP on the 
ground programmes will gradually resume over the next few weeks. 
 
All planned programmes/initiatives outlined below will strictly adhere to the Covid 19 
restriction guidelines and recommendations as set out by government to ensure a safe 
return to the delivery of our services.  
 
DCSWP social media platforms and online supports continue during this phased return 
to support people to stay active and healthy in a safe environment. Support is provided 
via all social media platforms, zoom and WhatsApp.  
 
Twitter: @dccsportsrec   
Facebook: DublinCitySportandWellbeing Instagram: @dublincitysportandwellbeing 
 
Below are highlights of upcoming DCSWP activities. 
 

1)  Hiking/Walking Community Programmes: 
Over the next few months, DCSWP Sports Officers will be collaborating across 
communities in all areas to deliver a series of outdoor walking and hiking 
programmes.   The programmes will target existing walking groups and aim to get 
people active in the outdoors during the summer months.   
Outings will take place in numerous venues across Dublin from St. Anne’s Park to 
Fairy Castle and Three Rock Mountain.  
The maximum number of walkers will be 12 per group and all C-19 protocols will 
be in place before/during and after each walk/hike. 

 
2) DCC/parkrun Virtual 5k weekly run: 
In partnership with parkrun and Dublin City Council’s Community Section, DCSWP 
has been hosting a virtual parkrun to support walkers and joggers to continue their 
parkrun journey during these challenging times.  The virtual runs have been 
ongoing for the past 4 weeks.   Participants run or walk 5k and register their time 
and course to the dedicated google page. Each week participation numbers have 
been steadily growing.    
Restrictions permitting it is hoped the virtual 5k will continue into August. 

 
3) Get Physically Active’ Sport Inclusion Programme 
DCSWP Sport Inclusion and Integration Officers are hosting weekly zoom exercise 
sessions for individuals aged between 19 and 65 years with intellectual, physical 
and sensory disabilities.  As part of the programme, each session has a different 
fitness theme covering topics such as the benefits of exercising every day, strength 
training, making healthy food choices, getting fresh air etc. The participants are 
also set weekly individual and group challenges, which encourage them to interact 
with their families at home and with each other in between sessions.  The 
programme began as a partnership with one group for a duration of 5 
weeks.  However due to its success, ‘Get Physically Active’ is currently being 
delivered on an ongoing basis. Group numbers are limited to 10 - 40. This initiative 
is delivered in conjunction with the following service providers:   
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Day Time Service 

Monday 11:30am National Learning Network (Dublin 7 & 15) 

Monday 2pm National Learning Network (Ballyfermot) 

Tuesday 12:30pm St. John of Gods Liffey Services (Dublin 6, 8,10,12 & 24) 

Tuesday 3pm Central Remedial Clinic (Raheny, Killester, Clontarf) 

Wednesday 11am Central Remedial Clinic (Raheny, Killester, Clontarf) 

Thursday 2pm National Learning Network (Ballyfermot) 

 
Some participants in the Central Remedial Clinic and National Learning Network 
programmes reside in the South East Area of the city.   
 

4) Spina Bifida Hydrocephalus Ireland (SBHI) Collaboration  
DCSWP Sport Inclusion and Integration Officers are teaming up with SBHI to 
deliver sports and physical activity sessions for their online summer camps running 
from Monday 29 June 2020 until mid-August.  Individuals from across Dublin will 
participate in the camps including the South East Area.   
 
5) Child Vision Virtual Summer Camp Collaboration 
DCSWP Sport Inclusion and Integration Officers are teaming up with Childvision 
to deliver sports and physical activity “Goalball” sessions for their online summer 
camp running in July.  Individuals from across Dublin will participate in the camps 
including the South East Area.   

 
6) Down Syndrome Dublin Collaboration 
DCSWP Sport Inclusion and Integration Officers are teaming up with Down 
Syndrome Dublin to deliver sports and physical activity sessions for their online 
summer camp running in July.  Individuals from across Dublin will participate in the 
camps including the South East Area.  

 
7) CO-FUNDED  TEAM  INITIATIVES 

 
Boxing in the Community 
August 10th remains the return date for the physical delivery of boxing programmes.  
The IABA is currently preparing protocols to ensure a safe return for boxing in the 
community and separate protocols around school initiatives. Once these safety 
protocols are communicated officers will commence plans for autumn programmes. 
 
Cricket in the Community 
The Cricket Officer continues to engaging with players across the city at U11, U13, 
U15, U17, and U19 level. Players include both males and females from 9-18 years of 
age.  Players from the Sandymount/Ringsend area will be attending DCC cricket 
camps over the next period at the following venues;  

 Dublin City Summer Camp from 20th-23rd July from 10.00am-16.00pm 
in the Phoenix Park 

 Dublin City girls camp from 4th-7th August from 10.00am-16.00pm 
(Venue TBC) 
 

 The U11 District tournament takes place from 27th-31st of July from 10.00am-
17.00pm in Pembroke CC. Members of the Dublin City team will be from the 
Sandymount /Ringsend area and from cricket clubs in the area.  
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 Coaching sessions are currently being delivered in cricket clubs in the area (in 
groups of no more than three/four people at a time) during Mid July- Mid 
August. Sessions will take place from 9.30am-4.30pm in the following clubs: 

 

 Pembroke CC - Mondays 

 Railway Union CC - Fridays 

 YMCA CC - Thursdays 

 Merrion CC - Wednesday 
 
Football in the Community 

 Football development continues across South East Area communities with 
local clubs supported through the delivery of training initiatives including 
Football webinar sessions, child welfare and social distancing training.  

 As part of the preparation for a safe return to Football, Development Officers 
are assisting local leagues and clubs around planning and policies. The team 
is supporting clubs/teams in areas such as session planning, facilities set up 
and best practice. .All advice provided is based upon the F.A.I and government 
recommendations. 

 The Football Community Boots Delivery project commenced in June in the 
South East Area. This volunteer work continues over the next period with the 
team delivering prescriptions for Boots Chemists to vulnerable members of the 
community.  

 FAI Officers continue to promote and encourage people to keep active and 
healthy providing football skill challenges and tutorials via FAI social media 
platforms.    

 FAI Officers are also providing weekly coach education through webinars for 
coaches involved in the female game. Two new football programmes for girls 
aged 6-8 and 9-12 years old have been recently developed. These new 
ventures will be rolled out from September 2020 to increase female 
participation. 

 
Get Going Get Rowing 

  Rowing Ireland remains dedicated to supporting its clubs and while COVID 19 
restrictions have been lifted, social media channels continue to promote the 
benefits of the sport and the importance of remaining physically active by 
running virtual competitions and setting weekly indoor rowing challenges.   

 The Rowing Virtual regatta was launched on 1st May with 1700 rowers from 
clubs across all areas of the city signing up to participate. Seven world records 
were broken over the course of the event. 

 A rowing podcast series has been launched with rowing athletes from across 
the country offering coaching webinars and sharing nutritional recipes. The 
Coach Education system is also undergoing a complete review and relaunch.   

 Rowing Ireland has established a COVID-19 Working Group which has sent 
updates to clubs across the city every week. The safety while rowing protocol 
has been updated and changed in line with all phases of government 
recommendations. This allowed Dublin clubs including those from the South 
East area to return to the water as soon as the restrictions were lifted on 18th 
May. Preparations are currently being put in place for the learn-to-row summer 
camps in July and August in Islandbridge. We are running 4 week-long camps 
for beginners. 

 
Rugby in the Community 

 Rugby initiatives remain in the planning process.  The Bank of Ireland Summer 
Camps in Energia Stadium will commence from 20th July in Donnybrook for 5 
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weeks. Plans are also in place for a 5-6 week Leinster Rugby Summer Camp 
block (end of July – August). 

 
 Online initiatives continue providing educational support around the sport and 

setting skills/challenge tutorials. 
 Leinster Rugby Officers are supporting clubs and schools to return to play 

safely by liaising with club safety officers and preparing guideline documents. 
These documents will be available to download on the updated Leinster |rugby 
website shortly.  This work was undertaken to ensure the website is fully 
accessible and visible to all relevant stakeholders. 
 

Health Promotion in the Community 
The DCSWP HSE Health Promotion and Improvement Officer delivers and promotes 
health and physical activity programmes across the City that are consistent with the 
actions outlined in the National Physical Activity Plan & Healthy Ireland.   
 
The following core programmes will restart in phase 3 in the South East are and will, 
restrictions permitting, continue through phase 4 while adhering to strict new social 
distancing and health & safety guidelines  
 

 Men on the Move National Programme - a community-based intervention 
focusing on a physical activity, mental wellbeing & weight management 
programme for men.  

 
 Falls Prevention NCT for older adults - facilitation of health days providing 

fitness assessments in strength, flexibility & balance for older adults in a 
community setting.  

 
 Playground Markings Stencil Programme - promotion & development of 

programme in primary schools including provision of stencil packs designed to 
maximise play potential in play areas of schools.  

 
 Schools Physical Activity Programme - facilitation of healthy lifestyle 

programme to be delivered to students in school setting. Physical activity 
guidelines will be included during the delivery of walk/jog programme & 
pedometer challenge.   
 

 Community Health Fairs - support events such as Men’s Health Awareness 
Week, Positive Aging Week, etc. Provision of health checks including BMI, 
body fat % and blood pressure plus PA advice.  
 

 Men’s Mental Health & Wellbeing Programme - development & facilitation of 
a 10-week lifestyle change programme including assessments and circuit 
training classes for men with mental health issues. 
 

 Women’s Mental Health & Wellbeing Programme - development & 
facilitation of a 10-week lifestyle change programme including assessments 
and chair aerobics classes for women with mental health issues.  
 

 Let’s Get Moving Again booklet – as a follow up to the Stay Home Stay 
Healthy Stay Active booklet created in response to the Covid 19 crisis, the 
Health Promotion and Improvement Officer will be partnering with HSE Primary 
Care Physiotherapists and other Local Sports Partnerships to help produce 
another booklet to support older adults being active at home post Covid-19. 
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CONTACT DETAILS  
 

Name Role Contact Information 

Shauna Mc Intyre General Manager, DCSWP shauna.mcintyre@dublincity.ie 

Aideen O’Connor Programmes & Services 
Manager, DCSWP 

aideen.oconnor@dublincity.ie 

Colin Sharkey Office Manager, DCSWP Colin.sharkey@dublincity.ie 

Michelle Malone Sport Officer, DCSWP Michelle.malone@dublincity.ie 

William Morris Sport Officer, DCSWP William.morris@dublincity.ie 

Marie Louise 
Reilly 

Sport Officer, DCSWP Marylouise.reilly@dublincity.ie 

David Phelan HSE Health Promotion & 
Improvement Officer 

Davidphelan6@mail.dcu.ie 

Lisa Kelly Sport Inclusion & Integration 
Officer, DCSWP 

Lisa.Kelly@dublincity.ie 

Nuala O’Donovan Sport Inclusion & Integration 
Officer, DCSWP 

Nuala.odonovan@dublincity.ie 

Colette Quinn Development Officer, Athletics colettequinn@athleticsireland.ie 

Gerard O’Donnell Development Officer, Athletics gerardodonnell@athleticsireland.ie 

Jonathan Tormey Development Officer,FAI Jonathan.tormey@fai.ie 

Keith O’Halloran Women’s Development Officer, 
FAI 

Keith.ohalloran@fai.ie 

Pearl Slattery Women’s Development Officer, 
FAI 

Pearl.slattery@fai.ie 

Ken Knaggs Rugby Development Officer Ken.knaggs@leinsterrugby.ie 

Larissa Muldoon Rugby Development Officer Larissa.muldoon@leinsterrugby.ie 

Fintan Mc Allister Development Officer, Cricket Fintan.mcallister@cricketleinster.ie 

Michael Carruth Development Officer, Boxing Michael_carruth@ymail.com 

Aoife Byrne Development Officer, Rowing Aoife.byrne@getgoinggetrowing.ie 

 
REPORT BY: 
Shauna Mc Intyre/Dee O’Boyle Dublin City Sport & Wellbeing Partnership: 
shauna.mcintyre@dublincity.ie 
dee.oboyle@dublincity.ie 
 

 

 
 
 
Mary Taylor 
Director of Services, South City     Dated: 8th July 2020 
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Housing, Community & Emergency Services Department 
South East Area Office 

 
 

To the Chairperson and Members of the 
South East Area Committee 
 
 

 
Naming and numbering proposal for new development on a site at Ship Street, 

Chancery Lane, Dublin 8 
_________________________________________________________________________ 

 
1 Cearnóg na Linne / I Le Pole Square  

 
A request has been made to name and number a development of commercial development of 
office accommodation, a convention centre and three retail units on a site at Ship Street / 
Chancery Lane, Dublin 8. This new development will be centred around the delivery of a new 
civic square for Dublin City, called Le Pole Square. 
 
The developer has proposed the name 1 Le Pole Square, The site is located within a very 
sensitive archaeological zone as it lies within what is thought to be the very first historic 
settlement at Dublin, subsequently developed as the church and graveyard site of St Michael 
Le Pole church.  
 

The development is indicated on the Map Index No. RM 37450-.   
 
The Heritage Officer considers the proposed name appropriate and accordingly the scheme 
is recommended for approval. 
 
 
 
Mary Taylor  
Executive Manager, South City 
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Housing, Community & Emergency Services Department 
South East Area Office 

 
 

To the Chairperson and Members of the 
South East Area Committee 
 
 

 
Naming and numbering proposal for new development on the site formerly occupied 
by the Classic Cinema, Harold’s Cross Road, Dublin 6W: Baile an Leamháin/ Elm Ville 
_________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Baile an Leamháin/ Elm Ville 

 
A request has been made to name and number a mixed development of retail, offices and 91 
dwelling units in three blocks, A, B and C on Harold’s Cross Road, Dublin 6W. 
 
The developer has proposed the name “Elm Ville” as it is on the site of a row of four houses 
called Elm Ville. 
 

The development is indicated on the Map Index No. SM 2020 0324.-.   
 
The Heritage Officer considers the proposed name appropriate and accordingly the following 
naming and numbering scheme is recommended for approval. 
 

Block A Block B Block C 

Ground AO- 1, AO-2 Ground B0-1 B0-7 
 

Ground C0-1 to C0-8 
 

First A1-1 – A1-5 First B1-1 to B1-7 First C1-1 to C1-8 

Second A2-1 to A2-7 Second B2-1 to B2-7 Second C2-1 to C2-2 

Third A3=1 to A3-7 Third B3-1 to B3-7 Third C3-1 to C3-7 

Fourth A4-1 to A4-6 Fourth B4-1 to B4-4 Fourth C4-1 to C4-2 

 
 
 
Mary Taylor  
Executive Manager, South City 
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Question to the Chief Executive    South East Area Committee  
        Meeting 13th July 2020 
 
Q.1 Councillor Mary Freehill 

To ask the manager that because of the exceptional safety issues on Orwell Road 
caused by heavy daylong commuter parking that DYL be placed at the entrance to 
details supplied on Orwell Road.    

 
Q.2 Councillor Daniel Ceitinn 

Can the Manager arrange for a new front door and new kitchen cabinets to be installed 
for this (details supplied) elderly tenant?  
 

Q.3 Councillor Daniel Ceitinn 
Can the Manager arrange to have children at play & speed limit signs erected on 
Fairview Avenue and The Square, Irishtown, Dublin 4 in an effort to deter speeding 
cars of the speed limit and to alert them to children at play? 
 

Q.4 Councillor Daniel Ceitinn 
To ask the Manager in relation to Aideen Drive, Terenure, Dublin 6.are there any plans 
to make this road a through road, can he look at installing traffic calming measures on 
this road and what steps can be taken to reduce the traffic flow? 
 

Q.5 Councillor Daniel Ceitinn 
Can the manager please arrange to have a structural report carried out on the ceiling 
of the balconies outside (details supplied)? 
 

Q.6 Councillor Daniel Ceitinn 
Can the manager arrange to have the footpath outside (details supplied) repaired as a 
matter of urgency as the footpath in question is not up to standard, is a major trip 
hazard as it is completely broken, not level and not dished for wheelchair access? 
  

Q.7 Councillor Daniel Ceitinn 
Can the manager arrange to have a loading bay installed outside (details supplied) as 
businesses along this street had had numerous complaints from neighbours regarding 
noise disturbance due to them having to accept deliveries through the side gate at 
6.30am when the neighbours are still asleep?  They do not want to be a disturbance 
to their neighbours.  However, due to having no loading bay they are forced to take 
deliveries early in the morning to avoid blocking up the roadway later in the day.  
 

Q.8 Councillor Daniel Ceitinn 
To ask the Manager to improve the one-way signage on and at the end of Pleasants 
Street (at the Heytesbury Street end), if physical infrastructure can be put in place to 
decrease the occurrences of unaware drivers passing down the street in the wrong 
direction, and if Dublin City Council could examine other measures to reduce the 
likelihood of such occurrences.  

 
Q.9 Councillor Daniel Ceitinn 

Can the city manager arrange to install a public toilet down at the last car park and the 
car park closest to the Poolbeg Lighthouse pier similar to the one on Strand Road as 
there is a huge increase in numbers of people visiting, there particularly on bikes? 
 

Q.10 Councillor Daniel Ceitinn 
Can the Manager arrange for the trees on Ross Road, Dublin 8 to be cut back as they 
have become so overgrown that they are blocking the CCTV camera? 
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Q.11 Councillor Daniel Ceitinn 
Can the Manager confirm as to when Whitefriar Street Flats, Dublin 2 was last painted, 
when it will be painted again, and can he arrange for the surface of the complex to be 
properly levelled as the recently re-laid uneven surface is causing flooding?  

 
Q.12 Councillor Dermot Lacey 

To ask the Manager if he can respond to the issues regarding this parking space in 
Ranelagh as outlined in the email submitted with this question. 

 
I know the City Council are doing great work to improve the lot of cyclists and there is 
some manifestation of it in Ranelagh but the parking space at the entrance to Anthony 
Cronin Lane still exists which IMPEDES cyclists from  proceeding out onto Ranelagh. 
It is an affront to any 'guff'' about making the city cycle friendly. 
Why was this parking space installed, why is it permitted still? 

 
Q.13 Councillor Tara Deasy 

In light of the plans under way for the Ravensdale Park area in terms of the Poddle 
Flood Alleviation Scheme, the much sought-after traffic calming plans and the Bus 
Connects proposals can I ask that a meeting be arranged between DCC, the NTA and 
public reps. as a matter of urgency to look at a collaborative approach in terms of any 
changes made to this very important community space.  
 

Q.14 Councillor Tara Deasy 
I would like to acknowledge the work of the Traffic Department over the last number of 
weeks and thank them for all their efforts to make the Kimmage/Rathmines area more 
pedestrian and cyclist friendly.  Can I get an update on the measures proposed for the 
area and when the planned changes will be complete?  
 

Q.15 Councillor Tara Deasy 
I have been made aware that the Crumlin area has not been designated as an area 
for Casual Trading.  What is the process involved in this?  What impact may it have on 
an area?  Is there a role for the Local Area committee meeting in this process? 

 
Q.16 Councillor Paddy McCartan 

To ask the manager to respond to the following issue. Members of Herbert Park 
Bowling Club met with Michael Noonan in February and were assured that the issue 
of resurfacing of the bowling green was progressing satisfactorily. As we enter the 
second half of the year, could the manager give an indication when this work will be 
completed? 
 

Q.17 Councillor Paddy McCartan 
To ask the manager to deal with the following issue affecting residents in the Dunluce 
apartments Anglesea road Ballsbridge.  The development was recently completed and 
there have been numerous complaints from residents that exiting the development 
(whether turning left or right on to Anglesea Road) is very hazardous, as traffic 
approaching Ballsbridge from the Donnybrook direction is almost completely obscured 
if the car spaces located in front of 23 and 25 Anglesea Road are occupied (by vehicles 
of any size), or if vehicles park on the double yellow lines (as they often do, given the 
proximity to the RDS).   
 

Q.18 Councillor Paddy McCartan 
To ask the manager to give an update on the planning design of the Dodder public 
transportation opening bridge at Ringsend. 
 

Q.19 Councillor Paddy McCartan 
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To ask the manager to investigate the possibility of putting a row of Dublin 
Bikes adjacent to St Patrick’s boathouse on York Road, Ringsend this would be a 
fantastic amenity for the local residents. 
 

Q.20 Councillor Paddy McCartan 
To ask the manager to deal with the following issue.  It seems that the 3.5 tonne limit 
sign on the island at the Strand Road junction Sandymount has disappeared. The sign 
was particularly important as it was beamed towards the port side of the Strand Road 
traffic which is where the vast majority of trucks who breach the limit come from. 
Without consultation, the sign has disappeared and local residents would like it 
replaced. 
 

Q.21 Councillor Paddy McCartan 
A 30 kph speed limit applies on Sydney Parade Avenue, Sandymount.  Could radar 
controlled speed signs be installed?  The extent to which cars using the road 
significantly exceed the limit is alarming. 

 
Q.22 Councillor Mannix Flynn 

Can the manager address the ongoing issue of anti-social behaviour, intimidation and 
criminal damage that is continuing to take place in and around the Glovers Court flat 
complex? 
Further, can the manager have the fence in Bow Lane increased in height in order to 
stop missiles being fired from the flats at customers from the Merlin Hotel?   Bow Lane 
itself is now becoming a dumping ground for rubbish and is littered with bottles and 
bricks and fireworks on a nightly basis.  This state of affairs is wholly unacceptable. 

 
These attacks on the hotel and staff and customers have been escalating over the past 
year. Notwithstanding the dreaded fear that many of the residents experience from 
these large groups of youths on a regular basis.   
 

Q.23 Councillor Mannix Flynn 
Can the manager have the issue of the cycle path pinch point at Leeson Street Bridge 
made safe?  This is a very narrow gap that leads onto the canal cycle path and walking 
path.  There is no clear markings to indicate pedestrian priority and there is huge 
congestion on the footpath between cyclists and pedestrians who are crossing over 
the bridge from the various points.  This is very great danger particularly now in relation 
social distancing.  There has also been a number of accidents here involving 
pedestrians and bicycles and it needs urgent attention. 
 

Q.24 Councillor Mannix Flynn 
Can the manager in the interest of public health initiate the opening of the Kevin Street 
public lavatory?  Now more than ever there is a need for public lavatories and 
conveniences.  Here at Kevin Street the public lavatory has been closed for a number 
of years.  This is also a heritage structure and as such deserves to be brought back 
into use forthwith.  

 
Q.25 Councillor Mannix Flynn 

Can the manager give an update with regards the playground works at O Carroll Villas 
and indicate a completion date?  

 
Q.26 Councillor Mannix Flynn 

Can the manager issue a report with regards the use of the portaloos that are now 
operating in the city at St. Stephen’s Green Shopping Centre?  This report to include 
planning permissions, cost, and usage and opening hours of these facilities. Also, can 
the manager address the issue of the queuing at these porta-loos which creates a 
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pedestrian congestion at this point on the footpath? Can the manager contact the OPW 
and request that they open the public lavatories that are literally 20 metres away from 
these portaloos in St Stephens Green? 

 
Q.27 Councillor Mannix Flynn 

Can the manager issue an order of extinction the public right of way on a small section 
of laneway off Liberty Lane, Kevin Street?  This laneway is becoming a complete 
nuisance for dumping of rubbish, drinking and drugging and criminality. Photos 
included. 

 
Q.28 Councillor Mannix Flynn 

Can the manager issue a full report with regards the Time hotel hostel homeless 
service on Camden Street, Camden Place?  This facility was recently put in place to 
deal with Covid 19. Many residents are now concerned that this homeless service 
hostel is to be made permanent. There has been a great number of anti-social issues 
in the area associated with this hostel. Many local residents and businesses are 
concerned about social distancing, and how this hostel and its clients are being 
managed.  
 

Q.29 Councillor Mannix Flynn 
Can the manager write back to EIR with regards the phone boxes on St Stephens 
Green and Camden Street?  The reply I received from my last question regarding the 
removal of these eye sore phone boxes was simply appalling and showed nothing but 
contempt and disregard for the people who have to face the huge levels of anti-social 
behaviour which constantly take place is these disused phone boxes.  The boxes are 
derelict and abandoned, filthy dirty and vandalised.  I have enclosed photos and I 
would urgently ask that these phone boxes be removed, replaced or repaired.  EIR 
must address the issue of the criminality, drug taking and drug selling that is going on 
in their property.  

 
Q.30 Councillor Mannix Flynn 

Can the manager set up a meeting with the residents of Portobello and Portobello 
Harbour as a matter of urgency to address the issues of the ongoing intimidation, 
bullying, criminality, drinking and drugging, graffiti, illegal wall murals and use of the 
area as a public lavatory that is taking place in this location and on the canal banks 
day and night?  

 
Q.31 Councillor Mannix Flynn 

Can the manager please write to the management company at Powerscourt Town 
House with regards the ongoing serious issues of street drinking and anti-social 
behaviour that is taking place in and around their shopping centre and in particular 
Coppinger Row?  A licensed premises here became a centre point of breaches of 
social distancing and has caused great alarm with local residents and the local 
business community and An Garda Siochána.  Besides the issues that flared up 
around Covid 19 this licensed premises at Powerscourt Townhouse has had total 
disregard for people who are trying to get about the area.  There is a continuous issue 
at these premises of anti-social behaviour, with particular issues around street furniture 
and also a permanent carpet that is on the walkway.  DCC intend to remove some 
parking spaces here and this is only going to lead to more street drinking and more 
anti-social behaviour.  All the more reason for these issues of street drinking in this 
location to be addressed.  

 
Q.32 Councillor Mannix Flynn 

Can the manager issue a full report with regards the intended removal of parking bays 
and spaces in and around the South William Street area?   This report to include what 
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consultation took place between residents and businesses in the area with regards the 
removal of these parking spaces.  What is the intended plan for the area?  What 
alternative parking has been provided for the many residents and businesses in the 
area?  
 

Q.33 Councillor Tara Deacy 
In terms of the weeding programme for the Drimnagh, Crumlin and Kimmage Area, 
what is the programme for the coming weeks and months around this? All three areas 
need urgent attention and many residents have been in contact highlighting their 
concern.  

 
Q.34 Councillor Tara Deacy 

Who is responsible for the up keep of lamp standards, is it the ESB or DCC, lamp-
standards are in particularly bad condition in the Drimnagh area, can we address this 
in collaboration with the ESB, in the event that DCC are not responsible can we ask 
DCC make representation on behalf of local councillors to address this?  

 
Q.35 Councillor Deirdre Conroy 

To ask the manager why the council has removed the Stop Sign on Aideen Drive, a 
narrow residential road being used as a ‘rat run’ with a massive increase in traffic. I am 
notified that two years ago, 200 residents signed a petition which they submitted to the 
council and they say that the council ignored them. As I was not a councillor two years 
ago, I need an explanation to that matter and a resolution to the danger of traffic on a 
narrow road full of family homes and young children.  

 
Q.36 Councillor Deirdre Conroy 

To ask the manager, to confirm whether the Parks Department are booked to carry out 
work on Kimmage Road West, where Cairn Construction was to undertake footpath 
repair on 22 June 2020, replacing concrete footpaths.  
The enquirer says that she contacted [Mr. Cathal Fanning from Cairn Construction] 
and he confirmed that an ongoing project is currently delayed which has a knock-on 
effect with their next job but hopes to commence on Kimmage Road West in 2 weeks’ 
time. 
The enquirer says that Mr. Fanning “confirmed that at least one tree was 
recommended to be removed as the roots have risen so badly and the path around 
this particular tree will just be re-tarmacked, there are a number of trees on the City 
Council side of the road which are particularly bad and had a temporary job a number 
of years ago carried out with tarmac to help with the broken concrete. It looks very 
poor; it's very dangerous and so many people comment how bad the footpaths are in 
particular spots that you have to navigate your way over the roots.” 
The enquirer says Mr. Fanning “confirmed he hasn't heard back from the Parks 
Department regarding excavating some trees.”   If there is significant danger due to 
the roots on the footpath, it is requested that these trees would be replaced by 
appropriate trees please. 

 
Q.37 Councillor Deirdre Conroy 

To ask the manager on behalf of Drimnagh Residents’ Community Group about 
removing the footpath weeds as some are now 4 feet high. With the recent bad 
weather, litter is caught up in them and I am told that in some cases they are now a 
trip hazard,  

 
It is understood that spraying with weed killer is not an option but something needs to 
be put in place for the removing of weeds, throughout the city suburbs. 
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The Drimnagh Residents’ Community Group also request painting of lamp standards 
and state that all of the lamp standards have not been painted since erected and are 
now in need of maintenance.  

 
Q.38 Councillor Deirdre Conroy 

To ask the manager when will Crumlin Swimming Pool re-open? And can it be made 
accessible to the public more than one day a week?  

 
The enquirer states that now that many people are being urged to work from home and 
stay local where possible, and that it seems like an ideal time to open up local 
amenities to the locality, and considers that one hour in the morning and one hour in 
the evening for public use – please note this is the enquirers request in her local area.  
 

Q.39 Councillor Deirdre Conroy 
To ask the manager, if a local Terenure resident details supplied, on a low weekly 
disability payment who has made his front garden into a driveway - despite the fact 
that a parking space was outside the wall boundary – has to make a payment to DCC 
to remove the parking space. And if so, can it be reduced or small amount paid weekly? 

 
Q.40 Councillor Kevin Donoghue 

To ask the manager to take a look at tree repairs at [details supplied]. The tree is 
starting to grow through the pavement. The council previously attended but it has only 
been patched up with tarmacadam. It currently presents a tripping hazard and the issue 
of the tree growing through the pavement has not been addressed. 
 

Q.41 Councillor Kevin Donoghue 
To ask the manager what can be done to tackle the issues of rats in the area. Residents 
in a number of areas have reported they are concerned about rats in their area in 
recent weeks. Is there a strategy for dealing with such an issue? 
 

Q.42 Councillor Kevin Donoghue 
To ask the manager if anything can be done about the trucks along Charlemont Street, 
Charlemont Square. There is construction in the area and it causing serious problems 
for residents as trucks are lining up to access the site before it opens. This causes both 
noise pollution and access issues for residents. 

 
Q.43 Councillor Kevin Donoghue 

To ask the manager if more prominent “one way” signage can be put in at Pleasant 
Street, at the Heytesbury Street entrance. The street is one way but residents have 
indicated that people travelling the wrong direction is a common occurrence and poses 
a risk to road users.  

 
Q.44 Councillor Kevin Donoghue 

To ask the manager to address a slip hazard caused by a utility manhole cover at the 
corner of Nassau Street and Leinster Lane. A resident reported that they slipped on 
the cover in the rain, which appear to be on a slope. Could the utility responsible for 
the cover, or the council put a non-slip grip on the cover? 

 
Q.45 Councillor Claire Byrne 

To ask the Area Manager can he please resurface the man hole cover on Nassau 
Street at the junction of Leinster Lane as a matter of urgency. The surface here is 
extremely slippery and a constituent fell here recently causing serious injury.  
 

Q.46 Councillor Claire Byrne 
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To ask the Area Manager can he please consider reviewing the decision not to install 
double yellow lines on Hagans Court, Dublin 2.  One year on from my original question 
and enforcement of illegal parking here is not being carried out and the problem still 
persists on a daily basis as the current system is making ingress and egress to some 
properties here difficult, and is also a challenge for bin trucks on collection days.  
 

Q.47 Councillor Claire Byrne 
Can the Area Manager please provide an update on the delivery of the Fitzwilliam 
Cycle Route? 

 
Q.48 Councillor Claire Byrne 

To ask the Area Manager can measures be introduced to stop the speeding of motor 
bikes coming over Harold’s Cross Bridge onto Clanbrassil Street and vice versa onto 
Harold’s Cross Road?  Perhaps the manager could consider installing a ramp here or 
introducing 30km per hour speed limit and asking the Gardaí to have a periodic speed 
camera van at the location.  

 
Q.49 Councillor Claire Byrne 

To ask the Area Manager can he please install more public bins on the streets 
surrounding Merrion Square and Fitzwilliam Square as there is a distinct lack of street 
bins in this area.  
 

Q.50 Councillor Claire Byrne 
Can the Area Manager please provide an update on the plans to redevelop the old 
public toilets at the junction of Kevin Street and New Street? 

 
Q.51 Councillor Claire Byrne 

Can the Area Manager please confirm when Hanover Street East, from the corner of 
Lime Street to the corner of Macken Street, will re-open please? 

 
Q.52 Councillor Hazel Chu 

To ask the manager what facility is available for members of the public to log 
complaints about odour from the Poolbeg incinerator? In certain weather conditions, 
there is a sickening, acrid smell.  

 
Q.53 Councillor Hazel Chu 

To ask the manager of update on ongoing works at path near Anglesea Bridge 
entrance of Herbert Park.  Previously there was a thoroughfare for pedestrians and 
cyclists but is now closed. 

 
Q.54 Councillor Hazel Chu 

To ask the manager of the status of Belmont Avenue in the neighbourhood transport 
scheme. Last report was that we had phase 2 and going to phase 3. 

 
Q.55 Councillor Hazel Chu 

To ask the manager with increased numbers of cyclists if we can install further bike 
parking in around the southeast area. 

 
Q.56 Councillor Hazel Chu 

To ask the manager with precautions for cocooners can we install a bottle bank facility 
in Donnybrook and Ranelagh village so older individuals do not have to venture too far 
to recycle. 

 

Q.57 Councillor Carolyn Moore 
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To ask the director of services what plans are in place to deal with ongoing regular 
sewage overflow into Dublin Bay, and if it is possible to introduce same day water 
quality monitoring so that swimmers are aware of pollution incidents before they swim. 
 

Q.58 Councillor Carolyn Moore 
To ask the director of services to provide details of street cleaning frequency in this 
local area, to provide information on whether the frequency of street cleans decreased 
during Covid-19 restrictions, and if so, to provide information on when the full schedule 
will resume and comment on the matter of increased street litter over the past few 
months. 

 
Q.59 Councillor Carolyn Moore 

To ask the director of services in light of Covid-19 restrictions and the need 
for pedestrians to safely use footpaths, if measures can be taken to ensure that 
wheelie bins are not stored on public footpaths. 

 
Q.60 Councillor Carolyn Moore 

To ask the director of services for a schedule of works for the removal of rubbish from 
the Poddle River; to confirm that the litter screens are being cleared twice weekly, on 
Mondays and Fridays, as stated in the Local Area Meeting of December 19th; and to 
state if there were any changes to the regular schedule of works as a result of Covid-
19 restrictions?  

 
Q.61 Councillor Carolyn Moore 

To ask the director of services for a timeline or schedule of works for weed removal; 
for further information on the weed removal contract which has been successfully 
tendered for, as announced at the local area meeting on June 22nd; and for 
information on where and for what purpose chemical weed-killers are still being used 
in this local area? 

 
Q.62 Councillor Carolyn Moore 

To ask the director of services for an update on the delivery of the Fitzwilliam Cycle 
Route? 
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